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ABSTRACT
Human Immunodeficiency Virus type-1, HIV-1, is the primary etiological agent of Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome, AIDS, a global pandemic with 1.7 million newly infected persons in
2019 alone. There is no cure to infection, and disease progression can only be prevented by a daily
antiretroviral drug regime. Access to treatment, non-compliance, and drug-resistance remains an issue,
however the development of new therapeutics can address these concerns. Current therapeutics target
viral entry, reverse-transcription, integration, and maturation, all stages of the retroviral lifecycle. The
HIV capsid core is crucial to mediating infection during the early stages of infection, is a target of innate
immune protein TRIM5α, and a recent category of capsid inhibitor retroviral compounds.
TRIM5α, part of the highly conserved TRIM protein family, recognises capsid and restricts HIV-1
infection in Rhesus macaques. The exact mechanism of restriction remains elusive. One hypothesis
includes macroautophagy, a cellular bulk-degradation pathway with known implications in
host-pathogen interactions. TRIM5α contains a novel α-helical LC3-interacting motif, which mediates
the interaction between it and the mATG8 family of proteins. The mATG8 proteins have roles in the core
machinery of autophagy and selective xenophagy, a mechanism to target specific substrates such as
pathogens, for degradation. The interaction between the LC3-interacting motif in TRIM5α and the
mATG8 family shows discriminate specificity, and this interaction may also be found in other TRIM
proteins. We performed a structurally informed bioinformatic search to identify putative motifs in other
TRIM family proteins and used X-ray crystallographic techniques to investigate methods for determining
the molecular mechanisms behind the differences in specificity for TRIM5α and the mATG8 family of
proteins.
Furthermore, we investigated the mechanism and binding of a novel capsid inhibitor currently in the
third-generation of development. We present the X-ray crystallographic structure of HIV-1 capsid protein
in complex with the inhibitor 11l and propose a likely mechanism of action. This structure will inform
future structure-based compound optimisation.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1: Retroviruses
Retroviruses are viruses that possess an RNA genome and require integration into the host DNA
as part of their lifecycle. This requires conversion of the viral RNA genome to DNA, an uncommon
biological process and the namesake for ‘retro’ or ‘backwards’ virus. The Retroviridae family has two
major sub-families; Spumaviruses (Spumaretrovirinae) are also known as foamy viruses since infected
cells show a ‘foamy’ appearance and are benign, whereas Orthoretroviruses (Orthoretrovirinae) are
associated with diseases including cancer, immunodeficiency, and other malignancies. The Lentivirus
genus (‘lenti’ meaning slow) of the Orthoretrovirinae and are characterised by extended infections and
long incubation periods. Common Lentiviruses are the acquired immune deficiency viruses such as
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Type 1 and 2 (HIV-1/HIV-2), or Simian Immunodeficiency
Virus (SIV).
The retrovirus HIV-1 is notable as the causative agent of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, AIDS,
and poses a significant burden on global health. AIDS remains a global pandemic, and as of the end of
2019, the World Health Organisation1 states there are 38 million individuals who live with HIV
worldwide. Although HIV is a manageable chronic disease given current treatment regimens, gaps in
services led to another 1.7 million people infected and 690,000 deaths as of 2019, and it is estimated that
3678 people live with HIV in New Zealand2. There is currently no cure or vaccine available for HIV-1
infection. Treatment of HIV with retroviral therapy, whilst effective3, entails a daily dose of a cocktail
of antiretroviral drugs4. This is costly5 and difficult to implement with a high-rate of non-compliance6.
This especially affects lower socio-economic regions where access to the latest pharmaceuticals is
restricted. Additionally, the emergence of viral resistance to treatment remains a concern4,7: novel
antiretroviral drugs and a cure for infection are an area of active research.

~1~

Although recognition of AIDS occurred in 19818 in the United States of America, the origins of HIV-1
begin in the early 20th century in West Africa. A cross-species transfer event from an SIVcpz infected
chimpanzee is the most probable first instance9, there have been multiple transfer events but HIV-1 type
M is the primary variant responsible for the pandemic. HIV-2 also arose from a cross-species transfer
from the sooty mangabey variant SIVsm, although HIV-2 is less infectious and contained to the continent
of Africa. Although HIV has the potential to be eradicated from the human population, these examples
also highlight the consequences future cross-species transfer of retroviruses may have on human health.

1.1.1: Anatomy of a retrovirus: HIV-1
Retroviruses are classed as either simple or complex, depending on a number of expressed
accessory proteins. All retroviruses express three polyproteins; gag, pol, and env, which are sufficient
for the replicative life cycle of the virus. Complex retroviruses also encode genes for up to six accessory
proteins that have key roles in evading the host immune response and determining the tropism of the
virus. We will frame our description of retroviruses around HIV-1 as it is the example most relevant to
this research.
HIV-1 is a complex lentivirus. Viral particles are ~100 nm in diameter and contain all necessary
components to facilitate infection of the target cell (The structure of the HIV-1 virus is summarised in
Figure 1). The outer layer consists of a lipid membrane bilayer, termed the envelope, and is derived from
the producer host cell during the budding process and includes some host membrane proteins. Viral
envelope proteins, or spike proteins, are also present and function as recognition sites for target CD4+
cell receptors. Encapsulated within the envelope are viral proteins such as Protease (PR), which are
involved in the maturation process of the virion. The membrane itself is also supported by an array of
Matrix protein (MA). Most of the space within the envelope is occupied by the viral capsid core, an
icosahedral fullerene cone macro-assembly comprised of >1,000 copies of capsid protein (HIV-1 CA).
The capsid core forms a protein protective shell around the viral RNA genome (consisting of two single
strands of identical positive sense RNA), and infection machinery such as Integrase (IN), and Reverse
Transcriptase (RT).

~2~

Figure 1.
Structure of the mature HIV-1 virion
Shown is a schematic representation of the HIV-1 mature viral particle. Spike Protein consists of gp120 and
gp41, Matrix Protein associated with membrane, Capsid Protein, forming the capsid core and associated with
host derived Cyclophilin A, CypA. Nucleocapsid Protein, Reverse Transcriptase, Integrase, and Single stranded
genomic RNA are present within the capsid core. Protease is important for maturation, Vpr accessory protein.
Host derived lipid membrane includes host membrane proteins, such as ICAM-I.

1.1.2: Genome organisation
The viral genome is protected within the capsid core of the virus. The volume inside the viral
capsid is small, exerting a physical restraint on the size of the viral genome. The genome of HIV-1 is
optimised in terms of information density, with overlapping open reading frames and polyprotein
expression, and functional non-coding regions such as the long terminal repeats (LTR) found at the

~3~

genome extremities. A summary of the organisation of the genome can be seen in Figure 2 adapted from
Watts et al10
The key features of a retroviral genome are the gag, pol, and env polyprotein open reading frames that
are shared amongst all retroviruses. For HIV-1, these are spread across two reading frames, with pol and
env on a -1 bp frameshift compared to gag. Importantly, each of these gene’s code for a polyprotein that
is then subsequently processed into smaller proteins. The polyproteins are functional in their own right
during the assembly of new virions but cleavage of the polyproteins into the constituent parts is required
for viral infectivity. The viral protease (PR) cleaves the polyprotein into the individual mature proteins
during maturation of the virion, after budding.

Figure 2.
Genomic Organisation of HIV-1
Overview of the genome organisation for HIV-1. Containing 9 protein encoding open-reading-frames (gag, pol,
env, vif, vpr, tat, vpu, rev, nef) spread across 3 reading frames. Gag , pol , and env are required genes for
successful infection for the retrovirus, whereas vif, vpr, tat, vpu, rev, and nef are accessory proteins which
facilitate infection. Coding regions produce 15 proteins: Martrix MA, Capsid CA, Nucleocapsid, NC, fragment
p6, Protease PR, Reverse Transcriptase RT, RNAse+Integrase IN, gp120, gp41, vif, vpr, vpu,tat, rev, nef. Protease
cut sites within poly-proteins shown with vertical lines.

1.1.3: The HIV-1 Lifecycle
The retroviral life cycle is cyclic and complex, it is therefore useful to frame it as a series of
hierarchical steps. HIV-1 DNA integration into the host genome is often associated with a subsequent
period of latency, and it is useful to differentiate between the early stages of infection where a cell is
targeted for infection and late stages where a cell acts as a producer of new virions. The full viral life
cycle is summarised in Figure 3, and consists of the steps: Recognition, Fusion, Transport, Reverse
Transcription, Integration, Transcription and Translation, Assembly, Budding, and Maturation.

~4~

Figure 3.

The HIV-1 lifecycle
~5~

1.1.3.1:

Early stages

The early stages of infection start with the recognition with the surface receptor and fusion of the
viral envelope with a target cell membrane. This is followed by its subsequent transport to the nucleus,
reverse transcription and uncoating of the viral capsid core, and integration into the target cells genome.
The envelope glycoprotein gp120 recognises specific receptors on the target cell surface. The target
receptor of HIV-1 spike protein is the CD4 receptor11. HIV-1 exhibits tropism to CD4+ T-Lymphocytes12
(however can also affect other CD4 expressing cells such as macrophages or dendritic cells). The gp120
and gp41 proteins of HIV-1 are matured envelope proteins from the Env polyprotein precursor. They
assemble as a gp41 dimer forming a stalk, and gp120 trimer forming the receptor head. Collectively, this
‘spike’ assembly radiates ~50 Å from the surface of the membrane. Gp120 is decorated with N-linked
carbohydrate post-translational modifications to aide in evasion of the adaptive immune system. Variable
loops are also present on the periphery of the protein, also obstructing access to a more conserved
functional core. In addition to the primary receptor, one of two coreceptors (CCR5 and CXCR4) are also
necessary for viral fusion with the cell membrane13. HIV-1 gp120 binds to CD4, which causes a
conformational change in gp120, allowing it to then bind to a coreceptor. Subsequently, the N-terminal
tip of gp41 is embedded into the host cell membrane, and coiled-coil motifs within gp41 undergo a
conformational change14,15 resulting in membrane fusion via the proposed “cast and fold” mechanism16.
This process leads to either direct fusion of the viral membrane with the host, or endocytosis of the entire
virion, followed by subsequent fusion with the endocytic vesicle membrane. Both pathways result in the
release of the contents of the retroviral envelope, including the viral capsid into the cytoplasm of the
target cell.
Once inside the cell, the viral capsid core must migrate towards the nucleus. Although cell shape and size
is highly variable, a T-lymphocyte is typically 1,000,000 nm3 in volume, several orders of magnitude
larger than the HIV-1 capsid core maximal length of 120 nm. The necessary active transport of the HIV-1
capsid core is thought to be mediated by dynein17. The adaptor protein BICD2 has been shown to bind
the HIV-1 capsid, and can activate dynein17, which mediates the cores retrograde transport to the nuclear
pore18.
Once at the nuclear pore, the capsid interacts with nuclear import proteins and the whole capsid is
transported through the nuclear pore complex18. During this import process, capsid morphology is altered
and likely marks the start of the uncoating process that releases the retroviral genome into the nucleus.
Capsid disassembly/uncoating is crucial for exposing the viral RNA to the target cell DNA.
Reverse transcription is carried out by the viral Reverse Transcriptase (RT) protein produced as part of
the Pol polyprotein. Reverse transcription occurs in a matter of hours post entry into the cell 19,20. This
enzyme has both RNA dependent DNA polymerase activity to synthesize the DNA proviral genome, and
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RNAse H activity to degrade the viral RNA after DNA synthesis21. It is believed that reverse transcription
is closely linked with the uncoating process and may even be responsible for destabilising the capsid
core22.
The final step of the early stages of infection is integration. Integrase mediates the covalent insertion of
proviral DNA into the target cell genome23. The integrase protein consists of three domains, an
N-terminal Zinc Finger, central catalytic domain, and a C-terminal domain, that binds non-specifically
to DNA. Integrase can only function in a multimeric state. Dimers form on the ends of the linear viral
DNA, which then come together to form a tetramer, or dimer of dimers. Integrase has two major functions
that facilitate insertion of the provirus into the host genome, “3’-end processing”, and “strand transfer”.
The former of these involves endonuclease activity on the 3’-OH ends of viral DNA, removing exactly
two 3’ nucleotides from each of the viral DNA, within the LTR region. 3’-processing is dependent on
dimer formation24. Following correct processing of the 3’ ends, strand transfer uses these modified ends
and inserts the viral DNA exactly 5 bases apart into the target cell genomic DNA23. Strand transfer
requires Integrase to be in complex with both viral and cell DNA at the same time, is associated with the
tetrameric form, and insertion of each end occurs simultaneously25. Once integrated, the viral DNA is
termed a ‘Pro-virus’, and the transition to the late stages of infection can occur.
1.1.3.2:

Late Stages

The late stages of infection cover the process of forming new infectious viral particles; it includes
transcription and translation of the provirus RNA, assembly of viral protein particles, budding from the
producer cell, and maturation into infectious particles.
The proviral genome is transcribed as single mRNA that is then translated to make the viral polyproteins
required for assembly of a new infectious particle. The Env proteins are shuttled to the outer membrane
via the endoplasmic reticulum and golgi secretory pathway. Env is glycosylated during this process,
before being transported to the plasma membrane. The other viral proteins Gag and Pol are translated in
the cytoplasm.
The new viral genome consists of an RNA transcribed from the integrated provirus, and forms a dimeric
molecule26 with dimerization being required for infectivity27. Assembly of budding particles is likely
driven by the gag polyprotein interacting with env, gag localises to the membrane via the myristoylation
of the matrix region of gag polyprotein28. Self-assembly of gag at the plasma membrane drives localised
membrane curvature resulting in the formation of a budding virion. To complete the budding process the
ESCRT host machinery is recruited resulting in the release of immature viral particles. These particles
are characterised by an intact Gag layer located at the periphery of the viral particle and are not yet
infectious.
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To be become infectious, immature viral particles must undergo maturation. This is characterised by
cleavage of the viral polyproteins gag and pol into mature proteins by the viral protease. The gag
polyprotein is cleaved into its component matrix, capsid, and nucleocapsid proteins. The matrix protein
remains localised to the membrane of the virion with the myristoylation site embedded in the membrane.
Nucleocapsid remains bound to, and packages the RNA genome within the core of the virus. The
cleavage of capsid results in a large conformational rearrangement of the capsid lattice from an immature
lattice to the mature capsid lattice29. This is accompanied by a condensation of the viral core resulting in
the characteristic conical core. To form this final capsid assembly the capsid monomer assembles into
hexamers that then form large sheets that close into the viral core29. 12 capsid pentamers are also required
to close the core and satisfy the requirements of an icosahedron30. Greater than 250 hexamers and 12
pentamers are involved in forming this shell. Whilst the morphology and shape of the capsid is variable
between viral genera (MLV for example forms a spherical core) and even between viral particles (for
HIV-1 there is variation in both size and morphology although a general fullerene cone shape is retained),
failure of the capsid protein to form an enclosed capsid will result in a non-infectious virion. This is
thought to be due to exposure of the viral genome in the cytoplasm of the cell compromising infection31,32.

1.1.4: Treating HIV-1
Due to the integration of the viral genome into the host cell and subsequent latency, there exists no
available cure of viral infection without moral concerns of gene editing, or unique cases involving bone
marrow transplants33,34. However, infection is no longer a death sentence and current HIV treatments
reduce morbidity and remove the potential of spreading the infection. There are over 25 available
antiretroviral drugs, and these are taken in various combinations to act synergistically4.
Antiretroviral drugs function by targeting the retroviral lifecycle. Targeting viral specific processes is
also beneficial in minimising side effects. Reverse transcriptase is a natural choice as RT are strictly viral
in nature (human biology does not include a reverse transcriptase analogue). Subsequently,
Non-Nucleoside/Nucleotide Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors (NNTRI’s) form the basis of combinational
drug therapy by inhibiting RT. These are combined with other mechanistically independent
antiretrovirals such as protease inhibitors (inhibiting Protease and thus the maturation step), entry
inhibitors (preventing the interaction between CD4 receptors and gp140), or integrase inhibitors
(inhibition of Integrase protein and preventing pro-virus integration). Whilst treatment prevents the
progression of AIDS allowing infected persons to lead a relatively normal life, antiretroviral therapy is
costly5, requires a daily dose, and can have adverse side-effects35, which affect treatment
noncompliance3,36.
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Capsid is crucial at the early stages of infection during the viral life cycle. Within the last decade, this
has gathered attention that capsid may be a viable target for drug development37,38. Several capsid
inhibitors are in development39–42, which will be introduced in 1.1.7:Capsid Inhibitors on page 14. To
appreciate the mechanism by which these inhibitors restrict infection, a background on the structure and
function of the HIV-1 capsid core is necessary.
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1.1.5: Structure and assembly of the HIV-1 Capsid
The retroviral capsid core forms a proteinaceous shell around the viral RNA genome, and the
reverse transcriptase and integration machinery. The core is integral to the early stages of the lifecycle
and mediates active transport, nuclear entry, and innate-immune evasion. The capsid core is comprised
of a many identical copies of the 24 kDa capsid protein (HIV-1 CA), that spontaneously self-assemble
into the 30-35 mega Dalton macro-assembly that is the HIV-1 capsid core.
The mature HIV-1 CA protein consists of two domains connected by a short but flexible linker. The
N-Terminal Domain (NTD) starts with 2 β-strands that form a N-terminal hairpin loop, followed by 7
α-helices (α1-7). The C-Terminal Domain (CTD) is formed from 4 α-helices. This overall structure is
conserved within all Orthoretroviruses. To mediate assembly of the capsid core from identical subunits,
HIV-1 CA exhibits a property known as quasi-equivalence. This allows HIV-1 CA to adopt multiple
quasi-symmetry interactions across multiple interfaces. The NTD mediates the formation of a hexamer
subunit via helices 1, 2, and 3. The CTD domain also interact across a 2-fold (helix 9) and 3-fold (helix
10 and 11) axis. Taken together, these interactions allow hexamers to self-assemble into a trigonal lattice
as a sheet. Roll and pitch between hexameric neighbours facilitates the flexibility necessary for the sheet
to bend and adopt the complex variable morphologies of the capsid core. HIV-1 CA monomers also form
pentameric subunits which satisfy the mathematical requirements of a icosahedra, facilitating the more
acute angles required in forming a closed structure. From these interactions ~200 individual hexamer
subunits, and exactly 12 pentamer subunits, or greater than 1200 monomers of HIV-1 CA come together
to form the typical HIV-1 capsid core30,43, Figure 4.
Major points of variation in structure are located on the apical surface of capsid (i.e. the surface that is
presented to the cytoplasm of the cell) between helix 4 and 5. In HIV-1 this area forms the binding site
for the cellular protein cyclophilin A and is termed the CypA binding loop. More conserved binding
locations are found nearer the CTD interfaces, within the pockets of neighbouring hexamers. Capsid
protein interacts with several host factors in these locations to facilitate successful infection.
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Figure 4.
Structural Assembly of HIV-1 CA
A, assembly of the monomer, consisting of a NTD and CTD domain, into a hexamer, and as a subunit of the entire
capsid. B, Example of change in Roll/Twist between hexamer neighbours. C, example of change in Pitch between
hexamer neighbours. D, Cartoon representation of a hexamer subunit, one monomer is coloured N to C terminal
with spectrum. E, Cartoon representation of pentamer subunit, one monomer coloured with spectrum. F, Overview
of the quasi-equivalent symmetries present in the trigonal lattice. HIV-1 CA contains 6-fold (mediated by the
hexameric NTD) and 3 and 2-fold symmetries, (mediated by the CTD). Note that for the 12 pentameric units, the
6-fold symmetry is replaced with 5-fold symmetry.
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1.1.6: Host interactions of HIV-1 CA
The capsid core serves several roles during infection. It is the major epitope of an infectious
particle within the cytoplasm, being the surface that is presented within the cytoplasm of the cell and
necessarily protects conserved elements for infection behind the walls of the capsid protein. Innate
immunity centres on pathogen associated pattern recognition and there is evolutionary pressure for the
host to adapt proteins to interfere with viral infection. However, the capsid is also the key component
mediating interactions with host factors that are essential for infection. Traversal of the cytoplasm and
nuclear import rely on capsid interactions with the host machinery. To this end, a delicate balance
between interacting with cellular machinery to achieve infection whilst remaining unidentifiable by host
immune factors is in play, and the HIV-1 CA capsid protein is the diplomat of this engagement.
The first identified host cofactor to HIV-1 CA is Cyclophilin A (CypA). CypA is a cis-trans prolyl
isomerase which catalyses the conversion between cis and trans proline imide bonds. This protein, (seen
in Figure 1 as blue hemi-circles) is present within the cytoplasm of mammalian cells and is even packaged
in budding virions. The presence within the virion itself is unimportant for successful infection, so long
as the newly infected cell has CypA present44. This likely infers that the role of CypA is only pertinent
during the early stages of infection. CypA binds to the capsid protein NTD domain at the so-called CypA
binding loop, representing residues 85-9645. A glycine-proline motif is present in the central tip of the
loop, which is also the binding motif for CypA. HIV-1 CA does not interact with CypA to leverage
proline-isomerase activity, but instead appears to utilise the host protein as a protective covering, helping
to cloak the pathogen from innate immune processes44,46. Furthermore, CypA binding to the HIV-CA
lattice may have a stabilising effect, or destabilising effect, or both depending on concentration, and be
linked to the capsid core uncoating process47. The presence of the CypA binding loop in lentiviruses is
heavily conserved48, reflecting the importance of CypA as a cofactor. Only SIVmac lentivirus show
selection against a CypA binding loop, likely due to the negative selection of the TRIM5-Cyp fusionprotein restriction factor which evolved in macaques49.
HIV-1 CA also utilises many other host proteins to facilitate infection. Transport of the capsid core to
the nucleus50 hijacks cytoskeletal elements and associated machinery51. HIV-1 CA capsid utilises both
microtubules and actin filaments, and induces the formation of stable microtubules52,53. MAP1A and
MAP1S are microtubule associated binding proteins, and are proposed to tether capsid core particles to
microtubules52. HIV-1 CA further interacts with both dynein and kinesin motor proteins17,54, and
interfering with the interaction of HIV-1 CA and trafficking proteins can leave to accumulation of nontransported capsid cores50,53, instability of capsid cores54, and have implications in restriction and
infection55.
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Whole intact HIV-1 CA cores are transported from the cytoplasm to the nucleus of the cell18 through the
nuclear pore complex (NPC), a macrostructure composed of composed of more than 30 different
Nucleoporin NUP proteins56. To achieve this HIV-1 CA makes several interactions with NUP’s, but most
notably the FG repeat containing NUP358 and NUP153. NUP358 is present on the outer surface of the
NPC, HIV-1 capsid cores interact with NUP358 directly57, and/or mediated via kinesin-158, which aide
in localising the capsid to the entrance of the NPC.
Once the capsid core reaches the Nuclear Pore Complex, it is required to communicate its import through
the pore. The CypA binding loop contains a nuclear import signal, and HIV-1 CA interacts with
Transportin-1 directly, which mediates the capsid cores active transport across the NPC 59. NUP153 is
present as part of the nuclear basket, on the nucleoplasm side of the nuclear membrane and mediates
transport across the NPC. NUP153 contains an FG repeating motif, which binds to HIV-1 CA via a
conserved hydrophobic pocket between CA monomers. Interestingly, this binding site is also shared by
Cleavage and Polyadenylation Splicing Factor 6 (CPSF6), and is the same binding site found for the
capsid inhibitors presented in section 1.1.7: Capsid Inhibitors. CPSF6 may have roles in alternative
nuclear entry pathways for HIV-160. CPSF6 is produced in the cytoplasm and transported via the
karyopherin TNPO3 (Transportin 3) which is recruited via a C-terminal RS domain on CPSF6.
The protein Mx2 (also known as MXB) restricts HIV-1 infection by acting on capsid protein during the
early stages of infection61–63. The restrictive activity of Mx2 for HIV-1 is attributed to its N-terminal
domain64–66, which serves a point of difference to the related broad-spectrum restriction factor Mx167.
The N-terminal domain contains a nuclear localisation sequence, and a triple arginine motif64,68,69. These
attributes allow for high concentrations of MXB to localise on the cytosolic face of the nuclear
membrane66, and for the preferential binding to HIV-1 CA capsid lattice65 (but not necessarily individual
monomers or hexamers70,71) respectively. Whilst oligomerisation is required to bind capsid, only antiparallel dimerization is necessary for anti-viral activity72–74. Mx2 restriction show a similar outcome to
the depletion of nuclear import proteins such as NUP153, 358 and Transportin, inhibiting integration and
nuclear entry, but not reverse transcription66. Capsid variants that alter stability allow escape from Mx2
restriction, and mutations that alter CypA or CPSF6 binding to capsid will also alter the restrictive
capacity of Mx275,76. Another important innate immune interaction between host and HIV-1 CA, with
many parallels to Mx2 is that for the SPRY domain of TRIM5α, which is covered in detail in section
1.2.2: TRIM5α.
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1.1.7: Capsid Inhibitors
Effective treatment for living with HIV-1 infection already exists; in the form ART, and in
preventing new infections via pre-exposure prophylaxis77. However HIV-1 has a high mutation rate78,
and development of antiretroviral resistance is a concern79 thus identifying novel drug targets in the
HIV-1 lifecycle to combine with the current drug regime is invaluable long term.
Capsid stability/instability is finely tuned to promote infection, being stable enough to protect the capsid
contents while still being able to disassemble at the correct moment to allow integration. Premature
exposure of the capsid core contents with the cytosol risks exposure of viral genome with antiviral nucleic
acid sensors such as RIG-I and cGAS32. However, core disassembly must still be able to occur during
the early stages of infection to allow reverse transcription products access to integrate into the host
genome. Furthermore, capsid is responsible for key interactions with host machinery. Important
interactions with NUP153 in the NPC (required for nuclear import) are lost on capsid disassembly80 and
core stability may be required to maintain integrity during nuclear transport while remaining flexible
enough to alter the shape of capsid cores to fit through the NPC as the more tube-like assemblies seen in
the nucleus18.
Consequently, binding to capsid protein and either stabilising or destabilising the capsid assembly are
valid opportunities to restrict infection, with the potential to disrupt both early stages of infection, and
late stage maturation. Several compounds are in development under this premise of disrupting capsid
stability40,42,81, and altering the viability of capsid cores during the early stages of infection, and/or
affecting the late stages of infection by interfering with core maturation. This approach has been exploited
in the development of compounds targeting capsid, such as PF7439 and GS-620740. These compounds
bind to the interface between the CTD and NTD capsid domains, co-ordinating between Lys70 and
Asn57, a site accessibly to small molecules through the crevasse formed between hexamer units80, Figure
5. Such an interface is unique in that it is only present in mature capsid complexes of hexamer (or
pentamer) stoichiometry and is the conserved interface for binding host co-factors NUP153, and CPSF6.
Tight binding to this region likely abrogates interactions with these cofactors, which have roles in nuclear
import.
Interestingly, investigation into the mechanism of action for PF74 exhibited a bi-modal restrictive
profile42. At low concentrations, PF74 restriction shares a phenotype of nuclear import knockouts, indeed
washing to remove PF74 enables infection to progress into the nucleus and for integration to occur. This
is consistent with a competitive binding mode of action between PF74, and the proteins involved in
nuclear import: NUP158 and CPSF6. Furthermore, mutations of HIV-1 CA that force use of alternative
nuclear import pathways, such as N74D, abrogating the need for NUP153 and CPSF6 binding, remove
PF74 mediated restriction at these low concentrations, further implicating low concentration PF74
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mediated restriction with nuclear transport. High concentrations of PF74 have a second and more
restricting mode of action. Infection cannot be restored with washing PF74 away, and this is interpreted
to mean that PF74 has caused catastrophic damage to the integrity of the capsid core. Interestingly, PF74
also exhibits difference in both early and late restrictive potential regarding the HIV-1 life cycle. Early
events relate to its effect on HIV-1 capsid core stability and nuclear import, whereas late events likely
effect either the assembly of immature gag lattice, or the maturation of the cleaved CA protein and its
ability to assembly into the icosahedral fullerene cone.
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Figure 5.
Ligand binding the NTD/CTD Pocket
A, NUP153 peptide in complex with HIV-1 CA, FG repeat binding at site on NTD. B, CPSF6 FG peptide in
complex with HIV-1 CA binding in NTD pocket. C, PF74, capsid inhibitor, binding in same pocket as host
cofactors. D, Side and apical views of hexamer subunit, the binding pocket is situated between the NTD monomer
(white surface) and adjacent CTD monomer (no surface), shown is one of six possible binding sites of a hexamer.
The binding site is situated within the grooves created by adjacent hexamers. Square black box indicates viewport
of panels A, B and C.
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1.2: Tri-Partite Motif Proteins
Tripartite Motif (TRIM) are a family of proteins found in vertebrates, especially in mammals.
Members of the TRIM protein family are identified by a conserved N-terminal domain architecture
consisting of a RING domain, up to two B-box domains, and a coiled-coil motif, (collectively referred
to as the RBCC). The RING domain confers E3 ubiquitin ligase activity. The B-box domains are involved
in macro-assembly and the coiled-coil mediates self-assembly into anti-parallel dimers. Whilst the Nterminal architecture is conserved, the C-terminus varies and can include domains such as IG Filamin,
fibronectin-III, NHL repeats, Cos, ARF, MATH, or PHD/BROMO domains. The human genome
contains over 80 TRIM proteins82, that collectively have a wide variety of roles within the cell including
proliferation, development, differentiation, apoptosis, oncogenesis, and notably innate immunity. TRIM
proteins in humans vary in size from ~200-1000 residues, however some exceptions such as TRIM76
exist at more than 4000 residues83. Note that although not all TRIM variants contain all RBCC domains,
these domains are always present in a common amino to carboxyl order.
TRIM proteins can be classified into two evolutionary distinct groups84. Group i is present in
invertebrates as well as vertebrates and is highly conserved, this group also contains the most variable
C-terminal domain architectures. Group ii is present only in mammals, and is considered younger and
rapidly evolving, with roles in species-specific innate immunity. This second group exclusively contain
SPRY domains as the C-terminal element. The majority of TRIM proteins possess PRY/SPRY domain
(also referred to as a B30.2 domain). It is thought that these SPRY domains function primarily as a
targeting domain and facilitate protein-protein interactions.
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Figure 6.

Domain organisation of Human TRIM Proteins

Domain organisation of Human TRIM proteins. RING, B-Box1/2, Coiled-coil, and C-terminal domains.
Whilst in TRIMs, not all RBCC domains are necessarily present, the order is always preserved. C-terminal
domains are varied, reflecting the modular nature of TRIM domain function.
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1.2.1: TRIM Structure
1.2.1.1:

Amino-Terminal Structure

The amino to carboxyl ordering of the RBCC motif is always conserved, even where in some
cases a domain is missing in sequence, and the spacing between domains of the RBCC is often
conserved85. The conservation of these domains is suggestive of maintaining conserved modular roles
across TRIM biology.
1.2.1.1.1:

RING Domains

The RING (Really Interesting New Gene) domain of TRIM proteins are 40-50 residues in length,
cysteine rich, and contain a zinc finger motif that often encodes E3 ubiquitin ligase activity. RING
domains bind two Zinc ions that are coordinated between conserved cysteine and/or histidine residues in
a so-called ‘cross-brace’ arrangement. These domains are easily identified by the specific pattern of
Cys/His residues in primary sequence. E3 ligases mediate interactions between proteins and ubiquitinbound-E2, covalently binding ubiquitin (Ub) to the target protein, and introducing it to the ubiquitinproteasomal dependant degradation pathway86. While E1 ubiquitin activating enzymes and E2 ubiquitin
conjugating enzymes are responsible for the topology and elongation of Ub chains, E3 ubiquitin ligases
are responsible for the specific recruitment of Ub to the appropriate protein target. This suggests a
conserved function across TRIM biology is to specifically identify and tag target proteins with ubiquitin.
Dimerization of the RING is often a requirement for E3 activity for most TRIM proteins 87, and this is
often described as a mechanism to trigger E3 ligase activity only when TRIM self-assembly has occurred.
There are exceptions to this, for example TRIM21 does not require dimerization for E3 activity88.
Furthermore, RING may not only function as an E3 ligase, and RING oligomeric state can also drive
TRIM self-assembly, such as is the case with TRIM6989.
1.2.1.1.2:

B-Box Domains

The second domain in the Tripartite motif is the B-box domain. B-box domains contain a
conserved Zinc-finger binding motif, and are defined in two distinct forms, B1 and B2 depending on the
arrangement of Cysteine and Histidine residues which bind and coordinate two Zinc atoms. TRIM
proteins may have up to two B-box domains; when two domains are present, they are always ordered as
a B1 B-box followed by B2 B-box. TRIM proteins with a single B-box domain always have B2 B-box.
The difference between B1 and B2 are in the residues that co-ordinate the two Zn atoms within the
Zinc-finger. B1 consists of a conserved motif, where x is any residue, Cx2Cx4Cx7Cx2Cx4Hx1H, whereas
B2 contain histidine at the second cysteine position, and often lose the fourth cysteine entirely, which is
replaced with aspartate: Cx2Hx4Cx7Dx2Cx4Hx1H84.
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Unlike the RING domain, neither the B1 nor B2 B-box show E3 ubiquitin ligase activity. Due to the
close proximity of the B-box domains and RING domains, they have been shown to modulate the
specificity or activity of RING E3 ligase activity. The consistent arrangement of B-box domains from
B1 to B2, or only B2, implies a conserved function or evolutionary signature to B1 and B2 domains.
B-box functions are not as well characterised as other TRIM domains90,91 yet predominantly have roles
in protein-protein interactions and/or TRIM self-assembly92–95.
1.2.1.1.3:

Coiled-Coil Motifs

The TRIM protein coiled-coil domain forms an antiparallel homo-dimer, present across all known
TRIM structures96. Coiled-coil motifs form based on a repeating sequence of amino-acids, and are αhelical in secondary structure.
The structure of coiled-coil motifs for several TRIM proteins are available on the wwPDB. TRIM5α97,98,
TRIM2099, TRIM2596, TRIM28100, TRIM63101, and TRIM69102 all show examples of TRIM proteins
existing as obligate anti-parallel dimers. A coiled-coil occurs when two or more α-helices intertwine, a
motif which can be recognised by the presence of the heptad repeat. The heptad repeats every 7 residues
(labelled a,b,c,d,e,f,g) at positions ‘a’ and ‘d’ are apolar, forming a hydrophobic interface that lefthandedly winds along one face of the helix. With two helices, these faces interact in a zipper-like fashion,
and creates a left-handed winding of the two helices. The winding of the coiled-coil in TRIMs is
inconsistent, due to the switching between the heptad repeat and a hendecad repeat, which has a righthanded winding and repeats every 11 residues. This creates a super-coil effect, and TRIM coiled-coil
motifs may be thought of as two coiled-coil motifs on either end of a non-coiled but helical segment of
hendecad repeat96.
There are some instances where hetero-assembly interactions have been proposed. This fits with the
modular-nature of TRIM function. Hetero-interactions have been suggested for TRIM5α and TRIM6,
TRIM22, TRIM27, and TRIM34, as they co-localise in cytoplasmic bodies and share contigs on
chromosomal arm 11a. TRIM34 and TRIM5α have been shown to co-localise within the cell, and
modulate function103. The ability of TRIM32 to form tetramers104, and the self-assembly from B-Box
interactions provide the most likely structural mechanisms for any hetero-assembly interactions of TRIM
family proteins.
Coiled-coil domains within TRIM proteins facilitate an anti-parallel homo-dimer, likely to be a common
feature across all TRIM family proteins96, they also are necessary components as scaffolds with other
proteins. Importantly, the anti-parallel dimer of TRIM has the consequence of positioning the RING and
B-Box domains at either end of the coiled-coil, which facilitates oligomerisation, and connecting higher
assembly with RING domain function.
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1.2.1.2:

Carboxy-Terminal Structure

The C-terminal domains of TRIM family proteins are variable and convey specific function to
the TRIM protein. So far 11 classes of TRIM C-terminal domain have been identified84,105 and several
TRIMs contain no C-terminal domain and only the RBCC motif. The C-terminal domains are not
exclusive to the TRIM protein family, and are found in many other proteins, implying a modular use of
the RBCC motif.
The most common C-terminal domain is the PRY/SPRY or B30.2 domain. This domain is comprised of
anti-parallel β-sheets and is commonly implicated as a protein-targeting domain. All SPRY C-terminal
domain containing TRIMs fall under group ii, and other TRIMs fall under group i. Notably, group ii
SPRY domain containing TRIMs always contain a single B-box-2 domain, are only present in metazoans,
and appear to evolve more rapidly84. This fits with the evidence that SPRY domains of TRIM5α are
under positive evolutionary selection for retroviral restriction106. SPRY domains do not always exist in
isolation, Fibronectin-type-3107, and COS108 microtubule binding domains are also present in addition to
a SPRY domain on TRIM67, TRIM46, TRIM36, TRIM18, TRIM9 and TRIM184.
Fitting with the modular nature of TRIM proteins is the unique case of the C-terminal domain of CypA.
TRIM5α contains a SPRY C-terminal domain, which restricts retroviral infection by recognising capsid.
A gene insertion event resulted in a TRIM5α -CypA variant, where a Cyclophilin A domain replaced the
SPRY domain. This occurred in a common ancestor of Asiatic old-world monkeys 5-6 million years
ago109, and facilitated potent restriction to HIV-1 to TRIM5α RBCC scaffold via CypA binding HIV-1
CA protein.
Other C-terminal domains from group 1 include, Fibronectin type 3 repeats, NHL, IGFLMN, PHD,
BROMO, MATH, ARF, EXOIII, and COS domains. Some of these domains are found together, for
example joint PHD and BROMO domains are attributed to nucleosome binding110. IGFLMN domains
may be associated with NHL repeats111,112, although they may also be present individually.
In summary, the RBCC motif present in TRIM proteins suggests a conserved function where selfassembly driven tagging of specific target proteins with ubiquitin is modulated by C-terminal activity,
and that TRIM function is primarily driven by protein-protein interactions. A major outcome of the
RBCC motif is the higher-order assembly of TRIM proteins, mediated by the B-Box and Coiled-coil
domains; so that RING E3-ligase activity and overall TRIM function is often dependant on successful
self-assembly.
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1.2.2: TRIM5α
The best characterised TRIM protein and the one most relevant to HIV-1 restriction is the postentry restriction factor TRIM5. TRIM5α acts as part of the innate immune response to retroviruses,
notably HIV-1 49,113. TRIM5α from Rhesus Macaques (RhTRIM5α) potently restricts HIV-1, but human
TRIM5α (HuTRIM5α) is not effective against HIV-1113 instead exhibiting potent restriction to N-tropic
murine leukemia virus114–116. More recently, HuTRIM5α has been shown to potentially play a role in
HIV-1 restriction in certain cell types117, or in the presence of IFN activity in association with specialist
so-called immunoproteasomes118. Restriction profiles for TRIM5α are species specific, and reflect the
ongoing evolutionary ‘arms race’ between metazoans and retroviruses that has been in play for the past
tens of millions of years106.
TRIM5α restriction occurs post-entry, during the early stages of the viral lifecycle. TRIM5α blocks viral
reverse transcription in a RING, E3 ligase activity, and ubiquitylation dependent manner. However, if
RING function is disrupted, a second block, which rescues reverse transcription but restricts integration
occurs. TRIM5α restriction is dependent on viral capsid recognition and assembly mediated by the SPRY
domain119–122.
The atomic structures for the RING, B-box and Coiled-coil, and SPRY domains of TRIM5α from Rhesus
macaques has been determined using X-ray crystallography separately. These can be used to extrapolate
the complete structure of Rhesus TRIM5α98, see Figure 7, page 23. However, a native full-length
structure remains undetermined.
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RING

Coiled-coil

B-Box

SPRY

Figure 7.
Structure and Function of Rhesus TRIM5α
The individual domains of known structures of TRIM5α, modelled into a complete molecule according to the
current understanding of TRIM biology. Highlighted are key aspects of TRIM5α structure and function, A, RING
Zinc finger E3 ligase domain on flexible linker. B, B-Box2 domain, mediates dimer-dimer interactions. C, Coiledcoil interface mediates the homo-dimeric nature of TRIM5α in solution. D, SPRY domain and highlighted variable
binding loops E) RhTRIM5α scaffolding via SPRY-CA and B-box and coiled-coil assembly allow TRIM5α to form
a hexameric lattice over the HIV-1 capsid core. Ring domains are brought together at each lattice vertex.
F, Trp196 mediates two LIR sites at the centre of the coiled-coil, each binding LC3B, implicating a structural link
to RhTRIM5α as a receptor/regulator for autophagy.
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1.2.2.1:

TRIM5α Self-assembles, Recognising Capsid

The anti-parallel nature of dimerization places the B-box and RING domains on the terminal ends of the
coiled-coil motif97. The B-box of TRIM5α self-assembles with other B-box domains from other dimers
in a dimer or trimer fashion95. Evidence of TRIM5α self-assembly has been directly observed using
Electron microscopy both with and without the presence of HIV-1 capsid protein121.
With both the coiled-coil and B-box modalities of interaction, TRIM5α is able to self-assemble into larger
complexes and scaffolds whilst recognising HIV-1 Capsid119,123–125. These scaffolds take the topology of
2D hexameric lattices, mediated by a trimer/or dimer of B-Box domains (Panel E, Figure 7). Whilst these
lattices form as hexagons on HIV-1 CA tubes, pentameric and heptameric defects in this lattice can
exist123, and tetrameric defects have also been predicted126. Collectively this dynamic assembly is
functionally relevant126 for recognising the gross variation in morphology26,127 seen in HIV-1 capsid
cores. i.e. TRIM5α’s ability to completely encase the HIV-1 capsid core requires self-assembly, and
defects in the hexameric lattice account for sharp and variable curvatures at the 5-pentamer and 7pentamer ends of the viral core. Furthermore, the B-box2 interaction appears to have a degree of
flexibility95,128, which may also aid in recognition of the capsid lattice across various curvatures.
TRIM5α self-assembly is directly linked to its function. Mutations that affect self-assembly remove all
restriction activity and E3 ubiquitin ligase activity129. The RING domain has not been visualised relative
to the B-box and coiled-coil motifs but is attached to the B-box via a short flexible linker. Furthermore,
the RING domain requires dimerization for E3 activity129 and collectively this information supports the
hypothesis that RING dimerization occurs at the B-box interface on the vertices of the TRIM5α lattice
only when recognising capsid and forming higher-order assemblies. The coiled-coil motif ensures RING
domains are held apart in the anit-parallel homodimer of soluble TRIM5α. Thus, E3 ligase activity is
inextricably linked only to situations where macro-assembly occurs across all TRIM5α domains:
mediated via B-Box interactions across dimers, which are likely collectively recognising a common
target such as retroviral capsid via SPRY interactions (Figure 7, panel E).
The SPRY domains of TRIM5 are likely positioned centrally to the coiled-coil domains based on
extrapolation

from the BCC

(88-296) lysozyme fusion X-ray

crystallographic structure

(PDB Accession: 4TN3)97, and the SPRY domain X-ray and NMR solution hybrid model
(PDB Accession: 2LM3). However, the overlap of helical region used to position the SPRY domains
relative to the coiled-coil is small, and the relative positions of the coiled-coil and SPRY domains may
be more flexible (such as BCC flexibility95,128) than what is seen in the crystal structure.
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1.2.2.2:

TRIM5α SPRY Domain binds Capsid

Although B-box and coiled-coil domains have roles in the assembly of RhTRIM5α to recognise
capsid, the SPRY domain (Figure 7, panel D) is responsible for the direct recognition of the HIV-1 capsid
lattice130. Furthermore the affinity to which TRIM5α binds to capsid is directly correlated to its anti-viral
activity115. Structures of the SPRY domain124,131 have been determined by X-ray crystallography and
solution NMR methods, however the nature of binding to the capsid remains elusive. The binding
interface between Rhesus SPRY and HIV-1 CA is cryptic within the flexible and variable loops, which
recognise only the mature capsid lattice115,132. Individual CA monomers for example; only interact
weakly (>400 µM120). RhTRIM5α relies on B-box2 and coiled-coil self-assembly to recognise the mature
lattice of HIV-1, thus increasing the avidity of the interaction to mature viral cores.
RhTRIM5α SPRY exhibits an anti-parallel β-sandwich core motif with the binding interface to capsid
formed by a series of variable loops (V1, V2, V3, and V4) positioned between β3-4, β6-7, β8-9, and β1314 respectively131. These residues are variable in both sequence, when compared to other TRIM5α
species, and in structure, with both the NMR and X-ray studies showing the V1 loop to be exhibit multiple
potential conformations. These characteristics are likely linked, as the variable loops of the SPRY domain
have been implicated in a “Red Queens Hypothesis”, under constant counter-evolution with identifying
the retroviral capsid, which itself evolves to remain undetected, and recognise multiple HIV-1 CA
epitopes120. The structural information we have for SPRY domain is a chimeric structure of solution
NMR for the V1 loop, and X-Ray crystallographic for the remainder of the core (PDB accession 2LM3).
V1 is the longest loop at >20 residues and appears to be responsible for the majority of the capsid
interaction and viral specificity. By observing signal attenuation in solution NMR experiments,
individual residues have been identified as part of the binding interface between RhTRIM5α SPRY and
HIV-1 CA. These data suggested that there are multiple epitopes on the CA-NTD that SPRY recognises,
and that these are located primarily within the inter-hexameric spaces of the capsid lattice120.
Interestingly, a single amino-acid change (R332P) in the V1 loop of the SPRY domain from Human
TRIM5α is sufficient to confer HIV-1 restriction133. Unexpectedly, it has been shown that most of all
possible mutations within the V1 loop will confer a positive advantage to viral restriction rather than
abolish restriction134. This mutational resilience exemplifies the SPRY domain viral recognition interface
as “easy to make, difficult to break”, and provides insight into the roles of TRIM proteins as rapidly
evolving innate-immune viral receptors in an evolutionary arms race to combat viruses.
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1.2.2.3:

TRIM5α is an intracellular innate immune protein.

TRIM5α is constitutively expressed and present throughout the cytoplasm. In situ it localises to
cytosolic regions of the cell termed cytoplasmic bodies that are dynamic, motile, and hollow 135.
Pre-existing cytoplasmic body formations are not required for restriction of infection, however
cytoplasmic bodies localise with invading viral capsid particles with this process being necessary for
successful RING domain mediated restriction136. TRIM5α does recognise the HIV-1 viral lattice and
initiates ubiquitin-dependant innate-immune cascades137. Although it is the most well studied TRIM in
innate immunity, the exact mechanism(s) by which TRIM5α achieves retroviral restriction remains
elusive.
1.2.2.4:

TRIM5α and Proteasomal Degradation

After recognising and binding to the viral capsid, the obvious question is by what mechanism
does TRIM5α restrict virus? There are many hypotheses, however a role in TRIM5α mediated ubiquitindependant restriction is evident, which has correlated to proteasomal degradation.
TRIM5α binds proteasome subunits136 and TRIM5α cytoplasmic bodies also co-localise to
proteasomes138. RhTRIM5α RING domains require dimerization as E3 ligases129, and the anti-parallel
coiled-coil dictates that B-Box’s of adjacent dimers in the TRIM lattice come together as dimers or
trimers, allowing close proximity, and therefore enabling the function of RING domains. TRIM5α selfassembly on HIV-1 CA capsid core lattice allows for proximal activation of the TRIM5α E3 ligase
activity. TRIM5α RING E3 ligase activity N-terminally139 linked K63-linked ubiquitin chains with the
aid of E2 enzymes Ube2W and Ube2N/V2. TRIM5α does not appear to ubiquitinate HIV-1 CA protein
directly. The ubiquitin chains activate TAK1, and subsequent NF-κB and AP-1 innate immune signalling
pathways.

From

structural

studies

of

the

interactions

between

TRIM5α

and

Ubc13

(PDB Accession: 4TKP129) it is presumed that the auto-ubiquitination of TRIM5α results in recruitment
to the proteasome as it does in other ubiquitin-dependant proteasome systems. Inhibiting either the
ubiquitin pathway with RING domain mutants140 or the proteasome pathway with inhibitors141 results in
the same phenotype of intact TRIM5α encapsulated viral cores persisting in the cytoplasm, and restoring
reverse transcription; a correlation which supports a common pathway. In contrast to this, K63-linked
chains are often associated with proteasome independent pathways142, such as macroautophagy and
lysosomal degradation. Recently Human TRIM5α has been shown to restrict HIV-1 in interferon-α (IFNα) stimulated cells118. This process is depending on the ‘Immunoproteasome’, a proteasome with different
activation and catalytic subunits than constitutive proteasomes, a structure formed during elevated IFN-α
levels within the cell during an innate immune response.
Importantly, the proteasome mediated restriction is not necessarily the full story. Proteasome inhibitors,
whilst removing proteasomal degradation, allow reverse transcription to occur but do not rescue
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infection141. This implies that at least a second block to infection that occurs pre-integration is present in
TRIM5α mediated restriction.
1.2.2.5:

TRIM5α and Capsid Disassembly

TRIM5α will restrict in absence of proteasome activity, indicating further complexity to its
mechanisms of restriction. At some stage during the viral life cycle after nuclear import18, the capsid core
disassembles to allow viral DNA to insert itself as a pro-virus in the host. Capsid stability is therefore
implicated in the timing of the viral life cycle and is optimised to promote infectivity. The drug-design
of capsid inhibitors such as the PF74 or GS-6207 take advantage of this.
One hypothesis of TRIM5α restriction is that it de-stabilises the viral capsid on binding. This is first
demonstrated with the ‘fate of capsid’ assay115, which showed an increase of soluble CA protein vs
insoluble CA (presumed to be viral core associated) under TRIM5α-Cyp restrictive conditions indicated
a role of premature disassembly of the viral core during the early stages of infection.
This simple explanation is complicated by a lack of other core viral components (e.g. Integrase) being
present in the soluble fractions, and other fate of capsid-like experiments with Rhesus and Human
TRIM5α against HIV-1 and N-MLV respectively have suggested proteasomal degradation to have a role
in capsid disassembly143. Interestingly, when adding proteasome-inhibitors, components of the viral core
such as N-MLV RNA remain intact. Degradation occurring to Integrase or the AU rich HIV-1 RNA may
be due to inherent instability, or specific proteasome function. Importantly, proteasome inhibitors block
capsid disassembly; however, this does not rescue infection.
Although from these experiments it appears that the proteasome is necessary for capsid disassembly
during TRIM5α mediated restriction144, several studies have also shown purified TRIM5α proteins cause
disintegration of HIV-1 capsid in vitro. Furthermore explanations such as TRIM5α lattice and capsid
lattice differences lowering stability121, the binding interface of SPRY V1 sitting in-between hexameric
units of the capsid introducing stress119, and the dynamic mechanical force based on conformational
changes seen with FRET of the coiled-coil and linker regions145 may lend weight to this hypothesis.
However, there are also examples of stable TRIM lattices on HIV-1 lattice mimics and cores in vitro95,125.
Finally TRIM5α and HIV-1 cores are still present in proteasome pathway inhibited cells141.
In summary, it is unlikely that by binding alone TRIM5α causes capsid instability to restrict infection,
and that time scales of reverse transcription would occur after TRIM5α encompassing capsid cores would
imply this is not the source of the proteasome independent block to infection pre-integration.
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1.2.2.6:

TRIM5α may have roles in autophagy

The question remains if RING mediated E3 ubiquitylation restriction is sufficient but not
necessary for TRIM5α restriction, then what is the mechanism for TRIM5α restriction post-reverse
transcription. A competing hypothesis involves the cellular degradative process, autophagy. TRIM5α is
implicated in binding core autophagy machinery components146. Furthermore TRIM5α146 and HIV-1
CA147 are both autophagic substrates. Finally, TRIM5α possesses an LC3-interacting motif, an important
aspect of autophagy core machinery communication, see Figure 7, panel F. A background in autophagy
relevant to TRIM5α biology is provided in the following section 1.3: Macroautophagy. The evidence for
and against a role for autophagy in TRIM5α viral restriction is discussed in 1.3.5.1.2:TRIM5α Autophagy
and Viral Restriction, page 41.
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1.3: Macroautophagy
Autophagy, derived from the Greek words auto, or ‘self’ and phagos, ‘eating’ was first described
in 1963 by Christian de Duve148. While there are several forms of autophagy, macro-autophagy (hereafter
referred to simply as autophagy) is an integral system for the maintenance of cellular homeostasis during
both physiological and adverse conditions.
Autophagy is a constitutive process, resulting in the constant basal turnover of cytosolic components.
This constant level of activity is termed autophagic flux. Flux can be increased or decreased depending
on cellular environment, situation, and stressors. A common example is the upregulation of flux by
inhibition of mTOR (mammalian target of rapamycin) in times of cellular starvation. Feedback from
mTOR increases the levels of raw materials to meet cellular energy requirements when external sources
of nutrients are low i.e., a starvation response. Autophagy is a highly conserved degradation process that
has since been adapted from a simple starvation response into regulating the bulk accumulation of
cytoplasmic material. Disruption to autophagy pathways is implicated in a broad range of
pathophysiologies including cancer, neurodegenerative disease, metabolic disease, and infectious
disease.
Autophagy is a lysosomal dependant degradative pathway. It is distinguished by the de novo formation
of a double membraned organelle, termed the autophagosome149. The autophagosome is the mature form
of a phagophore/isolation membrane, which sequesters cytoplasmic material within a double layer of
lipid membranes, folding onto itself and fusing to form the autophagosome. The autophagosome is
actively transported for subsequent fusion with organelles of lysosomal origin. The hostile environment
of the lysosome leads to the degradation of all sequestered material into basic nutrients and their
constituents. Importantly, the dynamic construction of the phagophore allows the cell to sequester
cytosolic material of various size and form, from individual proteins, organelles, to entire intracellular
bacteria can be degraded, exhibiting the power and flexibility of this intracellular digestive system.

1.3.1: The Machinery of Autophagy
Autophagy is initiated by the interaction of AuTophaGy (ATG) proteins in a hierarchical manner.
Much of what we now know about the processes involved in autophagy is due to studies done in yeast,
identifying ATG related genes150,151. As Autophagy is highly conserved, the protein machinery in yeast
has several homologues in higher organisms including mammals. The stages of autophagy are initiation,
elongation, closure, transport, and fusion.
In mammals, autophagy can be initiated at multiple sites within the cell 149,152–154, rather than the
equivalent single structure in yeast, termed the phagophore assembly sites (PAS). Membrane sources are
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transported from the ER, Golgi, ER-mitochondrial contact sites, and cell membrane149,155. PAS also
contain an assembly of core machinery, notably the interaction between the Class III phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase (PI3K) formed by proteins Vps34, Beclin-1, Vps15, and ATG14L, and the ULK-1 complex
formed by the proteins; ULK-1, ATG13, and FIP200. ULK-1 is typically bound and inhibited by mTOR,
until mTOR is released by AMP-activated kinase. Other proteins such AMBRA1, RUBICON, UVRAG,
and BIF-1 may modulate the activity of the PI3K complex at later stages. Once together, ULK-1 and
PI3K complexes initiate and regulate the hierarchical cascade of autophagy activation. Much of structure
and formation of the PAS is unknown, and no mammalian equivalent of the PAS has been
identified149,155.
Once recruited, PI3K kinases allow elongation of the isolation membrane/phagophore via two
ubiquitin-like E1, E2, E3 ligase conjugation systems, and the shuttling of membrane from other donor
sites via ATG9149. The first conjugation system starts with ATG7 and ATG10, which act as E1, and E2
enzymes respectively to conjugate in a manner similar to ubiquitination the proteins ATG12 and
ATG5156. These proteins then interact with ATG16L1 to form an ATG12-5-16L1 complex, that interacts
with the curvature of the phagophore and associates with Beclin-1. The second conjugation system
regards the localising of the mATG8 family of proteins to the phagophore membrane via the covalent
attachment of phosphatidylethanolamine modifications to the C-terminus of mATG8 proteins. The
mATG8 proteins are first digested from the C-terminus by ATG4157, to form mATG8-I with an exposed
C-terminal glycine. mATG8-I is then conjugated to a phosphatidylethanolamine molecule via a cascade
of ATG7 (E1-like) and ATG3 (E2-like) to form the mature mATG8-II. Finally, the ATG12-5 complex
removes ATG3 as an E3-like enzyme and leave the mATG8-II embedded within the elongating
phagophore membrane. In this way, both conjugation systems work to add lipidated mATG8 proteins to
the growing phagophore membrane. Donor lipid membrane is also simultaneously shuttled to the
phagophore by ATG9. ATG9 is the only transmembrane ATG protein, and that is shuttled from
mitochondrial, endoplasmic reticulum, endosome, nuclear, golgi, and plasma membranes to deposit
lipids for the growing phagophore154,158. This makes the autophagy process unique in that it can form a
membrane compartment de-novo, which is not formed directly from another organelle.
The growing phagophore exhibits curvature, and the double membrane fuses to form a vesicle delineated
by two membranes – the autophagosome. Closed vesicle formation instigates maturation of the
autophagosome. The autophagosome is transported via interactions with FYCO1 motor proteins, and
autolysosome undergoes maturation by fusing with vesicles of endo-lysosomal origin.
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Figure 8.

Overview of Autophagy
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1.3.2: Selective Autophagy
Traditionally autophagy has been thought of as a non-selective bulk cytosolic recycling pathway,
however evolution has adapted this highly conserved starvation response and has expanded it to include
selective degradative processes, such as targeting damaged mitochondria (mitophagy) or other
organelles, protein aggregates (aggrephagy), and host-pathogen interactions (xenophagy). Collectively
these terms describe selective autophagy, a process whereby autophagosomes form under non-starvation
conditions whilst maintaining specificity to a chosen target.
To achieve this specificity, Selective Autophagy Receptor (SAR) proteins act as an adaptor, by
simultaneously binding the cargo to be degraded and interacting with the phagophore membrane,
effectively localising the target to the inside of the resulting autophagosome. Notably, this also results in
the degradation of the receptor. Interestingly, the discovery of selective autophagy is from research into
the yeast cytoplasm-to-vacuole targeting (Cvt) pathway159. Cvt pathways utilise the autophagy
machinery as part of a biosynthetic pathway to transport vacuole hydrolases (made as an immature form
in the cytoplasm) into the yeast vacuole (the vacuole being the equivalent lysosomal structure for yeast),
and have since been characterised as a form of selective autophagy in yeast.
SAR typically possess a protein targeting domain, and specifically binds to a target cargo. After target
binding, SAR’s localise to the expanding phagophore membrane binding to ubiquitin-like proteins that
decorate the phagophore, the family of mammalian ATG8 proteins. SAR’s may also initiate PAS and
phagophore formation by direct recruitment of core machinery160.
1.3.2.1:

Mammalian ATG8 Proteins

Whilst yeast have a single ATG8 protein, mammals contain six major homologues which are
composed from the protein groups: Micro-tubule association Protein 1 Light Chain 3 (MAP1LC3, or
LC3), Golgi-associated ATPase enhancer of 16 kDa (GATE-16), and γ-amino-butyric acid receptorassociate protein (GABARAP). Taken together the mammalian ATG8 family of proteins include LC3A,
LC3B, LC3C, GABARAP, GABARAPL1, and GABARAPL2 (also known as GATE-16); however, they
are referred to collectively as the mammalian ATG8 proteins (or mATG8 proteins)161.
The mATG8 family of proteins play important functions throughout every stage of the autophagy
process: initiation, tethering and elongation, cargo recruitment, and fusion. Central to all of these
functions are the interactions between members of the mATG8 family and autophagy related proteins.
Whilst the exact roles for the six homologues of mATG8 in humans is not fully understood, there is
evidence to suggest that each homologue is functionally distinct162. The LC3 subfamily regulate
elongation of the phagophore, whereas GABARAP subfamily have roles in initiation via ULK-1
activation163, and maturation/transport of the autophagosome.
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mATG8-II proteins decorate the membrane envelopes of the phagophore, and provide the attachment
point for core autophagy regulatory machinery important in both initiation and elongation of the
phagophore. Localisation is achieved by presenting a conserved binding surface present in all mATG8s,
the LC3 docking site. An LC3-Interacting Region (LIR) is a peptide motif used by both core autophagy
machinery and Selective Autophagy Receptors alike as a means to scaffold and localise these proteins to
the phagophore membrane.
mATG8s are small globular proteins averaging 16 kDa. They are composed of two major sub-domains,
a C-terminal core, and N-terminal ‘arm’ formed from the first two helices, α1 and α2. The C-terminal
core consists of a highly conserved ‘ubiquitin-like’ fold. The N-terminus of the mATG8 family is the
major point of difference to ubiquitin and has a role in forming the LC3-docking site, for binding LC3Interaction Regions (or LIR motif). As shown in Figure 9, this binding interface is presented away from
the membrane embedding phosphatidylethanolamine post-translational modification that occurs on the
C-terminus. The LIR binding interface is characterised by the presence of two hydrophobic binding
pockets, termed H1 and H2, although the surrounding surfaces also have roles in specificity of the
interation.
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Figure 9.
Structure of the mATG8 protein
Structural characterisation of an mATG8 protein, shown as an example for mATG8s is LC3B. Highlighted in
orange is the ubiquitin-like-core, compared with ubiquitin (insert). The N-terminal arm , consists of helix 1 and
2, and aids in the formation of Hydrophobic pocket 1. Hydrophobic pocket 2 is formed between strand 2, and
helix 3. The C-terminus (and attachment site for phosphatidylethanolamine) is presented down and away from the
viewer, on the opposing side of the LIR interaction site. Charged residues mediate specificity and flank the
hydrophobic pockets, shown as sticks.
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1.3.2.2:

The LC3 Interacting Region (LIR)

Due to their unique localisation on the phagophore membrane envelope, the mATG8 proteins serve a
pivotal role in the localisation of the core autophagy machinery to the forming autophagosome. These
mATG8 interacting sites are referred to as LC3-interaction-Regions (LIR’s), and small peptide motifs
that preferentially interact with the LIR docking site on the mATG8 protein. LIR’s of interacting proteins
often exhibit a preference of binding across the mATG8 family, however the molecular determinants for
LIR binding specificity are poorly characterised, in part due to the similarity of the LIR docking interface
across the six mATG8s, Figure 10.

Figure 10.
Comparison of mATG8 structure
Similarity of all six major human mATG8 proteins. Cartoon shown as N-terminal to C-terminal spectrum.
Note the N-terminal arm (a point of difference from the Ubiquitin-like core) which forms the H1 pocket. Surface
representation of the LIR binding site examples the differences in topology across the mATG8 proteins, H1 pocket
shown on the left (binding site for [W, F, Y]) , and H2 pocket shown on the right (binding site for [I, L, V]).

The first discovery of a mammalian SAR protein utilising an LIR motif is Sequestosome 1/P62 (or
SQTM1/P62), which has led to the term of Sequestosome like receptors or SLR’s that describe a group
of proteins involved in aggrephagy adaptor proteins. SLR’s all possess a domain to bind their autophagic
target: ubiquitin, and an AIM/LIR to associate that target with the autophagic membrane. In the case of
SQSTM1/P62, the protein recognises superstructures of protein aggregates associated with
ubiquitination. The LIR motif present on SQSTM1/P62 then allows selective degradation of these
aggregates via selective aggrephagy164.
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From the growing number of identified ATG machinery and Selective Autophagy Receptors, the core
determining motif of the AIM/LIR was elucidated as [W, F, Y], X1, X2, [I, L, V]165, (where X is any
residue, and the number its position relative to the [W, F, Y] residue, which is X0). In this model, the two
determining amino acids are associated with two hydrophobic pockets on the surface of the mATG8.
Hydrophobic pocket 1 (H1), is larger, and preferentially binds the larger aromatic residues of tryptophan,
tyrosine, and phenylalanine, whereas H2 binds a smaller hydrophobic, such as isoleucine, leucine, or
valine. The LIR adopt a β-strand secondary structure and interacts along the β2 strand of the mATG8
central β-sheet, forming an extended intermolecular parallel β-sheet.
The fundamental canonical LIR motif is [W, F, Y], X1, X2, [I, L, V], however variations alter the
specificity or affinity of the LIR interaction. A high prevalence of charged aspartate or glutamate (and
more rarely serine or threonine) residues preceding the H1 pocket at positions X-1, X-2, and X-3 positions
enhances binding to LC3/GABARAP165,166. Post-translational modification of the motif can also alter
binding affinity and specificity. Phosphorylation of LIR motif serine residues, typically in positions X1
and X2 regulate affinity167–169. Acetylation may also have a potential role in mediating the LIR
interface170. Furthermore, not all LIR’s have been found to bind canonically to the H1 and H2 pocket in
a linear β-sheet extending fashion. Extended LIR’s, 3D LIR’s, α-helical LIR’s (see section
1.3.5.1.1:Cryptic Motifs in 3 Dimensions, page 40), and Ubiquitin-interacting Motifs, are all examples
of LIR’s interacting with mATG8 proteins in a non-canonical way160. Extended LIR’s make additional
interactions preceding the H1 pocket, such as the LIR’s from Human FYCO1171, and ULK-1. 3D LIR’s
form a loop of coil, where the H1 and H2 pocket residues are separated in sequence, but not in space,
such as ATG12172, α-helical LIR’s achieve a similar result with α-helix rather than coil98. Ubiquitininteraction motifs exist on the opposite surface of the mATG8, and do not rely on the H1 or H2 pocket
for binding, potentially freeing up the canonical interface for other interactions173.
Furthermore, there is evidence of LIR’s showing specificity for a particular class of mATG8. GIM’s or
GABARAP-Interacting-Motifs have been described, which show a preference for binding the
GABARAP family members of mATG8s determined by mutagenesis studies of LIR peptides174. This
specificity to GABARAPs is achieved with a preference for a valine or isoleucine in the X1 position,
resulting in the proposed [W, F], [V, I], X2, V core motif.
Although many LIR’s follow the traditional [W, F, Y], x, x, [I, L, V] motif, recent research are finding
more examples of so-called non-canonical LIR motifs, which include additional interactions around the
mATG8 surface, and even helical secondary structural motifs. Similarly to canonical LIR’s, these have
been identified and verified through peptide fragment screening, site-directed mutagenesis, and
crystallographic structures.
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1.3.3: Selective Autophagy Receptors
Selective autophagy receptors (SAR) are characterised as proteins, which selectively bind autophagic
cargo and autophagy machinery, and are themselves also degraded from autophagy. This is due to the
functional relationship in which interactions of SAR with both cargo and mATG8 (via the LIR motif)
proteins on the concave side of the phagophore membrane, thus ensuring the receptors autophagic
degradation along with its target cargo. Furthermore, many SAR’s share the ability to both oligomerise
and bind FIP200160, a component of the Beclin-1 autophagy initiation complex. Over 30 selective
autophagy receptors have been described in mammals alone160.
Sequestome1/P62 was the first selective autophagy receptor discovered, and acts as an ubiquitin binding
receptor. Proteins or aggregates of proteins are tagged with strands of ubiquitin, which are then targeted
by the proteasome for degradation. Alternative ubiquitin pathways include recognition by
Sequestosome1/P62, which localises its target to the phagophore by interaction with LC3B164. In addition
to its role as a receptor of cargo, P62 also interacts with FIP200, a component of the ULK-1 initiation
complex175. These binding sites are not mutual exclusive however and interaction with one, oblates the
other. The function of these remains unknown, however P62 also self-interacts via a PB1 domain at its
N-terminus, and individual p62 molecules are unlikely to be functioning in isolation. NRB1, another
Sequestome-Like Receptor (SLR), also hetero-oligomerises with P62, and has roles in aggrephagy176.
Together NRB1 and P62 form a molecular glue via oligomerisation, which has also been implicated in
liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) both in vitro and incellulo177,178. Such LLPS is also present in
selective autophagy Cvt pathway analogues in yeast179. Indeed, oligomerisation appears to be a
requirement for all selective autophagy processes, whether this is mediated by the cargo itself (such as
the Cvt pathway), the oligomerisation of SAR-like molecules e.g. P62 and NRB1, or the presence of a
membrane with multiple SAR points of interaction160, such as with mitophagy. In this way, the relatively
low molar affinity of the LIR interaction to SAR, is overcome via the avidity generated by many
molecules working in concert160.
Selective Autophagy was thought to co-localise to pre-existing phagophores already present within a cell
in maintaining homeostasis, or by recruiting mATG8 which in turn activated the core initiation
machinery, however evidence suggests that SAR initiate de-novo phagophore activation sites by directly
scaffolding core autophagy machinery components160. SAR interact with core components, notably
FIP200, a component of the Vps34 initiation complex (contain Beclin1), the ULK-1 initiation complex,
and ATG9, an intramembrane shuttling protein. ATG8 proteins are required at the phagophore initiation
site (PAS) to activate ULK-1, presumably via LIR motifs present on subunit within the ULK-1
complex180,181. SAR also interact with mATG8 proteins, however the requirement for these to be in a
mature lipidated form is not necessarily true, and depends of specific selective autophagy pathways and
cell type160,182,183. Knockout of ATG7 or ATG3 (which conjugate PE onto mATG8) are able to
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compensate and still initiate selective autophagy membranes via an unknown alternative pathway.
Further supporting this idea of the PAS being initiated via SAR activation, rather than recruitment to
lipidated mATG8 is that matured membrane bound ATG8 proteins are known to arrive to the PAS last
in the hierarchical assembly of the phagophore184. FIP200 binding peptides from ATG16L1 are sufficient
to induce autophagosome formation via ULK-1 activation independently of mATG8s when attached to
mitochondria185. Currently the proposed SAR activation pathway includes binding to target, and
oligomerisation whilst scaffolding FIP200 and ATG8 proteins (which may be modified with PE or not
at this stage). Subsequently, recruitment of ULK-1 forms the PAS, and initiates the remaining
hierarchical assembly: allowing the phagophore membrane to engulf the acquired target and SAR, and
for the autophagosome to fuse with the lysosome.

1.3.4: Autophagy in host-pathogen interactions
In addition to general house cleaning of aggregate protein or organelles, selective autophagy is
also utilised in the target of intracellular pathogens, such as bacteria or viruses. Typical anti-viral roles
for autophagy include the well characterised directing of antigen fragments to the major
histocompatibility complex class I186. Furthermore, the selective autophagy processes of ER-phagy
regulate ER (endoplasmic reticulum) remodelling by coupling budding fragments of ER to autophagic
membranes187. ER-phagy includes at least six receptors, which are specialised remodel ER during times
of cell stress187. One such receptor, FAM134B, are inhibited by flaviviruses such as Zika, Dengue, and
West Nile virus188, as excessive turnover of ER during infection disrupts viral replication pathways189.
Autophagy can be subverted by viral factors to aide in infection190. Influenza virus blocks the fusion of
autophagosomes with lysosomes, to aide in viral assembly and replication within the autophagosomes191.
HIV-1 has also been demonstrated to manipulate autophagy during its lifecycle. There is evidence that
Env proteins downregulate mTOR activity, which also leads to down-regulation of autophagic flux192.
However more recently it has been shown that increasing early stages of autophagy enhances HIV-1
yields147. Nef protein is a viral factor that associates with Beclin-1 and inhibits maturation of
autophagosomes and fusion with lysosomes and this leads to an abundance of immature autophagophores
which co-localise with Gag, likely mediated by Gag interactions with LC3147. Whilst some virus, such
as poliovirus, utilise these immature autophagophore membranes as replicative sites193, it still remains
unclear whether HIV-1 is simply blocking a degradative pathway to decrease loss of, or if it hijacks
immature structures of autophagy to increase yields190,194.
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1.3.5: A Role for Autophagy in TRIM biology
What role does autophagy have in TRIM family protein biology? siRNA knockdowns of TRIM
family proteins and simultaneous measurement of autophagic flux, implicated 31/67 of TRIMs, including
TRIM5α, in regulating the level of autophagy, either positively (21 TRIM proteins), or negatively (10
TRIM proteins)146. Autophagy is often implicated in the restriction and/or the lifecycle of viruses,
including HIV-1, flaviviruses and influenza virus160,190,195. Many TRIM family proteins also have roles
in innate immunity, notably TRIM5α with species specific HIV-1 restriction196,197. The exact
mechanisms by which TRIM5α restricts HIV-1 after recognising capsid remains unknown, and although
proteasomal degradation may have a role, the second block to infection present when proteasomes are
inhibited has no identified mechanism115,141. The question of what role does autophagy has in TRIM5α
biological, by what mechanism, and whether or not autophagy is part of TRIM5α mediated viral
restriction, is currently debated, and an area of active research.
1.3.5.1:

TRIM5α Interacts with Autophagy Machinery

Regardless of a role for autophagy in TRIM5α mediated restriction, there is much evidence to
suggest that TRIM5α acts as a Selective Autophagy Receptor (SAR). RhTRIM5α has been shown to
directly interact with all six mATG8 variants via analytical ultra-centrifugation (AUC) experiments98.
The GABARAPL1 and LC3B variants interact the strongest at 80-100 µM affinity (but are still relatively
weak compared to other SARs198). Furthermore, the co-crystal structure of RhTRIM5α and LC3B
interacting across the cryptic α-helical LIR motif of RhTRIM5α has been determined, (PDB accession
5W9A98, also see 1.3.5.1.1:Cryptic Motifs in 3 Dimensions below). The relevance of the interaction is
supported by W196A knockouts which abrogates the interaction with all mATG8 proteins via AUC
experiments, indicating that the same interaction seen in the crystal structure is responsible for the
binding seen in AUC. The property of avidity is often employed to explain the weaker binding of
TRIM5α to mATG8 proteins, as well as the weak interaction between TRIM5α SPRY domain and
HIV-1 CA, and for other SAR interactions. It is argued that the assembly of many TRIM dimers, due to
acting in concert, increases the affinity of the interaction compared to that seen for any individual TRIM
dimer as is the case seen in the AUC experiments. TRIM5α LIR avidity has not been measured
experimentally but is further supported in that avidity likely has a role in TRIM5α biology when
interacting with capsid, shows that it is not unreasonable to predict it may account for the weaker mATG8
binding LIR, or scaffolding with other autophagy core machinery.
As well as forming interactions with mATG8 proteins, TRIM5α has also been shown via immuneprecipitation experiments to co-elute with Beclin-1, SQST1/P62, and ULK-1146. These proteins all have
roles in autophagic initiation, and P62 is a Ubiquitin binding SAR. Beclin-1 is phosphorylated when
activated in an autophagic context, and phospho-Beclin-1 is seen in complexes with TRIM5α146, and
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over-expression of TRIM5α reduce Beclin-1 and its interaction with Beclin-2 and TAB2, both inhibitors
of Beclin-1 activation. ULK-1 and Beclin-1 both co-elute with TRIM5α in an immunoprecipitation
assay, indicating TRIM5α acts a scaffold for both initiation complexes146. Additionally, TRIM5α146 and
HIV-1 CA147 are both substrates and degraded via autophagy. Due to the substantial evidence between
TRIM5α and the machinery of autophagy and its cargo, TRIM5α is characterised as a selective autophagy
receptor, SAR.
1.3.5.1.1:

Cryptic Motifs in 3 Dimensions

Putative LIR motifs were suggested within the coiled-coil region of TRIM5α based on canonical
[W, F, Y] x, x, [I, L, V] search terms and verified experimentally with peptide screens. Two likely
candidates were proposed: F187, x, x, L190 and W196, x, x, S199. These findings are problematic in that
LIR motifs tend to be β-strand in nature able to extend the beta-sheet of the ubiquitin core of LC3, such
as the canonical LIR found in P62. The coiled-coil of TRIM5α is a known α-helix, and contains the
heptad repeat, where every 1st and 4th residue of 7 residue long repeats are hydrophobic to form the zipper
between coiled-coils. The recent model for Rhesus TRIM5α and LC3B, determined by X-ray
crystallography (PDB accession: 5W9A), addresses these implications98.

Figure 11.
Helical and Strand LIR Comparison
Comparison between A, canonical LIR motifs such as that seen in p62 and LC3B, and B, the non-canonical and
cryptic motif seen in TRIM5α coiled-coil region and LC3B (B). LC3B shown as orange surface and cartoon. LIR’s
from P62 or TRIM5α shown as white ball and sticks with atomic colours, and blue secondary structure cartoon.
PDB Accession for P62: 2ZJD199, and TRIM5α: 5W9A98.

Two LC3B molecules interact to the residues on either side of the coiled-coil motif. As predicted by the
LIR: W196, x, x, S199, the Trp196 residue occupied the H1 pocket of LC3B. However, the H2 pocket
remains unoccupied. Q206 from TRIM5α does occlude the H2 pocket. This is the first instance of an
α-helical LIR, and only reported non-canonical α-helical LIR in humans160. Due to the 3.6 residues per
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turn, the distance between the two residues occupying H1 and H2 pockets are the same spatially yet are
significantly separated in sequence (10 residues apart). The helical LIR is therefore encoded in the
sequence and is cryptic by nature – not being identified if using canonical search terms. A novel α-helical
LIR motif may be proposed: [W, F, Y], x, x, x, x, x, x, [Q, I, L, V].
1.3.5.1.2:

TRIM5α Autophagy and Viral Restriction

TRIM5α likely includes autophagy within its functional repertoire; however, the nature of that
function remains undetermined. The “obvious” role for TRIM5α and autophagy might be one regarding
viral restriction. RhTRIM5α potently restricts HIV-1 in Rhesus macaques by forming a macro-assembly
lattice encompassing the viral capsid core. Whilst recognition is mediated by the SPRY domain, and
assembly mediated by the B-box and coiled-coil, K63-linked ubiquitin chains are generated via E3 ligase
RING domain activity139. RING ligase activity is linked to proteasomal degradation; however,
RhTRIM5α possesses a second block to restriction, which prevents integration but not reverse
transcription141. Autophagy has demonstrated roles within the viral life cycles, including HIV-1195, and
it is plausible that TRIM5α via a selective autophagy mechanism may lead to the second block of
restriction146.
Firstly, there are several parallels between TRIM5α and other bona fide Selective Autophagy Receptors.
TRIM5α contains an LIR98,200, which binds mATG8 proteins and preferentially to GABARAPL1 and
LC3B, and a SPRY protein-targeting domain for its intended target: HIV-CA132. Importantly, these
interactions are not mutually exclusive, and the LIR and SPRY binding sites are oriented on opposing
faces of the coiled-coil domain. Secondly, TRIM5α is a substrate of autophagy mediated lysosome
degradation, implying it is associated with the concave edge of the autophagophore similarly to other
SAR, coincidentally, there is also evidence that HIV-CA is also a substrate for autophagy mediated
degradation. Indeed the characteristic cytoplasmic bodies135 of TRIM5α are directly linked to autophagic
degradation, and co-localise to HIV-CA during infection146. Third, oligomerisation to aide in target
recognition is key component of both TRIM5α96,96,97,122 and SAR160 functional biology. Mitophagy and
ER-phagy is reliant on the oligomerisation around weakly associating membrane targeting sites, P62 and
other SLR’s rely on oligomerisation to form a scaffolding environment around aggregated protein
labelled with ubiquitin chains, and TRIM5α requires oligomerisation around the capsid core to restrict
virus. Taken together with TRIM5α regulating autophagic flux, and potential associations with ULK-1,
and P62, and association and activation of Beclin-1, TRIM5α contains all of the biological requirements
to function as a plausible SAR, which targets viral capsid cores.
Much of the evidence for TRIM5α and direct interactions with autophagy machinery are based on
immunoprecipitation assays, or correlative fluorescence microscopy. These experiments show
correlation, not causation, and that these interactions may be mediated through other factors. Activation
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of Beclin-1 via proximity ligation assay146 indicates that TRIM5α and Beclin-1 do in fact interact directly
and co-crystal structures of TRIM5α and LC3B are highly suggestive of capturing a biologically relevant
interaction when coupled with the analytical ultra-centrifugation binding assay data98. Fascinatingly,
correlative cryogenic fluorescence microscopy and Cryo-EM tomography data have captured TRIM5α
hexameric lattices present on the concave surfaces of autophagic membranes201 throughout several
maturation steps, starting with the phagophore. Despite its biological plausibility, the question of ‘does
TRIM5α mediate restriction of HIV-1 through selective autophagy’ remains unconfirmed.
The answer may very well be cell type, or species dependant. Rhesus monkey primary FRhK4 cells,
which endogenously express RhTRIM5α, were first used to investigate this question. When in starvation
conditions and upregulating autophagy, HIV-CA levels in cells exposed to infection for 4 hours drop
compared to non-starved, indicating a link between the HIV-CA levels, and therefore retroviral
restriction, and autophagy. Furthermore, siRNA knockouts of RhTRIM5α, Beclin1, p62, or ATG7
increased HIV-CA levels above the controls (which showed modest restriction), indicating that the lack
of any of these factors abrogrates the degradation of HIV-CA by autophagy. A similar result is seen in
Rhesus primary CD4+ T Cells146.
These data are contrasted to RhTRIM5α and HuTRIM5α transduced Human HeLa cells, which when
challenged with HIV-1 or N-tropic Murine Leukaemia Virus, (N-MLV) respectively, restrict infection.
However, neither siRNA silencing, nor CRISPR-Cas9 gene depletion of either ATG5 or Beclin1 affected
TRIM5α mediated retroviral restriction, in the presence of proteasome inhibitors202. Whilst these studies
are in contrast, it is important to recognise the difference in HeLa (immortal cell lines derived from
Humans) versus the primary fibroblast cells from another species (Rhesus macaque). Also, to appreciate
the difference in what was asked by each experiment, Mandell asks how moderate restriction changes as
a function of knockouts to the autophagy machinery, whereas Imam asks, in the absence of proteasomal
restriction, is potent retroviral restriction of TRIM5α affected by removing autophagy machinery too.
Whilst the answer to Imam’s question may be no, it does not preclude autophagy from still having a
retroviral function as the unknown mechanism behind the TRIM5α block to integration is not necessarily
by a single mechanism.
To further complicate TRIM5α autophagy biology, a recent study showed that Human Langerhans cells,
which form the frontlines of HIV-1 defence in the epithelial mucosal layer of the genital tract, potently
restrict HIV-1 infection via TRIM5α mediated endocytosis, and autophagic degradation117. This process
is reliant on direct interactions between cytosolic TRIM5α and ATG16L, and the C-type Lectin receptor
Langerin, which recognises HIV-1. TRIM5α mediated restriction is dependent on Langerin’s interaction
with HIV, and HIV-CA, TRIM5α, Langerin, and ATG16L are all present together in
immunoprecipitation. Importantly, Langerin internalises HIV-1 particles into Birbeck granules, which
were visualised within autophagosomes. These data show that Human TRIM5α, previously not
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demonstrated to be able to restrict HIV-1, can do so via autophagy mediated degradation with the aid of
a co-factor receptor to recognise the virus, rather than the SPRY domain, and only in a specific primary
cell type.
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1.4: Aims of Research
1.4.1: TRIM LC3 Interacting Motifs
Many TRIM proteins have been implicated in regulating autophagy, and there is evidence to
suggest that innate retroviral restriction factors, such as TRIM5α also utilise autophagy mediated
degradation as means to restrict retroviral infection. Whilst precise roles for TRIM proteins are likely to
involve multiple factors from the core autophagy machinery, oligomerisation, or other co-factors, a
common motif shared between many proteins in the core autophagy machinery is the LIR motif. The
LIR motif is both responsible for co-localising Selective Autophagy Receptors to the concave face of the
phagophore, and for scaffolding the initiation and phagophore expansion machinery.
A likely avenue to investigate future TRIM/autophagy biology is to identify if LIR motifs are present in
other TRIM family proteins. The LIR motif identified in TRIM5α is non-canonical and is the first and
only α-helical motif of its class. Importantly, it forgoes significant use of the H2 pocket. TRIM5α also
binds with different specificities to the six mATG8 proteins, and the binding interface is preferential to
LC3B and GABARAPL1. The LC3B and TRIM5α co-crystal (PDB accession 5W9A) gives a single
snapshot for which residues are the most important for that interaction. It is unknown how the interaction
may change, and what residues are important in the presence of GABARAPL1 for example, or for a
mATG8 of less affinity. Identifying the key residues that mediate these interactions is important for
identifying a cohesive motif, which may be informative as a search term to identify other α-helical LIR
motifs in other TRIM proteins.
To this end we aim to capture the interaction between TRIM5α LIR and the other mATG8 proteins at
atomic resolution, utilising structural biological techniques, specifically X-ray crystallography. mATG8
and LIR interactions are commonly captured using a chimeric construct approach, where the LIR of
interest is expressed attached to a terminal of the mATG8 protein, which auto-interacts with the LIR and
is typically easier to crystallise than co-crystals. We aim to investigate the viability of this technique for
α-helical LIRs as derived from TRIM5α. Furthermore, we aim to utilise what is known about TRIM5α
LIR to predict likely candidates within the TRIM family, which may also possess bona fide α-helical LIR
motifs.
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1.4.2: Drug design of novel capsid inhibitors
HIV-1 remains a global pandemic, and at significant cost to medical resource. Whilst preventative
pre-exposure prophylaxis are effective at mitigating the spread of infections, and combinatorial
antiretroviral therapy allow infected persons a normal life, there is no cure. Growing HIV-1 resistance to
these medications is a concern and development into novel retroviral compounds are desirable to reduce
the burden of HIV-1.
Whilst initially thought of as an inert shell, HIV-1 capsid protein is now known to be the primary mediator
of successful infection throughout the early-stages of infection, once the viral core has entered the cell
cytoplasm. The structural integrity of the capsid core, and its interactions with host machinery mediate
the transport of the core to the nuclear pore, its import, and un-coating to allow provirus integration.
Despite such a crucial role in the retroviral life-cycle, existing retroviral drugs inhibit reverse
transcriptase, or integrase, or act as entry-inhibitors. A new class of compounds which directly target
capsid are being developed, and structure-based drug designed is a proven strategy to the iterative design
process of effective and safe compounds. One such class of compounds are the benzenesulfonamide
derivatives of PF74, which are highly active at inhibiting HIV-1 during the early stages of infection,
likely by catastrophically disrupting the viral capsid core. To aid in elucidating the mechanism of action,
and to provide structural binding information at atomic resolution to aid in continued drug refinement,
we aim to crystallise HIV-1 CA protein in complex with the novel compound 11l, a third generation
potent derivative of PF74.
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METHODS
2.1: Cloning
Desired dsDNA Gene fragments or ssDNA Primers were purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies (IDT). Genes were then inserted into plasmids using recombinant cloning techniques and
any subsequent site-directed mutagenesis cloning was performed in-house as described below. The final
products of cloning were checked for consistency and base-pair accuracy by Sanger sequencing
performed by Agilent CrossLab – University of Auckland – Auckland Genomics, DNA Sanger Sequencing
& Genotyping.

2.1.1: Bacterial Strains
All DNA handling was done in the E. coli strains STELLARTM HST08 cells (Clonetech) or
chemically competent DH5α cells (produced in-house) these were used for plasmid propagation and
cloning. Both propagation strains contain EndA and RecA mutants to enhance plasmid stability and
yields. Expression of proteins was done in the BL21 (DE3) LOBSTR203 E. coli strain which contains the
T7 RNA Polymerase for expression in pET expression plasmids and is optimised for His-tag affinity
purification. Optimisation for affinity purification includes genetic modification of the arnA and slyD
genes which have reduced affinity to nickel, lowering their respective background contamination.
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2.1.2: Expression Vectors
All mATG8 and TRIM5α derived proteins were heterologously expressed in LOBSTR E. coli
cells which were transformed with a pET-47b(+) (Novagen) plasmid vector containing the gene of
interest. pET-47(b) contains an open-reading-frame under control of a T7 promotor with LAC operon.
Gene expression is induced with the lactose analogue isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The
open reading frame starts with an N-terminal His-tag (containing 6 histidine residues) to allow for the
purification of the protein of interest with immobilised metal affinity chromatography. A Human
Rhinovirus 3C protease cleavage site is positioned between the His-tag and gene of interest, allowing for
the specific enzymatic removal of the His-tag from the expressed fusion protein.
pET-47b(+) contains T7F and T7R primer motifs, which flank the regions of gene insertion. These
primers were used in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and Sanger sequencing to confirm the correct
insertion of the sequence corresponding to the protein of interest after plasmid manipulation. pET-47b(+)
confers kanamycin resistance, and the antibiotic kanamycin (50 µg mL-1) was used as a selective agent
for transformants and during expression to ensure maintenance of plasmid in the E. coli.
HIV-1 CA protein was expressed using the pET-22b(+) plasmid transformed into LOBSTR E. coli, and
contains a C-terminal His-tag. Due to the biosynthesis of HIV-1 CA as a polyprotein, the N-terminal is
inaccessible in its folded state, and the tag must be C-terminal. The tag is cleaved from the HIV-1 CA
protein using Carboxy-peptidase-A (CPA). CPA exhibits specificity for aromatic or branch chained
amino acids only, the predicted CPA digested HIV-CA length is shown in the appendices and is halted
by a proline residue upstream of the C-terminal His-tag. pET-22b(+) confers ampicillin resistance, and
the antibiotic ampicillin (100 µg mL-1) was used as a selective agent for transformants and during
expression to ensure maintenance of plasmid.

2.1.3: Growth Culture Medium/Agar
Lysogeny broth (LB) was used to culture all bacterial strains. 20 g L-1 LB Powder (Sigma) was
dissolved in deionized H2O. If LB was required for agar plates, 15 g L-1 bacteriological agar was added.
The LB medium solutions (LB agar) and were autoclaved and stored at room temperature until needed.
LB agar was melted using a conventional microwave oven and cooled to 42 °C in a water bath before
adding an appropriate antibiotic, kanamycin (50 µg mL-1) or ampicillin (100 µg mL-1). Individual plates
were poured with 15 mL of LB agar antibiotic solution. For large scale expression of proteins of interest,
LB Powder (15 g) was added to deionized water (750 mL) in 2 L Erlenmeyer (conical) flasks, which
were then sealed with metal foil and autoclaved.
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2.1.4: Chemically Competent Cells
Production of chemically competent DH5α or BL21 strains was carried out in-house. A single
colony is resuspended in 5 mL of LB and incubated at 37 °C with shaking overnight, a 1:200 dilution of
this culture is used to inoculate 250 mL LB which is incubated at 37 °C with shaking until OD600 = 0.6 is
reached. Cells are then rapidly cooled in an ice-slurry and centrifuged at 4,000 RPM (rotations per
minute) at 4 °C for 15 minutes into a pellet. The cell pellet is resuspended in ice cold 0.2 mM CaCl2 and
incubated on ice for 20 minutes. Subsequently, the cells are again pelleted, and resuspended in CaCl2
(1.0 mL 0.2 M) and made up to 15%(v/v) glycerol. 50 µL aliquots are then flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen
and stored at -80 °C for use in transformation.

2.1.5: Bacterial Transformation
STELLAR or DH5α cells are thawed from -80 °C storage on ice, ~1 ng of vector DNA (template)
is added and gently mixed. The cell transformation solution is heat-shocked with a pre-heated water bath
at 42 °C for 45 s. The cells are then transferred back onto ice for a 2-minute recovery period. 900 µL of
LB medium is added, and the cells are incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes using a heat block. Finally, the
cells are centrifuged at 3,000 RPM for 3 minutes, the supernatant decanted, and the cells are resuspended
in ~100 µL of LB medium. The final concentrated cell solution is used to inoculate an LB agar plate with
appropriate antibiotic. The inoculated plate was incubated overnight at 37 °C to allow for colony growth.

2.1.6: DNA Processing
All construct and primer design, DNA and Protein alignments, Sanger sequencing analysis, was
performed within the Geneious software package version 11.1.2 (Biomatters development team).
2.1.6.1:

Polymerase Chain Reaction

DNA amplification was achieved using PCR. Amplification of the region of insert utilised T7F
and T7R primers, custom primers were designed for the manufacture of chimeric constructs via ExSite
site-directed mutagenesis204 and were synthesised by Integrative DNA Technologies (IDT). PCR
amplification (1.5 µL 10 mM Forward Primer, 1.5 µL 10 mM Reverse Primer, 1 ng template DNA, 0.5
µL of PrimeSTAR HS Polymerase (CloneTech), 10 µL 5x PrimeStar PCR Buffer, 2 µL 100% DMSO, 4
µL dNTP made up to a total volume of 50 µL with MQ-H2O) was performed per manufacturers
guidelines.
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2.1.6.2:

Gel Electrophoresis

The PCR products were visualised for purity and size using tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) Gel
electrophoresis. A solution consisting of 1% w/v agarose and TAE Buffer (40 mM TRIS/HCl, 20 mM
acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0) was dissolved using a conventional microwave oven. The resulting
molten solution was decanted into a gel-caster, dosed with (2 µL) Ethidium Bromide (EtBr), plastic
combs were used to indent wells in the cast and left to solidify as a gel.
The gel was loaded and run within a mini-sub gel running kit (Biorad) submerged in TAE buffer. PCR
samples were mixed 6 : 1 with DNA loading dye (40% w/v sucrose, 0.25% w/v Bromophenol Blue,
10 mM tris/HCl, pH 8.0, 3 mM NaN3), and 5-10 uL loaded into each well using a micro-pipette. The gel
was at 100 V for 30 minutes, before being visualised using a Gel DocTM Imager (BioRad) utilising the
florescent UV signal from EtBr intercalating with the PCR product DNA base pairs.
2.1.6.3:

DNA Clean-up

DNA products were isolated from reagents/enzymes from PCR or cloning reactions using the
PCR Clean-up Gel extraction Kit (Macherey-Nagel) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
2.1.6.4:

Plasmid Purification

Plasmids were purified from successful transformants. A successful colony is harvested and used
to inoculate 5 mL LB medium and grown overnight at 37 °C with shaking. The grown cells are harvested
via centrifugation and plasmids extracted from the cell pellet using the NucleoSpin® Plasmid Easy Pure
Kit (Macherey-Nagel) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
2.1.6.5:

In-Fusion Recombination

Heterologous gene fragments were cloned into pET-47b(+) vectors using an In-Fusion HD
Cloning kit (ClonTech). Gene fragments, purchased from IDT, are designed to end with 12 bp
homologous to the intended insertion sites of the vector. Gene fragments are PCR amplified to reach
desired concentrations needed for the In-Fusion reaction. The pET-47b(+) vector was linearised at the
insertion site via restriction enzymes or whole vector PCR amplification. Incubation of insert and linear
vector with the In-Fusion mix as per manufacturer’s instructions allows for a one-step reaction which
can then be used as template for transformation, Figure 12. A no insert control is run tandem to determine
background of uncut or re-ligated vector. Successful transformants are screened for insertions of
appropriate size using κ2G-HotStart PCR and T7F/T7R primers. Candidate insertions were confirmed
by Sanger sequencing.
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Figure 12.
In-Fusion Cloning Diagram
Diagram detailing the In-Fusion cloning process to insert gene fragments into pET47b(+). The vector is digested
into a linear fragment with ends of 12 bp, 4 AA, homologous to the Gene Fragment to be inserted. The linear
vector and gene fragment are incubated with In-Fusion mix as per manufacturers instructions, the recombinant
vector can then be transformed and successful clones checked for presence of insert with PCR.

2.1.6.6:

ExSite Site-directed Mutagenesis

Site-directed changes, such as point mutations, or insertions/deletions of up to 20 amino acids
were achieved with an ExSite protocol. Primers are designed to amplify the whole vector (including the
insert) of choice, the primers flank the region of insert or omit the region to be deleted. In the case of the
insertion, the intended inserts are added to either 5’ end of the forward or reverse, (or split across both in
the case of GR1-GS-αLIR) primers. After several rounds of PCR amplification, the linear fragment only
includes the region between the 5’ ends for each primer. The resulting linear PCR product is then re~ 51 ~

ligated in a two-step reaction, and the circularised vector then used as a template for transformation into
E. coli.
The two-step reaction involves the treatment of the isolated PCR product with T4 PNK and dpnI at room
temperature for 2 hours. T4 PNK phosphorylates each end of the linear PCR product, dpnI digests
methylated DNA i.e. any contaminating template from PCR. The phosphorylated PCR product is isolated
using PCR Clean-up kit as per manufacturer’s instructions (Macherey-Nagel) and is then ligated using
DNA ligase, at 37 °C for 1 hour, Figure 13. The resulting ligated vector is then transformed into E coli.
Successful transformants are harvested for plasmid purification and Sanger sequencing to confirm
desired sequence at the site of ligation.
All Chimeric mATG8 constructs were developed using the ExSite method over several steps:
1. Addition of TRIM5α LIR region (Residues 189-201), starting with GS linker amino acids to the
C-terminus of mATG8 construct.
2. Addition of 3 glycine residues into the GS linker.
3. Addition of the coiled-coil residues (Residues 176-195) stabilising the LIR residues, and the
GGDP helix-turn-helix linker.
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Figure 13.
ExSite Cloning Diagram
Diagram detailing the steps to add and/or remove material from a plasmid using site-directed mutagenesis ExSite
strategy. Whole plasmid is amplified using forward (fwd) and reverse (rev) primers. Material to be added is split
across each primer, and attached the 5’ end (as DNA polymerase acts in the 5’3’ direction). The resulting PCR
extends to product to include the full length of the primers after initial iterations. The PCR product is
phosphorylated using T4 PNK and ligated to form the final vector product.
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2.2: Protein Expression and Purification
2.2.1: SDS-PAGE
SDS-PAGE was routinely carried out to identify the approximate purity and size of proteins in
solution. SDS-PAGE gels were made in-house and comprised of 12% polyacrylamide resolving gel and
4.5% stacking gel in a Hoefer SE250 multiple gel caster. Full gel composition for the stacking and
resolving gels are shown in Table 1.
Stacking

Resolving

30% (w/v) acrylamide

12.5 mL

2.25 mL

1.25 M Bis-TRIS

8.6 mL

4.3 mL

10% (w/v) ammonium persulfate (APS)

200 µL

100 µL

N, N, N’, N’-tetramethylethane-1,2-diamine (TEMED)

20 µL

10 µL

MQ-H2O

8.9 mL

8.5 mL

Total volume

30 mL

15 mL

Table 1.

Composition of SDS-PAGE Gel (12%) for 5x gel caster

All gels were run with a pre-stained 10-250 kB Precision Plus protein ladder (Bio-Rad). Soluble protein
samples (8 µL) were diluted with SDS-PAGE loading buffer (4 µL) and 10 µL of the resultant sample
mixture was loaded per gel lane. In-house gels were run with MES buffer in a SE250 Might Small Basic
Unit (Hoefer) at 170 V for 45 minutes. Gels were then taken from their castings and stained for 15
minutes in Coomassie Blue staining solution (40% v/v methanol, 10% v/v acetic acid, 1 g L-1 SERVA
Blue R250), and de-stained (70% v/v methanol, 10% v/v acetic acid), with shaking, to allow visualisation
of protein sample bands.

2.2.2: Heterologous Protein Expression
All protein expression was performed in transformed LOBSTR BL21(DE3) E. coli. Single
transformant colonies were picked and grown O.N at 37 °C with 180 RPM shaking to grow a pre-culture.
The next day this pre-culture was used to inoculate 2 L Erlenmeyer flasks containing 750 mL LB with a
1:200 dilution. These flasks were incubated at 37 °C and shaken for 4-6 hours until OD600 of 0.6-0.8,
indicating log-phase of the dividing cells had been reached. The flasks were then transferred to 18 °C
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and shaken for 30 minutes to reach induction temperature before protein expression was induced with
(1 mM) isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). The induced flasks were left 16 hours overnight
at 18 °C before harvesting the following morning. After 16 hours of expression at 37 °C and shaking at
180 RPM, cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4,000 RPM in a Sorvall RC 12BP+ (Thermo
Scientific) centrifuge. Cell pellets were resuspended (in 10 mL for each Erlenmeyer flask) in 20 mM
TRIS/HCl pH 8.0, and stored temporarily at -20 °C prior to purification.

2.2.3: Protein Purification
2.2.3.1:

Cell lysis

Harvested cells were diluted into cell lysis buffer (glycerol [10% v/v], 20 mM TRIS/HCl pH 8.0,
0.5 mM TCEP, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM Imidazole, 0.1% v/v TritonX100, 200 µL Cell lysis mix [10
mg mL-1 Lysozyme, 1 mg mL-1 RNAse, 1 mg mL-1 DNAse]), and a single protease inhibitor tablet. To
aide in dissolving, tablets were crushed between two weigh boats using the head of a pachycephalosaur
plastic toy as a pestle. Cells were then lysed via French Press (M-100L Microfluidiser, Microfluidics) at
4 °C at 18,000 kpsi. After cell lysis, the soluble fraction was separated from insoluble cell pellet by
centrifugation at 34,000g for 30 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant, i.e., soluble cell lysate, was then used
for affinity purification.
2.2.3.2:

Immobilised Metal Affinity Chromatography

Immobilised Metal Affinity Chromatography (IMAC) was utilised to purify His-tag205
recombinant proteins from soluble cell fractions. Pre-packed Nickel affinity HiTrap NTA columns (GE)
were prepared for use by washing with 2 column volumes (10 mL) of filtered MQ-H2O, 2 column
volumes of IMAC B (300 mM imidazole, 20 mM tris/HCl pH 8.0, 0.5 mM TCEP, 300 mM NaCl) Buffer,
and a further 2 column volumes of IMAC A (30 mM imidazole, 20 mM tris/HCl pH 8.0, 0.5 mM TCEP,
300 mM NaCl) using a peristaltic pump. The soluble fraction of cell lysate (~120 mL) was then loaded
onto the column, after which the column was attached in line with an ӒKTA Pure (GE Lifesciences)
flow control system and washed with 25 mL of IMAC A at a flow rate of 1 mL min-1. After the
absorbance at 280 nm had reached a stable baseline, a gradual gradient over 20 mL into 100% IMAC B
buffer eluted the His-tagged protein from the column and was collected in 1 mL fractions. The protein
of interest was confirmed by both absorbance at 280 nm and SDS-PAGE.
After purification with IMAC, proteins were incubated with either HRV-3C protease or Carboxypeptidase A, O.N. at 4 °C before being further purified by size-exclusion chromatography. CPA activity
was quenched by the addition of EDTA.
2.2.3.3:

Size-exclusion Chromatography
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Size-exclusion Chromatography (SEC) was utilised to purify constructs based on molecular
weight, and shape. SEC purification columns 16/600 Superdex S75 or S200 (GE Lifesciences
EmbioTech) were equipped onto an ӒKTA Pure flow control system and run at a flow rate of
0.5 mL min-1. SEC columns were equilibrated in SEC buffer (150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM TCEP, and 20 mM
TRIS/HCl pH 8.0). Protein samples were filtered at 0.2 µm, concentrated to 1 mL volume in 15 mL
Amicon Ultra centrifugation concentrators (Merck) before being injected onto the SEC column. Elution
was monitored with absorbance at 280 nm, and the elution split over 1 mL fractions. Protein
concentration was determined using a N60 NanoPhotometer (Implen). If required, protein was stored
after purification by plunging aliquots into liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80 °C.

2.2.4: HIV-1 CA Soluble Hexamer Preparation
Soluble HIV-CA hexamers were formed and purified as previously described206. HIV-CA
monomers with mutation profile (A14C/E45C/W184A/M185A) were expressed at scale, harvested, and
purified using IMAC and SEC. Throughout all protein handling steps; cell lysis, IMAC, and SEC buffers
replaced TCEP with β-mercaptoethanol (BME) (20 mM) as the reducing agent. Soluble hexamers are
formed via a series of dialysis steps, Figure 14. The purified monomers start in reducing conditions and
low salt at a neutral pH (20 mM BME, 150 mM NaCl, TRIS/HCl pH 8.0), the solution is then altered
with dialysis to encourage the monomers to form into hexameric tube assemblies by increasing the salt
concentration (1 M NaCl). Hexamer tubes that form under these conditions have been described as
comparable to mature hexamers within the HIV-1 virion capsid particle. Another round of dialysis alters
the buffer condition to non-reducing by removing BME (1 M NaCl, TRIS/HCl pH 8.0). The nonreducing condition allows the formation of spontaneous disulphide bonds given appropriate
conformational and steric conditions. In a final dialysis the excess salt is removed (150 mM NaCl,
TRIS/HCl pH 8.0). The hexameric tubes dissociate due to low salt, however the hexamers themselves
are covalently linked with disulphide bridges, stabilising the hexamer in a soluble state. SEC was used
to isolate hexamers from other n-mer constructs, non-reducing SDS-PAGE was used to check the purity
for the soluble hexamers.
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Figure 14.
Formation of Soluble HIV-CA Hexamers
Purified monomeric HIV-CA (A14C, E45C, W184A, M185A) are transformed into covalently linked hexamers by
dialysis across a reducing condition and salt concentration landscape. Tubes form in high salt conditions (1M
NaCl) and disulfide bonds spontaneously form in favourable steric conditions when reducing agent BME is
removed.
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2.3: Protein Crystallisation
2.3.1: Broad Screening
All protein constructs underwent broad screening using three commercially available 96 well
screens JSCG+, PACT PremierTM, and Morpheus® to screen 288 conditions at two protein
concentrations each to screen potential crystal conditions. Experiments were in a sitting drop
configuration on a SWISS-2Drop 96 well crystallisation plates (Molecular Dimensions). Wells were
filled with 50 µL of crystallisation condition, and droplets were dispensed using an Oryx 6 Liquid
Dispensing Robot (Douglas Pharmaceuticals). Two drops were used per condition of total volume
0.4/0.45 µL, with 0.2:0.2 µL and 0.3:0.15 µL protein : condition ratios respectively. Crystal trays were
sealed (ClearSeal FilmTM) and stored at a constant 18 °C to encourage crystal growth. Trays were
regularly checked using a light microscope to monitor crystal growth and changes over time.

2.3.2: Crystal Seeding
Crystallisation was optimised for HIV-1 Capsid hexamer constructs with iterative seeding.
Crystal conditions that yielded crystals and that exhibited promising diffraction were harvested in 20 µL
of the crystallisation condition, and vortexed for 30 s with a seed bead (Hampton). The resulting seed
stock is mixed 10% v/v with the concentrated protein sample when diluting to crystallisation conditions
to prepare for sitting drop experiments, seeds stocks were frozen at -20 °C, but were typically only used
once.

2.3.3: Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction
X-ray crystallography is a powerful visualisation technique to create models of proteins at high
resolution so as to be able to define the locations of individual atoms. The technique relies on the growth
of a suitable protein crystal. The crystal is mounted on a goniometer, and a beam of incident X-rays
passed through the sample. Diffraction, resulting from the elastic scattering of photons by electrons, is
measured with a detector. The repetitive nature of the crystal ensures three-dimensional interference, and
the diffraction presents as a series of constructive interference points where Braggs Law is true:
2𝑑 sin 𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆
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The left term, 2dsin(θ), represents the additional distance travelled by a second scattered waveform
compared to a first originating separated by the distance, d and common incident angle, θ. If this
additional distance travelled is equal to an integer (n) multiple of the wavelength, λ, then constructive
interference will occur. These points of constructive interference represent Bragg Reflections and the
crystal is rotated around at least one axis to alter the incident angle allowing almost all Bragg reflections
to be observed. Each reflection may be assigned as a Fourier term, allowing the reconstruction of the
position of the scatterers by modelling the density of the electron cloud as generated by the
Crystallographic Electron Density Equation. Only the amplitudes and not the phases of the Fourier terms
are measured experimentally, phase information is therefore required through another source, such as
molecular replacement, or derived experimentally via anomalous scattering.
Structural data presented in this thesis were collected either in-house or at the Australian Synchrotron.
The in-house diffractometer is a Rigaku Oxford Diffraction, XtaLab Synergy-S equipped with a
DECTRIS PILATUS3 R 200K-A detector. The goniometer in this setup allows for 6-degrees of freedom
movement, and data collection runs are optimised with CrysAlis Pro software to maximise completeness
with fewer frames. Other datasets were collected at the Australian Synchrotron207. This research was
undertaken in part using the MX1 or MX2 beamline at the Australian Synchrotron, part of ANSTO, and
made use of the Australian Cancer Research Foundation (ACRF) detector.

2.3.4: X-ray Crystallographic Data Processing
The software adxv208 (Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA) was used to visualise raw
diffraction images for diffraction during and after data collection. Raw data were manually inspected for
pathologies, such as ice rings, misalignments, anisotropy, or twinning.
The XDS209 software was utilised to run the following jobs to generate integrated diffraction data:
XYCORR, calculates spatial corrections, INIT, determines base values for diffraction verses the
background signal, COLSPOT, locates strong diffraction spots, IDXREF identifies the crystal lattice,
DEFPIX, culls untrusted pixels in the diffraction image, INTEGRATE, determines the intensity of each
reflection, and CORRECT, corrects intensities and applies a standard deviation error for each reflection,
determines space group and refines unit cell parameters. CORRECT also reports statistics on the quality
and completeness of the dataset.
CrysAlis Pro (Agilent Technologies) is a closed source data collection and data processing software used
in the collection and processing of the dataset collected with our in-house Rigaku XtaLab Synergy and
DECTRIS PILATUS3 R 200K-A detector. CrysAlis Pro performed spot picking and integration for these
datasets, and we continued data processing from integrated reflection data output by CrysAlis Pro with
AIMLESS from the CCP4 suite.
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CCP4, (Collaborative Computational Project No. 4)210 via the CCP4i GUI211, was used for data scaling,
molecular replacement, and refinement. Integrated crystallographic data was scaled using AIMLESS,
5% of reflections were always reserved with the FreeR flag at this step. Molecular replacement was run
using PHASER212. A 10 cycle round of refinement post-MR using REFMAC213 was also performed
before visual inspection of the proposed solution. Statistics generated from AIMLESS, PHASER, and
REFMAC5 aided in determining plausibility of replacement as well as contributing to crystallographic
table statistics.
Phenix refine214 was utilised for the refinement of crystallographic data and structures. Strategy varied
depending on individual context for structure, see results chapters. Translation / Libration / Screw (TLS)
parameters were generated using the webserver TLSMD215. Real-space refinement iterations were
performed manually using either COOT216 (or WinCOOT when using a windows operating system)
version 0.9.4 Marina Bay.
Images representing atomic coordinate data and electron density maps were constructed using PyMOL
v2.4 and python scripting. Fo-Fc and 2Fo-Fc electron density maps were exported from CCP4 using the
fast Fourier transform to generate map files, with twice the default sampling grid-size. These were then
contoured to a valid sigma (1.0 for 2Fo-Fc and 3.0 for Fo-Fc maps). RMSD difference spectrum images
were

achieved

by

modification

of

the

https://pymolwiki.org/index.php/ColorByRMSD.
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ColorByRMSD

script

available

from:

BIOINFORMATICS
OF THE LIR MOTIF
3.1: Helical LIR and the TRIM Family
TRIM5α has been implicated in the regulation of autophagy and proposed to act as a specific
autophagy receptor. Several LC3-Interaction Region (LIR) motifs have already been proposed to be
present in TRIM proteins, and have been investigated200,217. Initial investigation into the TRIM5α LIR
identified two potential sites: F187, x, x, L190 and W196, x, x, S199. These predictions were made based
on canonical LIR motifs [W, F, Y], x, x, [I, L, V], and verified by lack of function mutation200. However,
canonical LIRs are β-stranded in secondary structure, and the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α is an
obligate anti-parallel α-helix. The recent structure of RhTRIM5α in complex with LC3B showed the
cryptic nature of helical LIR motifs98, where the canonical term is extended in primary sequence space
to

map

to

a

single

edge

of

an

α-helix,

resulting

in

an

elongated

motif:

[W, F, Y], x, x, x, x, x, x, [I, L, V]. In addition to TRIM5α, a majority of proteins in the TRIM protein
family may have roles in regulating autophagy146. With these insights, we undertook a bioinformatic
search across all human TRIM proteins to identify other putative α-LIR interacting motifs. Using TRIM
proteins as a model system, we aim to search for putative non-canonical/α-helical LIR motifs across the
family, and to investigate the challenges associated with predicting helical LIR motifs that have not yet
been experimentally investigated. A heuristic approach identified several TRIM protein non-canonical
LIRs that are biologically plausible and may warrant further investigation.
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3.2: Searching for LIR Motifs in TRIM Proteins
To search for traditional LIR motifs, sequences are routinely scanned for the characteristic
[W, F, Y], x, x, [I, L, V] sequence165, where the first residue is a large aromatic, the second and third
residues (x) are any amino acid, and the final residue is a small hydrophobic. To search for non-canonical
helical motifs, we have used the search term derived from the TRIM5α and LC3B co-crystal structure
(PDB accession: 5W9A), [W, F, Y], x, x, x, x, x, x, [Q, I, L, V]. The additional glutamine residue is
included as a potential H2 residue as it obstructs the H2 pocket in the TRIM5α structure, and no small
hydrophobic analogue is present. TRIM5α is the only known example with this motif and we cannot be
sure that this sequence is a genuine determinant of a helical LIR, or if a [I, L, V] sequence is more
appropriate. For the sake of inclusivity, all potential options were used in the search term.
We applied both of these search terms to a total of 72 human TRIM variants, visualised in Figure 15. We
note that Human TRIM5α shares the LIR sequence WEESNELQ seen in the co-crystal structure and both
were considered homologues for this analysis. A large number of LIR meeting the search criteria were
identified across all TRIM proteins. A total of 763 helical LIR sites, and 559 canonical LIR sites, were
identified with examples present in all 72 TRIM family proteins. Visual inspection suggests there are no
obvious patterns or clustering of motifs within the proteins. The number of search hits for both helical
and canonical LIR hits are comparable, indicating the search terms are operating at a similarly broad
level.
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Figure 15.
Overview of Human TRIM LIR Search
Graphical overview of the location of all Helical LIR , and canonical LIRs found from primary sequence search.
R B CC and C-terminal domains labelled respectively. TRIM76 truncated for brevity.
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3.3: Parsing likely TRIM LIR Candidates
With >700 hits with the motif search term [W, F, Y], x, x, x, x, x, x, [I, L, V, Q], we hypothesised that
many of these will be false positives representing sequence anomalies rather than true LIR sites. To
identify which of these might be indicative of a real motif, we used a series of heuristics to exclude sites
from our analysis, increasing the likelihood of identifying a true LIR site. Our first heuristic was based
upon the literature identification of autophagic responses. Many members of the TRIM protein family
have already been implicated with roles in the regulation of autophagy. HELA cells expressing labelled
LC3B proteins were used to measure autophagic flux through changes in LC3B puncta area during
siRNA TRIM family knockdowns146. We can restrict our TRIM family of hits by those TRIMs identified
by Mandell et al146 that had an effect on LC3B puncta formation. TRIM family members have a variety
of functions, and it is not an expected trait that all TRIM proteins influence autophagy, furthermore, an
LIR motif is not the only means to influence autophagy, and TRIMs identified in the puncta assay may
regulate via direct interactions with autophagy machinery. By parsing our search hits with the broad
LC3B puncta assay, we ensure subsequent putative LIRs are correlated with autophagy in at least some
way that attributes biological plausibility to the LIR. The resulting helical LIRs found in autophagy
affecting TRIM proteins are shown in Figure 16, 32 TRIM family proteins remain, and 282 putative
αLIRs. This still results in a large number of sites. To further reduce the background of spurious hits we
next considered the nature of the site.
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Figure 16.
Predicted helical LIRs in Autophagy affecting TRIMs
Human TRIM proteins are shown schematically and ordered by their potential roles in regulating autophagy. The
top grouping (1,2,10,17,26,33,51,65,72,76) negatively affect autophagic flux, whereas the lower grouping
increase autophagic flux. Autophagic flux is measured by a GFP-LC3B puncta assay146. Helical LIR found from
primary sequence search. R B CC and C-terminal domains labelled respectively.

The Trim5 LIR site represents the first example of a helical LIR. The α-helical secondary structure of
the helical LIR motif is a further consideration. RING, B-box and SPRY domains are exclusively betastranded in secondary structure composition. The α-helix containing coiled-coil sections of TRIMs serves
as an appropriate platform for interactions and scaffolding as seen in the interaction between TRIM5α
and LC3B. Regions of coiled-coil structure can be predicted from their well-known heptad motif and its
derivatives. The spatial organisation of TRIM proteins dictates that coiled-coil domain are located occur
after the B-box and before any C-terminal domains. Together these points allow us to restrict the putative
helical LIRs to be constrained to the likely coiled-coil regions. The coiled-coil only LIRs are visualised
in Figure 17, and brings our total number of TRIM family members to 26 (including TRIM5α), with a
total of ~50 putative helical LIR motifs identified.
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Figure 17.
Predicted helical LIR motifs within the coiled-coil segments of TRIMs
TRIM family members identified to affect autophagic flux, and that contain putative Helical LIR
coiled-coil regions of the protein. Coiled-coil regions are highlighted in blue

located in

The properties of coiled-coil motifs are covered in 1.2.1.1.3:Coiled-Coil Motifs. Coiled-coils exhibit a
predictable sequence of hydrophobic residues that form a zipper between the two coiling helices. We
identified five X-ray crystallographic structures in the Protein Data Bank that were suitable for
investigating the coiled-coil regions of the TRIM members and the residues responsible for forming the
hydrophobic interface between the coiled-coils, Figure 18. The coiled-coil domain of TRIM proteins is
more complicated than the heptad repeat, as exemplified by TRIM5α which contains a central hendecad
repeat which winds oppositely to the initial heptad repeat forming a super-coil structure96. This presents
as a non-supercoiled region in the centre of the TRIM5α coiled-coil. Furthermore, the returning length
of coil (residues 250-300) that terminate on the C-terminal domain occupy one face of the coiled-coil
taking advantage of hydrophobic resides not involved in the coiled-coil formation. Together, these
properties of the coiled-coil regions of TRIM can interfere with the predictive potential of our helical
LIR search term. For example, RhTRIM5α F187-L194 satisfies our search term but is buried within the
coiled-coil interface. To account for the structure of the coiled-coil, we manually inspected five available
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structures of the TRIM protein coiled-coil (RhTRIM5α 4TN3, TRIM20 4CG4, TRIM25 4CFG, TRIM28
6QAJ, TRIM69 4NQJ), identified key residues in the coiled-coil interface, and then compared these
residues with an alignment of the primary sequence. This allows evaluation for the predictive power of
our primary sequence alignment when used to identify the residues that may be involved in coiled-coil
formation. The results of this identification and alignment are visualised in Figure 18.
The primary alignment of the coiled-coil hydrophobic residues is strongest at the centre and tends to
break down towards the edges as variation between sequences introduces gaps in the alignment of various
sizes. Despite this many key hydrophobic residues are aligned within 1 position from another homologue.
Careful inspection of the gaps in alignment can often explain the offset of a hydrophobic residue whilst
maintaining that it is in fact involved in the coiled-coil motif. Correct identification is made easier in
cases where there are no hydrophobic neighbouring residues complicating which one (or both) are
involved in the hydrophobic zipper. Interestingly, the helical LIR’s found in TRIM20, 25, and 69 that
have already been discarded from a lack of LC3B puncta assay activity were also compromised by
containing these hydrophobic residues identified from the structures above. The hydrophobic residues of
the coiled-coil did, not compromise the TRIM28 putative helical LIR (Y370-L376); however, the LIR
occurs near the extremity of the coiled-coil domain and can be confirmed as not accessible by solvent
utilising the TRIM28 crystal structure.
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Figure 18.
Coiled-coil structures of TRIM family members, and Primary Sequence Alignment
The structures of TRIM5α, 20, 25, 28, and 69 (top to bottom) are shown. All of which have well defined coiledcoil domains. Hydrophobic residues have been manually identified and are shown as spheres. The primary
sequence alignment shows the predictive potential for identifying residues involved in the coiled-coil formation
for homologous TRIM proteins with no known structure. The TRIM5α helical LIR residues are labelled .
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3.4: Identifying Putative LIR Candidates
After validating the alignment strategy to identify the hydrophobic residues, alignment of the
putative LIR motifs identified within the coiled-coil to the known structures can be made. We aligned
the TRIM family proteins identified to have putative LIR motifs with the sequences of the five-known
coiled-coil structures.
The alignment is then manually inspected, the homology to each alignment considered, and the best
alignments to the five known structures are used to infer whether the predicted LIR pocket residues are
or are not involved in coiled-coil formation. Any putative LIR motifs that have been identified to be
involved in the coiled-coil zipper based on five homologous structures, are excluded. The remaining LIR
motifs that are harmonious with the coiled-coil motif are kept, Figure 19. These remaining putative
helical LIR motifs represent LIR motifs which satisfy the following criteria: they match the search term
based on TRIM5α LIR, they are associated with a TRIM which either negatively or positively effects
autophagic flux, they are contained within the α-helical coiled-coil domain, and they are not interfering
with coiled-coil formation based on homology to known TRIM coiled-coil structures.
The number of putative LIR in TRIM proteins which satisfy these conditions is nine, including TRIM5α,
and are as follows: TRIM05α (W196-Q203), TRIM02 (F185-Q192), TRIM26 (Y187-Q194), TRIM33
(Y336-Q343), TRIM34 (Y174-Q181), TRIM38 (W199-Q206), TRIM50 (W173-Q180), TRIM73
(W173-Q180), TRIM74 (W173-Q180).
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Figure 19.

TRIM LIR Candidates

Alignment of the key region within the coiled-coil where putative LIR’s have been identified for TRIM proteins 02,
26, 33, 34, 38, 50, 73, and 74. Erroneous LIR motifs that aligned with known TRIM coiled-coil forming residues
have been removed. The H1 and H2 residues are highlighted
following the search motif
[W,F,Y],x,x,x,x,x,x,[I,L,V,Q]. Interestingly, [D,E,S,T] residues preceding the H1 residue are known to form
important charged interactions with the mATG8 protein. TRIM5α Glu192 is one such residue, and has analogues
to 5 of the 7 unique sequences above. TRIM34, and TRIM38 also have glutamate and serine residues around
this region. Residue numbers for each LIR: TRIM02 (F185-Q192), TRIM05 (W196-Q203) TRIM26 (Y187-Q194),
TRIM33 (Y336-Q343), TRIM34 (Y174-Q181), TRIM38 (W199-Q206), TRIM50 (W173-Q180), TRIM73 (W173Q180), TRIM74 (W173-Q180).

3.5: AlphaFold LIR Structural Validation
Recently, the group from DeepMind, London, UK, released AlphaFold, a neural-network based
computational method that can regularly predict protein structures without known homology218. Over
360,000 structures are available on the AlphaFold database, including the eight putative LIR containing
TRIM proteins identified from our bioinformatic search. We aimed to utilise this structural resource as a
further validation for the predicted LIR motifs identified so far.
The AlphaFold TRIM structure solutions are monomers, not dimers, however observation of the solution
for TRIM family proteins quickly shows that the overall fold of the RBCC regions of the proteins appear
to be reasonable. For example, the AlphaFold solution of TRIM5α monomer is equivalent to the crystal
structure reconstruction shown in Figure 7. The predicted aligned error agrees with the observation that
the relative position of the RING domain is dynamic compared to the rest of the protein. Furthermore,
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the variable loops of the SPRY domain also exhibit the least confidence (pLDDT score, per residue local
distance difference test), consistent with the experimental evidence for their disorder131.
We took the AlphaFold solutions for human TRIM02, 26, 33, 34, 38, 50, 73, and 74, and removed
residues with pLDDT scores lower than 50. Scores lower that 50 indicate a failure to find a solution,
and/or that disorder is predicted to be present at this region in the protein. All TRIM proteins consistently
exhibited ordered B-box and coiled-coil domains. We aligned based on the coiled-coil domain to the
TRIM5α co-crystal structure with LC3B. The alignments for each TRIM against the known TRIM5α
structure are shown below from Figure 20 to Figure 27. Residues that were putatively involved in the
LIR were inspected in the context of the AlphaFold solution, and on dimerization. Where C-terminal
domains were considered to have potential to clash to a bound mATG8 protein, the Predicted Aligned
Error from the AlphaFold solution was inspected to ensure that the relative positioning of the domain
with respect to the coiled-coil was significant.

TRIM5α LIR
(no outlines)

TRIM02 LIR
(AlphaFold)

Figure 20.
AlphaFold TRIM02 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM02, monomer (black outlines), aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. LIR residues shown as blue spheres. TRIM02 does not have a valid LIR position, as these
residues are too near the C-terminal domains, which predicted to be relatively positioned correctly for TRIM02’s
solution.

Figure 21.
AlphaFold TRIM26 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM26, monomer (black outlines) aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. The residues are close to the linker region between coiled-coil domain and the C-terminal
domain, and this may obstruct mATG8 binding, however this is not conclusive.
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Figure 22.
AlphaFold TRIM33 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM33, monomer (black outlines) aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. Similarly to TRIM02, the LIR identified is not exposed to solvent and is unlikely.

Figure 23.
AlphaFold TRIM34 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM26, monomer (black outlines) aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. The LIR identified is almost identical in orientation to TRIM5α, albeit 6 helical turns closer
to the B-box along the coiled-coil domain. This position for an LIR is very plausible.

Figure 24.
AlphaFold TRIM38 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM26, monomer (black outlines) aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. The orientation and positioning of this LIR is very plausible.
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Figure 25.
AlphaFold TRIM50 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM26, monomer (black outlines) aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. The orientation and position of this LIR is very plausible, however it presents at a higher
angle (towards the camera) compared to TRIM5α.

Figure 26.
AlphaFold TRIM73 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM26, monomer (black outlines) aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. The orientation and position of this LIR is very plausible, however it presents at a higher
angle (towards the camera) compared to TRIM5α. Note that the fold of the coiled-coil for TRIM73 is more kinked
in the AlphaFold solution compared to other TRIMs, which may be a side-effect of the monomeric solution.

Figure 27.
AlphaFold TRIM74 and LIR
AlphaFold solution for TRIM26, monomer (black outlines) aligned with the coiled-coil domain of TRIM5α in
complex with LC3B. The orientation and position of this LIR is very plausible, however it presents at a higher
angle (towards the camera) compared to TRIM5α. Note that the fold of the coiled-coil for TRIM74 is more kinked
in the AlphaFold solution compared to other TRIMs, which may be a side-effect of the monomeric solution.
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From the eight putative LIRs, TRIM2 and TRIM33 both show LIR orientations that are likely false
positives due to significant clashing with the C-terminal domain and linker residues. TRIM26, 34, 38,
50, 73, and 74 all exhibit biologically plausible LIR motifs in both orientation and position on the coiledcoil domain. TRIM26 residues are the closest to the C-terminal domain linker, however as the alignment
with the TRIM5α dimer for all cases is not exact, small amounts of roll may be accommodated for in the
alignment, and it is still possible that the position for TRIM26 LIR is viable.
These putative helical LIR motifs have a high potential to be relevant for each respective TRIM protein’s
biological role in autophagy. Interestingly, all identified putative LIRs contain Glutamine in the H2
pocket position, this feature emerged from coincidence, as all other putative LIR’s contain I, L, or V in
the H2 position were culled by structural alignment to the coiled-coil motif hydrophobic zipper residues.
Furthermore, TRIM73 and TRIM74 are closely related duplicates, are only present in Chimpanzee and
Human, and are more closely related to each other than across species. TRIM50 is also related to
TRIM73/74 and shares near chromosomal location. Collectively, these LIR are a recommended next step
for future studies to elucidate both, the nature of helical LIRs as a motif to improve future bioinformatic
searches and furthering the understanding of the role TRIM proteins may have in the regulation of
autophagy.
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3.6: Chapter Summary
Autophagy is a cytosolic lysosomal dependant degradative pathway important in maintaining
homeostasis. Autophagy is tightly regulated to cope with a variety of cellular stressors, and the protein
machinery of autophagy functions in a hierarchical manner. The hierarchical assembly of autophagy
forms from a phagophore assembly site, grows into a double membraned structure termed the
phagophore, which encompasses degradative cargo within the autophagosome. The autophagosome then
matures by fusion with other membranes of endosomal and lysosomal origin.
An important communicative motif used by the autophagy machinery to mediate this process is the LC3interaction region, or LIR Motif. Small ubiquitin-like proteins from the LC3 and GABARAP families
(collectively the mammalian ATG8s, mATG8) bind to the LIR motif via a pair of conserved hydrophobic
pockets terms H1 and H2. The LIR motif canonically consist of the residues [W, F, Y], x, x, [I, L, V],
where a large aromatic, and small hydrophobic occupy H1 and H2 respectively. mATG8 proteins have
important roles through the hierarchical activation of autophagy, and in selective autophagy for the
targeted degradation of specific substrates.
Whilst many proteins from the TRIM family have been implicated in autophagy, Rhesus TRIM5α
(RhTRIM5α) is the first to contain an LIR motif. Furthermore, the LIR motif in RhTRIM5α is the only
example of a fully α-helical LIR motif and is cryptic in primary sequence. The binding for TRIM5α and
the mammalian repertoire of ATG8-like proteins is weak compared to other LIR containing proteins.
Furthermore, no residue specifically occupies the ‘ILV’ hydrophobic pocket of mATG8, or H2, instead,
Glutamine 203 occludes this pocket. We utilised information from the TRIM autophagy screens of
Mandell et al, and the LIR from TRIM5α to systemically search for potential LIR motifs in other TRIM
proteins. The search was constrained by the known structural biology of TRIM proteins, in particular the
presence of the coiled-coil motif, and the effect the heptad repeat has in generating false positive LIR
search hits. Furthermore, we utilised structure solutions from DeepMind’s AlphaFold to validate the
positioning of the identified LIR’s to biologically plausible locations in comparison to TRIM5α.
Six TRIM proteins were identified in this search: TRIM 26, 34 ,38 ,50 ,73, and 74, and all included
Glutamine in the H2 pocket position. Should these putative LIR’s be investigated and found to be
biologically functional and relevant to TRIM biology, the glutamine residue may prove to be a common
(or even required) motif for α-LIR’s found in coiled-coil domains.
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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION OF
CHIMERIC LIR CONSTRUCTS
4.1: Chimeric LIR fusion Proteins
Autophagy has been implicated and debated as a mechanism of restriction by TRIM5α. Previous
work has identified a putative helical LC3-interacting-Region (LIR) within the coiled-coil region of
TRIM5α98 (PDB Accession: 5W9A). This elucidated the first known example of an α-helical LIR, and
as other TRIM family proteins have been implicated in autophagy and share the RBCC motif, the helical
LIR may present a common mechanism by which TRIM proteins act as receptors and regulators to
autophagy. The co-crystal structure consists of a TRIM5α anti-parallel dimer with two interacting LC3B
domains and diffracted to an effective resolution of ~3 Å. Previous AUC data shows differential binding
between TRIM5α and the six mATG8 variants. Further attempts to co-crystallise TRIM5α and the other
mATG8s to characterise the differences in binding have to date failed to yield successful results.
Understanding what drives the specific binding of the helical LIR to the six mATG8s may provide insight
into accurately predicting other LIR’s in TRIM family, or even other coiled-coil containing family
proteins.
We aim to overcome the challenges that co-crystallisation presents in the complexes of TRIM5α and
mATG8 by investigating the use of chimeric constructs, a single protein construct artificially derived of
components from both proteins. The human repertoire of mATG8 proteins have all individually been
solved via crystallography, have well characterised crystallisation conditions, and diffract at high
resolution (>2 Å). Modifying the mATG8 protein with a short peptide sequence of the LIR motif from a
target protein forms a chimera that is smaller, easier to work with, and minimises the crystallisation
search space. Chimera techniques are commonly used to study canonical LIR’s, and there are several
examples of mATG8 chimerically linked to LIR peptides, which capture the interaction between these
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motifs at high resolution. These examples have relatively short extensions (as canonical LIR motifs are
β-stranded) of around 5-10 residues depending on construct. A potential caveat for this technique is to
confirm that what is observed in the crystal is biologically relevant, as the chimera created is a strictly
non-biological protein.
To understand the mode of binding specificity between the TRIM5α LIR and the mATG8 proteins and
compare it to known LC3 and GABARAP LIRs, and to validate this technique for helical LIRs, we
undertook a series of crystallisation experiments with mATG8 and TRIM5α helical LIR chimeras.

4.1.1: Construct Design and Rationale
To investigate the mode of the binding of mATG8’s to the TRIM5α LIR motif, we designed,
cloned, and expressed chimeric constructs for each of the six mATG8s (LC3A, LC3B, LC3C,
GABARAP, GABARAPL1, and GABARAPL2). Each construct contains an N-terminal His-tag with
3C-protease cut site for affinity purification, followed by the mATG8 protein. The mATG8 protein is
followed by a glycine-serine (GS) linker and residues corresponding to the TRIM5α LIR motif
(residues189-208) on the C-terminus. We refer to these constructs as GS-αLIR constructs. After HRV3C cleavage during purification, the final construct to be crystallised is shown schematically in Figure
28.
It should be noted that as no mATG8 protein is longer than 130 residues, and the TRIM5α LIR regions
of these chimeric constructs are referred to with TRIM5α numbering, all larger residue numbers e.g.,
Trp196, are easily distinguished by the reader as belonging to the TRIM5α LIR when describing
comparisons and interactions in the sections ahead.

Figure 28.

Schematic for mATG8-GS-αLIR construct

Schematic of final purified product for chimeric constructs. GPG are the remnants from the cleaved his-tag 3C
site. mATG8 is a ~110 amino acids long representing one of the six mATG8 constructs, to which the TRIM5α LIR
is attached with a short GS linker to the C-terminus.

The total length of the C-terminal addition is 21 amino acid residues, which is larger than other LIR
chimera constructs, this reflects the requirement for an α-helix, whereas the total predicted length of the
added residues is in fact similar to that used in β-stranded constructs. That is, a length being able to
interact across the face of the mATG8 and reach both Hydrophobic Pocket 1 and 2 (H1 and H2).
The chimeric constructs were cloned into a pET-47b(+) vector with N-terminal His-tag and 3C protease
cut site for His-tag removal. The six constructs underwent expression testing to determine expression
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and solubility. Of the 6 constructs, three were insoluble: LC3A, LC3C, and GABARAP. In contrast,
LC3B, GABARAPL1, and GABARAPL2 derived GS-αLIR constructs showed soluble expression and
were purified at scale using Nickel IMAC followed by SEC. All constructs purified well, however
showed asymmetric SEC traces indicative of self-association between monomers in solution when
compared to wildtype protein. This likely suggests that the TRIM5α derived C-terminus may be
interacting across monomers in solution which has two affects, a higher molecular weight and therefore
earlier elution, rapid transition between monomers and dimers in solution, causing a right-biased SEC
curve. This is not unexpected and suggests that the Trim5α LIR at the C-terminus has retained the ability
to bind to the mATG8 in solution.

Figure 29.
SEC Comparison of GABARAPL1 and GR1-GS-αLIR
The chimeric construct, CABARAPL1 (GR1)-GS-αLIR behaves like a dimer during SEC purification. Elution of
GR1-GS-αLIR is earlier, indicating a species of greater molecular weight, and right slanted curve indicating rapid
association and dissociation from monomer to dimer.

Each of the three successfully purified constructs were subject to crystallisation screening using a
sitting-drop and vapour diffusion method with the JSCG+, PACT Premier, and Morpheus crystallisation
screens. Constructs derived from GABARAPL1 showed promise in conditions PACT A11 (0.2 M NaCl,
0.1 M NaAc, pH 5.0, 20% w/v PEG6000) and MORPHEUS A4 (0.06M divalents, 0.1M buffer system 1
pH 6.5, 37.5% v/v precipitant mix 4). These conditions were then fine screened, and appropriate crystals
for data-collection were grown in a condition derived from MORPHEUS A4 containing 0.09 M CaCl,
0.09 M MgCl, 0.1 M MES monohydrate / Imidazole pH 6.5, 35% v/v of precipitant mix 4
(25% v/v MPD; 25% PEG 1000; 25% w/v PEG 3350). This sitting-drop experiment produced
rectangular cuboid crystals shown in Figure 30. These crystals were harvested, and directly flash-frozen
in liquid nitrogen, without the need for extra cryo-protectant, before being sent to the Australian
Synchrotron MX2 beamline for characterisation and data collection.
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Figure 30.

GABARAPL1 GS LIR Crystals

Rectangular cuboids formed from the fine-screened condition derived from MORPHEUS condition A4.

4.1.2: Crystallisation and Structural Statistics
The crystal for GABARAPL1-GS-αLIR belongs to the P21 21 21 space group, with cell
dimensions 52.7 Å, 72.1 Å, 72.5 Å, 90°, 90°, 90° (a, b, c, α, β, γ). A dataset was collected for the
GABARAPL1-GS-TRIM5αLIR consisting of 3600 frames, collected at 0.1 degree per frame at a
wavelength of 0.95 nm. Data indexing and integration were carried out using XDS, and merging and
scaling were carried out with the AIMLESS pipeline from the CCP4 suite. The dataset was collected at
1.6 Å resolution at the CC1/2 value of 0.537. Although a total of 3600 frames were collected, frames after
2400 showed a deviation in the average scaling, Mn(k) >2.5, peaking at ~8. Relatively large scaling
values for parts of the dataset compared to the average scaling value indicates that such a region of the
data has a pathology, typically attributable to radiation damage, or the crystal slipping out of the
beamline. Inclusion of these data damaged the resulting dataset confirmed by comparing quality metrics
such as CC1/2, Rmerge, and <I/σI>. Truncating this data did not negatively impact completeness, or
multiplicity therefore frames from 2400 onwards were truncated from the dataset before continuing with
molecular replacement. Matthews co-efficient predicts two monomers within the asymmetric unit:
p(total) = 0.93, MC = 2.03, with a low solvent percentage of 39%. PHASER was used to determine
phases via molecular replacement with GABARAPL1 (PDB Accession 2R2Q, chain A) as a search
model. Two copies of GABARAPL1 were identified in the asymmetric unit (RFZ 7.5 and TFZ=8.4) and
on visual inspection of the resulting crystal packing, electron density, and success in subsequent
refinements, the molecular replacement was deemed successful.
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Our model contains 2 monomers in the asymmetric unit. During refinement, inspection of the C-terminus
for each GABARAPL1 monomer showed an extension of unmodelled density. The GS linker and
TRIM5α LIR could be modelled unambiguously into this electron density. The model was manually built
using the COOT software package and iteratively refined using REFMAC within CCP4. For the final
model, each monomer consists of contiguous segments from residues 1-117 and 4-117 for chain A and
chain B respectively for the mATG8 region, a GS linker, and residues 189-204 and 189-198 for chain A
and B respectively corresponding to the αLIR region.
10x Translation/Libration/Screw (TLS) B-factor tensor parameters were generated using TLSMD215, and
were utilised in the final round of refinement with isotropic atomic B-factors. As identified by the poor
number of unique observations (36758) to modelled number of atoms (2385) ratio (15 observations per
atom), full Anisotropic B-factors were not used. The model was refined to a final Rfact/Rfree of 0.18/0.21.
Full crystallographic statistics are found in Table 2.
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Data Collection & Refinement Statistics
Space Group
a, b, c (Å)
α, β, γ (°)
Beamline
Wavelength (Å)
Resolution Range (Å)
Total Reflections
Unique Reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Rmerge
Rmeas
Rpim
Mean I/σ(I)
CC1/2
CC*

P 21 21 21
52.7, 72.1, 72.5
90, 90, 90
Australian Synchrotron MX1
0.953725
42.64 - 1.6 (1.657 - 1.6)
73332 (6628)
36758 (3352)
2.0 (2.0)
98.8 (92.2)
0.02 (0.51)
0.03 (0.72)
0.02 (0.51)
11.58 (1.42)
1.00 (0.54)
1.00 (0.84)

Refinement Statistics
No. Reflections Rcryst
No. Reflections Rfree
Final Rcryst
Final Rfree

36744 (3351)
1721 (145)
0.191
0.214

Model statistics
Number of non-H atoms
2385
protein
2237
ligands
4
solvent
144
Protein residues
261
RMS deviation (bonds)
0.017
RMS deviation (angles)
1.73
Ramachandran favoured (%)
97.28
Ramachandran allowed (%)
2.72
Ramachandran outliers (%)
0
Rotamer outliers (%)
2.14
Clash score
0.69
Average B-factor
29.1
protein
28.6
ligands
34.6
solvent
37.8
Table 2. Crystallographic Statistics for GR1-GS-αLIR
Statistics applicable to the resolution outer-shell shown within parentheses.
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4.1.3: Structural Analysis
The GABARAPL1 portion of the chimera shows no major differences with previously reported
structures with a core ubiquitin-like fold and N-terminal arm characteristic of the mATG8 proteins.
Briefly, the ubiquitin like fold consists of 4 β-strands which form a central anti-parallel β-sheet. This
sheet is sandwiched by 2 α-helices, with coil connecting these secondary structures. The N-terminal
α-helical arm contributes to the formation of hydrophobic pocket H1, where Trp196 from the TRIM5α
LIR binds. For monomer B, the ‘elbow’ of the N-terminal arm is bent away from the protein core, likely
the result of a crystal-packing artefact as the helical arm would otherwise clash with the N-terminal arm
of a symmetry neighbour generated from Monomer A. This difference does not significantly affect the
formation of the H1 pocket for monomer B. The only other difference between the two chains is the
length of the LIR motif based on the visible electron density at the C-terminus of the protein. Chain B is
not visible past Glu198 compared to chain A which extends to residue Asn204, however the visible
regions compared between the two LIR regions (residues 187-192) show no difference between chains
A and B. The GABARAPL1 regions of chain A and chain B are otherwise comparable, the full
comparison of the two chains can be found in panel B of Figure 31.
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Figure 31.

Crystal Structure for GR1-GS-αLIR

A, Asymmetric Unit for our model of GR1-GS-αLIR, contains two monomers within the ASU and 0 and 90 degrees.
The GABARAPL1 portion of the construct in orange , with the linker and TRIM5α component in blue. Some
magnesium atoms are also present in the structure (yellow spheres ) derived from the crystallisation conditions
B, Comparison of each dimer with structural alignment, coloured by RMSD (low
high). C, Symmetry mate
generation allows visualisation of the TRIM5α portion of the construct interacting with a neighbouring
GABARAPL1. Visible residues of the interaction cover Q189-N204 of TRIM5α.

The C-terminal LIR motif for each chain interacts with the other GABARAPL1 helix 2 region of the
opposing chain. This forms a significant crystal packing interface, however the TRIM5α LIR region is
exposed and instead forms further crystal packing interactions with like-chain crystal symmetry mates.
To visualise the interaction between the LIR motif and the mATG8 region, symmetry mates are generated
across the unit cell and the two like-chains showing the interaction are isolated. As each chain interacts
with an equivalent copy of itself, and chain A contains more information regarding the length of the LIR
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region modelled, chain A is the candidate TRIM5α LIR for further analysis, however the interaction is
equivalent for B chain.
The interaction between the LIR motif and GABARAPL1 chimera is atypical. The structure exhibits
both similarities and differences to what is expected from a traditional mATG8 LIR interaction or the
TRIM5α and LC3B co-crystal structure (PDB accession: 5W9A). Firstly, the LIR we present has adopted
an α-helical secondary structure, and importantly the key residue Trp196 occupies the H1 binding pocket.
However, a bend is present in the LIR helix centred on the tryptophan residue, and the direction of the
LIR helix differs from that seen in the TRIM5α/LC3B structure from high on the N-terminal arm towards
H1, and then leading away from H2 towards to end of the N-terminal arm. In this way the LIR interaction
could be described as running almost parallel to the N-terminal arm and centred on the H1 pocket.

Figure 32.

GR1-GS-αLIR Interaction across LIR and GABARAPL1

Folded 0 and 180 degree views of the interacting residues within 3.5 Å forming the protein interface between the
TRIM5α portion of chain A and GABARAPL1 region of chain A, generated across crystal symmetry mates.
Favourable polar interactions <3.5 Å shown with dashed line.

The interaction begins at residue Glu192, which forms polar interactions with Trp25 high on the Nterminal arm. The αLIR residues N-terminal to Glu192 do not participate in any LIR to GABARAPL1
interactions. Ile193 is situated above the similarly hydrophobic Leu50, and at a distance of 4.0 Å, may
be contributing weak van-der-Waals interactions. The next interacting residue is Trp196, as the helical
nature disorients the intervening residues from interacting with the GABARAPL1 domain. Trp196
occupies the H1 binding pocket in the same orientation that is seen for the TRIM5α LC3B co-crystal.
The Nε1 atom for Trp196 is 3.4 Å to the mainchain carbonyl of Glu17 and the mainchain carbonyl group
of Trp196 is hydrogen bonded to the Nζ atom of Lys48. Hydrophobic residues otherwise surround the
Trp196 sidechain: Ile21, Pro30, Leu50, and Phe104, which form the remainder of the H1 binding pocket
of GABARAPL1. Thus, both polar and non-polar interactions contribute to a very stable binding pocket
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for the Trp196 residue. Glu197 and Glu198 both form electrostatic interactions with the Lys46 sidechain.
Continuing along the helix are Ser199 to Gln200, which forms hydrogen bonds with Tyr5 and Lys48.
Note that this is parallel to the N-terminal arm region of GABARAPL1, and away from H2 pocket. The
final interaction of the TRIM5α LIR region is Glu201, which forms extensive electrostatic networks with
the sidechain groups of His9 and Arg47.
The H2 pocket remains unoccupied in the GR1-GS-αLIR structure. LIR motifs tend to orient in a H1 to
H2 direction and the co-crystal structure of TRIM5α and LC3B also show this orientation from H1 to H2
in an amino to carboxyl direction of the LIR helix. In contrast, this structure shows the interaction
occurring perpendicular to previous structures, and parallel to the N-terminal arm of GABARAPL1.
Nevertheless, the interactions between αLIR and GABARAPL1 are extensive, and the H1 pocket is
occupied by Trp196 in the same orientation as would be expected from other LIR and TRIM5α LC3B
co-crystals. Although the LIR forms an α-helical secondary structure, there remains curvature of the
helix, centred on the Trp196 residue. It is possible the hydrophobic pocket is strongly coordinating in the
Trp196 residue, distorting the helix, or that the curvature is a result of crystal-packing from the ubiquitin
core present in the opposing direction. The curvature is unlike what we would expect from TRIM5α
structures where the coiled-coil region is very straight. It is therefore not likely that TRIM5α dimers,
which are mediated by this coiled-coil interaction, could adopt the curvature seen the GR1-GS-αLIR
structure for any biological context.
The bend in the LIR helix secondary structure and the displacement of N-terminal arm for chain B may
be crystal-packing artefacts, indicative of the strain present in ordering the crystal. We hypothesised due
to this, that a longer linker region may aide to relax the distance constraint between LIR region the H1
and H2 pockets and may even encourage self-monomer-interaction. Finally, Due to the disruption of the
necessarily straight section of the helix in the TRIM5α LIR region, the lack of H2 interaction, and the
directionality of the interface, the interface visualised in this model is likely not biologically relevant as
an example of how TRIM5α LIR may interact at the atomic level with GABARAPL1. It remains of
interest that the Trp196 residue is correctly positioned in the H1 pocket, which may still reflect the
significance of the Trp196 residue in the helical LIR and suggests that the Trp196 may be first in a
sequence of binding.
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4.2: Chimera with Extended Linker
4.2.1: Construct Design and Rationale
In the previous section, we successfully expressed, purified, crystallised and determined the
structure of the chimeric protein of GABARAPL1, and the LIR motif of RhTRIM5α with a short GS
linker. However, the interaction observed in this structure is likely to not be biologically relevant. Crystal
packing artefacts are visible on the N-terminal arm of one of the chains, with the direction of, and ‘kink’
in the LIR region potentially indicative of a distance constraint between the mATG8 domain and TRIM5α
αLIR. We hypothesise that this constraint is negatively affecting crystal packing and may be relaxed with
an extended linker region. To test this, we cloned a further six constructs, one for each mATG8 with a
C-terminal RhTRIM5α LIR containing an extended linker with an additional 3 glycine residues added
between the ATG8 domain and the T5 LIR. This would theoretically increase the length of the linker
by ~10 Å.

Figure 33.

Schematic for mATG8-G4S-αLIR Construct.

Schematic of final purified product for chimeric constructs. GPG are the remnants from the cleaved his-tag 3C
site. mATG8 is ~110 amino acids long representing one of the six mATG8 constructs, to which the TRIM5α LIR is
attached with an extended GGGGS linker to the C-terminus.

All extended linker constructs were cloned using the Ex-Site site-directed mutagenesis strategy to alter
the chimeric constructs generated in the previous section. The total linker size thus consists of GGGGS,
with the full construct nomenclature: mATG8-G4S-αLIR. The extended linker constructs underwent
expression trials of which only the LC3A derived construct did not result in soluble expression. The other
five constructs were soluble and were purified using IMAC and SEC followed by broad-screen
crystallisation trials. From these crystallisation trials, crystals were only obtained for the GABARAPL1
derived chimera (GR1-G4S-aLIR). No crystallisation broad screens derived from other G4S-αLIR
constructs (LC3B, LC3C, GABARAP, and GABARAPL2) grew crystals. Crystals for GR1-G4S-αLIR
formed in JSCG G1, H11; PACT A1, D1, D2, B10 during the broad screening phase at a concentration
of 65 mg/mL of GABARAPL1-G4S-αLIR.
Crystals of GR1-G4S-LIR were harvested, flash frozen, and shipped to the Australian Synchrotron for
data collection on the MX1 beamline. A full dataset was collected for a crystal grown in the condition
PACT PREMIER D2, containing 0.1 M MMT buffer, pH 5, 25% w/v PEG 1500.
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Figure 34.

GABARAPL1-G4S-αLIR Crystals.

Example image of crystal morphology formed by the extended linker chimera construct derived from
GABARAPL1.

4.2.2: Crystallisation and Structural Statistics
Crystals of GR1-G4S-αLIR belonged to the P 21 space group with the unit cell 37.3 Å, 45.9 Å,
83.6 Å, 90°, 96°, 90°, (a, b, c, α, β, γ). A 1.2 Å resolution cut-off was chosen with a CC1/2 of 0.52 in the
outer shell (1.22-1.20 Å)219. A Matthews co-efficient was calculated and predicts two monomers within
the asymmetric unit: p(total) = 0.91, MC = 2.00, with a low solvent percentage of 38.5%. Phases were
determined using molecular replacement, a single monomer of GABARAPL1 (PDB accession 2R2Q)
was used as search model for 2 monomers in the asymmetric unit. PHASER molecular replacement
identified two monomers in the asymmetric unit and solved 2 cases of translational non-crystallographic
symmetry. Visual inspection of crystal packing, electron density, and subsequent successful refinement
to the data confirmed this as a correct solution.
The TRIM5α LIR peptide at the C-terminal was manually built using COOT into clear and unambiguous
electron density starting from the C-terminus of the molecular replacement model. The resulting model
was refined using REFMAC. Due to an observation to parameter ratio (85043 reflections) for each
modelled atom (2447 atoms with 6 parameters), and the high resolution and quality of the data overall,
full anisotropic B-factor tensors were used in the final refinement. The final dataset refined to an Rfact/Rfree
of 0.22/0.26. Crystallographic statistics can be found in Table 3.
The model encompasses all residues in the construct with chain B consisting of contiguous segments of
the entire construct, 142 residues, ending with the carboxy terminus on residue E208 (RhTRIM5α
numbering), chain A is contiguous with the exclusion of residues -2 to 0, remnant residues from the 3C
cut-site GPG, which remain disordered.
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Data Collection & Refinement Statistics
Crystal ID
Space Group
a, b, c (Å)
α, β, γ (°)
Beamline
Wavelength (Å)
Resolution Range (Å)
Total Reflections
Unique Reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Rmerge
Rmeas
Rpim
Mean I/σ(I)
CC1/2
CC*

GR1-G4S-αLIR
P 21
37.3, 44.9, 82.6
90, 96, 90
Australian Synchrotron MX1
0.9537
37.1 - 1.2 (1.243 - 1.2)
169930 (17016)
85024 (8517)
2.0 (2.0)
90.4 (43.0)
0.06 (1.16)
0.08 (1.63)
0.06 (1.16)
7.46 (0.44)
1.00 (0.52)
1.00 (0.82)

Refinement Statistics
No. Reflections Rcryst
No. Reflections Rfree
Final Rcryst
Final Rfree

76867 (3662)
3830 (191)
0.225
0.262

Model statistics
Number of non-H atoms
2663
protein
2422
ligands
25
solvent
216
Protein residues
287
RMS deviation (bonds)
0.006
RMS deviation (angles)
0.99
Ramachandran favoured (%)
98.23
Ramachandran allowed (%)
1.77
Ramachandran outliers (%)
0
Rotamer outliers (%)
0.38
Clash score
3.74
Average B-factor
19.3
protein
18.3
ligands
26.4
solvent
29.9
Table 3. Crystallographic statistics for GR1-G4S-αLIR
Statistics applicable to the resolution outer-shell shown within parentheses.
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4.2.3: Structural Analysis
The two monomers in the asymmetric unit (ASU) are oriented equivalently with respect to each
other when compared to the two monomers present in the previous GR1-GS-aLIR structure. The two
chains A and B are also remarkably similar, with an RMSD of 0.918 Å across all atom, and 0.250 Å for
equivalent CA atoms. The core Ubiquitin-like motif of the GABARAPL1 region is intact, and the Nterminal arm for both chains is in a closed position, like chain A for GR1-GS-αLIR, or the molecular
replacement model 2R2Q. The TRIM5α αLIR regions span across to the other ASU chain and form few
crystal contacts via Arg123 and the burying of Leu128; however, the majority of the αLIR region is
forming interactions with another symmetry mate. Symmetry mates of each molecule can be generated
to observe the LIR and GABARAPL1 interaction. Due to the difference in space group, the interaction
is now from chain A to a chain B symmetry mate, rather than chain A to chain A as seen in the
GR1-GS-aLIR structure. As each chain is for all intents and purposes identical, we simply chose to
analyse the LIR of chain A, to the GABARAPL1 region of chain B. The interaction between the LIR
motif and GABARAPL1 region of our GR1-GGGGS-aLIR structure contains several points of interest
between the GS construct, and what may have been expected from the LC3B co-crystal structure.
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Figure 35.

Crystal Structure for GR1-G4S-αLIR

A, Asymmetric Unit for the crystal structure of GABARAPL1, extended linker construct with the TRIM5α LIR.
GABARAPL1 portion of the construct in orange , and TRIM5α and linker in blue. Two monomers are present
in the ASU, a single chloride atom (yellow sphere ) and two molecules of MES (enlarged spheres), present from
the crystallisation condition. B, Comparison alignment for each monomer from the ASU coloured by RMSD
(low high). C, Generation of symmetry mates allows visualisation of TRIM5α LIR region interaction with
GABARAPL1 portion.
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Compared to the short-linker structure the αLIR interaction is oriented across the binding face of
GABARAPL1 in the same direction as the co-crystal structure with LC3B (PDB accession 5W9A) and
canonical β-LIR interactions. The direction of approach to the H1 pocket is still somewhat towards the
shoulder of the N-terminal arm. We expected the extended linker construct LIR region to be a single αhelix, however the αLIR region instead consists of two helices separated by 3 residues of coil. The
residues preceding 189-196 form the first α-helix, this terminates on Glu197 into a coil for the following
two residues before resuming a second α-helix initiated on residue Glu200 that continues to the Cterminus of the construct. The first helix contains Trp196, which still occupies the H1 binding pocket.
The second helix is positioned above the H2 pocket; however, no residue occupies the H2 cavity. The
second helix continues until residue Glu208 where it terminates near Gln59 from the ubiquitin core of
the GABARAPL1 region.

Figure 36.

GR1-G4S-αLIR Interaction across αLIR and GABARAPL1.

Expanded view (from the perspective of panel C, Figure 35) of the interaction between the TRIM5α LIR component
of chain B and the GABARAPL1 component of chain A generated with symmetry mates. Favourable polar
interactions <3.5 Å shown with black lines.

The middle coil region may be described as ‘unravelling’ the LIR helix, and has resulted in the 2nd helical
portion of the LIR rotated almost 180 degrees along its rolling axis (i.e., the rotation axis that is parallel
to the helix). The result of this rotation on the second helix is that the residues Leu202 and Leu205 which
typically share the same side as the coiled-coil as Leu190 and Ile193, are now buried against the mATG8
LIR docking site. These residues typically share the same face of a single helix, and form part of the
hydrophobic zipper that stabilises the coiled-coil. The break in the α-helical structure occurs in the space
between binding pockets H1 and H2. Residues Glu197 and Glu198 both make interactions with
sidechains of Arg28 and Arg67 respectively within this intermediary coil region. The second α-helical
portion of the αLIR is positioned directly over H2, Gln203 (which occludes the pocket in the TRIM5α
LC3B co-crystal) is nearby H2, however due to the break in the coil, the helix has rolled almost 180
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degrees and the Leucine residues Leu202 and 205 are better positioned to bury their hydrophobic
sidechains against the GABARAPL1 interface. H2 is not occupied and is occluded by both Leu202 and
to a lesser extent Gln203. The remaining LIR α-helix continues with no polar interactions until
terminating with a hydrogen bond between Gln59 and the carboxyl terminus of the final residue of the
αLIR Glu208.
Several polar interactions are present across the interface, these start with Gln189 and Glu192 which both
interact with Tyr25. The Gln189, E192, and Tyr25 network is reminiscent of the GR1-GS-αLIR structure,
however the direction of the interaction has changed in comparison, to being perpendicular to the NTerminal arm of the GABARAPL1 domain rather than parallel. Asp195 interacts with Lys48 and Lys46
utilising the sidechain and mainchain carboxyl groups respectively. Trp196 occupies the H1 pocket with
favourable hydrophobic interactions; in contrast to GR1-GS-αLIR it also forms a hydrogen bond between
its mainchain carboxyl and the mainchain nitrogen of Leu50, rather than this interaction occurring with
the Nζ atom of Lys48 for the shorter linker construct. To analyse the difference of the interaction with
an extended linker, we compared the LIR orientation and binding to the earlier described GR1-GS-αLIR
structure and our previously published co-crystal structure. Notably, for all structures Trp196 occupies
the H1 pocket. However, it is not positioned as deeply into the pocket with the extended linker construct
compared to the shorter construct Figure 37.

Figure 37.
Comparison of W196 binding to H1 Pocket.
The mATG8 regions of TRIM5α in complex with LC3B (PDB Accession 5W9A), and GR1-GS-αLIR, and GR1GGGGS-αLIR, are aligned to compare the differences in Trp196 occupation of the H1 pocket. Residue numbers
are from GABARAPL1.

In summary, the interface is driven by non-polar interactions and the significant role of the Trp196
residue and H1 pocket occupation for the first half of the length of the LIR. Once the secondary structure
of α-helix is disrupted at residue Gly198, the latter half of the LIR is predominantly non-polar and appears
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to be driven by the hydrophobic burying of Leu202, and Leu207. The leucine residues of the coiled-coil
motif are typically acting like teeth of a zipper between the two monomers for the TRIM5α dimer in
solution, stabilising the structure of the coiled-coil. In the GR1-G4S-αLIR structure, that quaternary
interaction is not present. Interestingly the extended linker had a drastic effect on the directionality of the
motif and its interaction across H1 and H2 pocket. This is much more similar in direction to what may
have been expected from the TRIM5α LC3B co-crystal, and from other traditional non-helical LIRs.
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4.3: Chimera with Coiled-Coil
4.3.1: Construct Design and rationale
Previous attempts to capture the interaction between the helical LIR of TRIM5α and mATG8s
indicated that despite a longer linker to relax crystal packing, it appears that the helix was ‘unwrapping’
itself across the surface of the mATG8 binding site. TRIM5α helical LIR is situated within its coiled-coil
domain, and hydrophobic zipper residues are present which interact across the coil-coiled dimer
interface, mediating this reaction. A major criterion for ensuring that our chimeric constructs are
exhibiting a biologically relevant interaction is that the: secondary (α-helix is maintained), tertiary (the
helix is straight as seen in co-crystal), and quaternary structure (the binding of LC3B does not interfere
with coiled-coil formation) restraints have all been met. Such criteria are not necessarily applicable for
the short β-stranded LIR motifs.
We hypothesise that the lack of quaternary structure is compromising the formation of the helical LIR
due to the destabilising effect of hydrophobic coiled-coil residues, and that this is preventing the
biologically relevant interaction being formed. To correct this, we have designed a further set of
constructs to mimic the effect that TRIM dimerization has on the stabilisation of the coiled-coil domain.
The construct includes an additional segment of the coiled-coil, connected via a short hair-pin linker,
which should allow for the hydrophobic zipper residues of the LIR motif to stabilise themselves by
interacting with their intended coiled-coil counterpart.

Figure 38.

Schematic for mATG8-G4S-αLIR-RevCC Construct.

Schematic of final purified product for chimeric constructs. GPG are the remnants from the cleaved his-tag 3C
site. mATG8 is ~110 AA long representing one of the six mATG8 constructs, to which the TRIM5α LIR is attached
with an extended GGGGS linker to the C-terminus. A second hair-pin linker GGDP connects the upstream TRIM5α
coiled-coil residues which mimic the contribution of the quaternary structure for an anti-parallel TRIM dimer.

A GGDP linker works as a hair-pin between the LIR motif and adjacent coiled-coil region. This linker
has been used previously for a TRIM5α construct to short-circuit the coiled-coil motif122, and is originally
designed for use in a human myxovirus protein construct, the motif breaks the α-helix (GG), and
reinitiates it (DP)220. To decide which residues were appropriate to be included in the Reverse Coiledcoil region (RevCC), the TRIM5α co-crystal with LC3B (PDB Accession: 5W9A) was manipulated in
COOT, and a GGDP linker built in using Ramachandran restraints to connect fragments of the RevCC
TRIM5α chain coiled-coil region which directly interacted with the LIR region for the first chain. All
constructs were cloned using ExSite cloning techniques, and purified using IMAC and SEC. All six
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mATG8 derived G4S-αLIR-RevCC constructs were expressed and purified successfully and were
subjected to crystallisation trails in a sitting-drop experiment using the JSCG+, PACT Premier, and
Morpheus crystallisation screens. Notably, all of these constructs were hyper-stable, and crystallisation
was often compromised with several layers of phase separation with the protein and crystal condition
forming gel-like compositions. Despite these difficulties, GAPARAPL-1 crystals formed after several
months in PACT A2 and D4 conditions at high protein concentrations (118 mg/mL, ~5900 µM).

Figure 39.

GABARAPL1 G4S-αLIR-RevCC Crystals

Crystals formed after 2 months in PACT D4 at 118 mg/mL (left) and after 6 months in PACT A2 34 mg/mL (right)
for construct GR1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC. The G4S-αLIR-RevCC constructs in general showed very high stability in
many cases forming gels instead of precipitating.

The crystal seen in Figure 39, right panel, was manipulated with a nylon loop and single fragments were
transferred to 25% w/v Glycerol cryo-protectant also matching the crystallisation condition. Fragments
were then screened for diffraction and a dataset collected at the Australian Synchrotron MX1 beamline.

4.3.2: Crystallisation and Structural Statistics
The crystal indexed into space-group P 3, with an average unit cell of 50, 50, 182, 90, 90, 120.
Systematic absences revealed a screw axis for the dataset along the l axis, the handed ambiguity of which
is either P 31 or P 32. Matthews co-efficient predicted three molecules within the asymmetric unit.
Molecular replacement with GABARAPL1 (PDB Accession: 2R2Q) in-fact could identify four tightly
packed monomers within the asymmetric unit, TFZ scores 10.4, 18.4, 24.6, and 29.8 respectively. The
handedness for space group was determined as P 32 by PHASER during molecular replacement. Manual
inspection of the density and crystal packing, and subsequent successful refinements confirmed the
successful molecular replacement solution.
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Data merging and scaling using the Aimless221 pipeline of ccp4 revealed several twinning statistics from
CTRUNCATE that were of concern. Direct observation of the diffraction images reveals no additional
lattices, and rules out non-merohedral twinning, Figure 40.

Figure 40.

Diffraction Images from GR1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC

Example images from the dataset collected for GR1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC crystal. Left, demonstrates the order of h,
and k, directions. Right, shows the l axis, the small distances between reflections informing of the long cell edge
(c = 182). Reflections do not appear non-merohedrically twinned and although some higher resolution reflections
show some smeariness, there is no evidence of multiple lattices. Data collected on the MX1 beamline at the
Australian Synchrotron.

No translational non-crystallographic symmetry (tNCS) was detected i.e. no large peaks (higher than
20%) offset from the origin of the Patterson function. Despite this, the cumulative intensity distribution
function exhibits a sigmoidal shape. In the absence of tNCS, such a shape in the distribution of intensities
may be due to merohedral or pseudo-merohedral twinning, where two exactly overlapping lattices entail
the dataset intensities are formed by the summation of reflections from each lattice. It is less likely for
large reflections to sum with other large, and likewise small reflections with other small, thus the
distribution of intensities is ‘averaged’ with less large and small intensities overall than what would be
predicted for a non-twinned dataset. Furthermore, Yeates-Padilla Plot222 or L-tests on the global data
indicate a perfect twin with a twinning fraction of 0.5. Although twinning statistics based on individual
twin laws are more definitive. The cumulative intensity distribution and L-test results are visualised in
Figure 41.
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Cumulative Intensity Distribution and L-Test for GR1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC

Left, the Acentric Cumulative Intensity Distribution calculated for intensities for this dataset. A clear sigmoidal
shape is present matching the predicted twinned distribution, tNCS may also affect this distribution, however.
Right, L-test results in an L-test statistic of 0.343, perfect twin = 0.375, Untwinned = 0.5, the dataset is again
strongly suggestive of twinning.

The space group P 32 has the capacity for twinning and can sometimes present as a higher symmetry
space groups P 3 2 1, P 3 1 2, or P 6, although the dataset has not in this case. Three twin laws are
possible for P 3 based on first principles: k, h, -l; -h, -k, l; -h, h+k, -l, and each can be tested to give a
likelihood of whether actual twinning is occurring. The following table gives the estimated twinning
fractions for the H-test, Britton, and ML Britton tests, and also the RTwin score, the lowest of which
suggests the dominant twin operator:
Twin Operator RTwin

H-test

Britton

ML Britton

k, h, -l

0.22

0.25

0.22

0.12

-h, -k, l

0.21

0.27

0.26

0.23

-h, h+k, -l

0.22

0.26

0.24

0.20

Table 4.

Twinning statistics for each possible twin operator for P3 space group.

Estimated twin fraction for each twin operator and RTwin score to determine most probably operator, lower is
better. H-test: cumulative distribution for |H|. Britton plot: the number of negative intensities after detwinning has
occurred, a linear fit can be used to determine an x-intercept value, which estimates the twin fraction. ML Britton,
same as Britton but accounts for sigma of the observed intensities assuming a normal distribution.

Based on the twinning analysis, it is highly probable that the crystal contains several twin fractions, thus
for subsequent refinement steps in REFMAC5, an amplitude based twinned refinement strategy was used
on the final rounds of refinement. REFMAC automatically calculates significant twin domains and
respective twin fractions when using a twinned refinement strategy. The total number of accepted twin
domains

were

four

and

the

respective

twin

fractions

as

follows:

h, k, l = ~52%,

k, h, -l = ~7%, -h, -k, l = ~22%, -k, -h, -l = ~19%. Note the largest fraction (h, k, l) is the fraction of non~ 98 ~

twinned component of the crystal and the high proportion compared to any one other twin domain is a
likely explanation as to why the space group has not presented with higher symmetry.
Twinned refinement dropped both Rfact/Rfree values by ~10% (0.27/0.33 to 0.18/0.21). It should be noted
that twinned data exhibit lower R-values than single crystal data (The lower R value of 0.50 rather than
0.59 is considered random data when using a twinned refinement), and these R-values are not comparable
to other non-twinned data. The distance between Rfact/Rfree closed from 5% to 4% during twinned
refinement and the high probability of twinning based on twinning statistics in the absence of tNCS
warrants the use of twinned refinement. Full crystallisation statistics are found in Table 5.
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Data Collection & Refinement Statistics
Space Group
a, b, c (Å)
α, β, γ (°)
Beamline
Wavelength (Å)
Resolution Range (Å)
Total Reflections
Unique Reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Rmerge
Rmeas
Rpim
Mean I/σ(I)
CC1/2
CC*

P 32
50.4, 50.5, 182.3
90, 90, 120
Australian Synchrotron MX1
0.9537
45.57 - 2.20 (2.26 - 2.20)
283889 (22738)
26442 (2171)
10.7 (10.5)
99.7 (96.9)
0.18 (1.65)
0.20 (1.83)
0.06 (0.55)
10.5 (1.5)
1.00 (0.49)
1.00 (0.81)

Refinement Statistics
No. Reflections Rcryst
No. Reflections Rfree
Final Rcryst
Final Rfree

76867 (3662)
3830 (191)
0.185
0.214

Model statistics
Number of non-H atoms
3624
protein
3618
ligands
0
solvent
6
Protein residues
439
RMS deviation (bonds)
0.014
RMS deviation (angles)
2.06
Ramachandran favoured (%)
96.71
Ramachandran allowed (%)
3.29
Ramachandran outliers (%)
0
Rotamer outliers (%)
3.72
Clash score
7.23
Average B-factor
37.7
protein
37.7
solvent
29.4
Table 5. Crystallographic Statistics for GR1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC
Statistics applicable to the resolution outer-shell shown within parentheses.
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4.3.3: Structural Analysis
Four monomers of the GABARAPL1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC construct are present in the asymmetric
unit, unlike the previous GS and G4S-αLIR constructs, which showed remarkably similar crystal-packing,
the packing between monomers for the RevCC construct has comparably changed. Chains A and D, and
chains B and C pair against each other near the C-terminus with N-terminal arms facing away similarly
to the previous constructs, however the angle of connection is shallow, and there is disorder in the loops
between helix2 and sheet3 which are mediating this crystal packing interface.

Figure 42.

Crystal Structure for GABARAPL1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC

The Asymmetric Unit for the crystal of GR1-G4S-αLIR-RevCC construct at across three axis (panels A, B, C).
There are four monomers within the ASU, however each chain can be paired (A and D , and B and C ) that
pack similarly to other chimeric constructs. Panel D) the AD, and BC monomer pairs aligned, and the GR1-G4SαLIR structure overlaid in grey for comparison, dashed lines show the extent of rotation that occurred with the
RevCC crystal packing when compared to the GR1-G4S-αLIR structure.

A consequence of this is that the C-terminal ends of GABARAPL1 are oriented together in the same
direction, and unlike the previous structures, all non-GABARAPL1 regions of the construct are either
completely disordered in the crystal, or not present. Whilst there appears to be enough space between
monomers for the αLIR-RevCC regions to be present, these spaces exhibit no interpretable density.
Furthermore, crystal packing brings the GABARAPL1 LIR H1 and H2 face of chains A and C, and
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chains B and D close together and oriented to occlude the interface. There is no interpretable density near
the H1 pocket for any of the monomers that could be modelled as Trp196, or any other residue from the
αLIR-RevCC portion of the construct.
Whilst exhibiting interesting crystal packing when compared to the other chimeric constructs used, the
G4S-αLIR-RevCC construct did not crystallise in a manner that allowed visualisation of the αLIR
interaction with the GABARAPL1 domain of the construct. At this point in construct development, there
are 47 residues attached to the C-terminus of the mATG8 core, which in of itself is ~120 residues. The
C-terminal attachment is quickly becoming a dominant part of the structure, rather than a small extension,
and likely negatively affecting the ease of crystallisation.
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4.4: Chapter Summary
TRIM5α discriminately binds to the six mATG8 proteins, and preferentially to LC3B and
GABARAPL1 via a novel fully α-helical LIR motif. The only structural information of the helical LIR
is a 3.5 angstrom structure of RhTRIM5α and LC3B in complex. Two LC3B monomers bind to two
respective LIRs presented from the centre of the TRIM5α dimer coiled-coil domain. TRIM5α is an
obligate anti-parallel dimer, and the structure and self-assembly of TRIM5α is intimately linked to its
biological function as an innate immune protein that restricts retrovirus. Characterising the mode of
binding of all six mATG8 proteins to TRIM5α helical LIR at atomic resolution may provide insight into
the full determinants of the helical LIR motif, and what drives its specificity.
Chimeric constructs are a common method to investigate the binding mode of LIR peptides to the LIR
docking site of the mATG8, however these peptides are typically small, ~5-10 residues in length, and
adopt a β-strand secondary structure, minimally affecting crystal packing. To this end, we present the
crystal structures from a series of chimeric experiments where GABARAPL1 proteins are cloned to
include the residues from the α-helical LIR from TRIM5α, separated by a short flexible linker. Our initial
construct contained a short GS linker, and the residues 189-208, and although crystallisation was
successful, the binding interface was determined to be non-biological due to the priori constraints of
secondary structure dictated by the TRIM5α coiled-coil domain. We then increased the linker length, to
relax the crystal packing to allow for a more biologically relevant binding mode, and this strategy worked
to restore an orientation of binding more reminiscent of the TRIM5α LC3B co-crystal previous published.
Unfortunately, the small hydrophobic residues which typically maintain the secondary, tertiary, and
quaternary structure of TRIM5α in solution, destabilised the binding interface in this extended linker
construct. We subsequently designed a chimera with a mini-coiled-coil domain derived from the LIR
location of TRIM5α and stabilised by a helix-turn-helix linker GGDP. This construct proved difficult to
crystalise, and showed evidence of twinning, furthermore, no regions derived from the LIR were visible
in the crystal structure.
In conclusion, whilst chimeric constructs work well for the comparably simple canonical βLIRs, the
added restraints posed by coiled-coil LIRs work to simultaneously destabilise the intended binding mode,
but also to ensure that crystal-packing artefacts are easily identified due to the helical constraints. It is
worth noting such constraints are not considered for many canonical LIR chimeric constructs, and the
protein structure from which they are derived is often not known.
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STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION OF
HIV-1 CAPSID INHIBITOR 11L
5.1: Introduction, The Capsid Inhibitor 11l
HIV-1 remains a chronic and incurable infection, which without medical intervention leads to
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS). This comes with an associated cost, through life-long
treatment options and disease burden. Although infection cannot be cured, eradicating the spread of
HIV-1 may be achieved provided treatment is accessible. Current treatment regimens largely delay the
progression of the disease to AIDS and prevent the spread of HIV-1 virus. However, these currently
require a daily dose of combined anti-retroviral cocktails. Whilst effective, these treatments are costly,
can have low patient compliance, and may include side effects3,5,6,36. Developing novel therapeutics,
which could be taken less frequently for example, could increase treatment compliance and accessibility
in regions with limited access to healthcare, preventing the spread and effectively eradicating HIV.
Furthermore, evolving drug resistance to current regimes is a concern and highlights the importance of
the continued development of novel drugs.
The HIV-1 capsid protein (HIV-1 CA) is integral in the viral life cycle during both early and late stages
of infection. Therapeutics such as PF74 and GS-6207 have demonstrated that HIV-1 CA is a viable antiviral drug target40,42. PF74 is hypothesised to stabilise capsid interactions, affecting both capsid uncoating
and presumably nuclear entry during the early stages of infection, and capsid maturation during the late
stages. Structure based drug design is a successful drug design strategy, and the structure of PF74 in
complex with HIV-1 CA protein gives insight into the determinants of the drug interaction with mature
capsid. The binding pocket where PF74 interacts with HIV-1 CA is found between the C-terminal
Domain (CTD) and N-terminal Domain (NTD) of adjacent monomers, within a cleft present only in the
mature hexamer of capsid and presents as a target for drug optimisation or discovery. A series of PF74
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derived analogues were developed around extending the polyphenyl core and replacing the indole group
to form more extensive contacts between the CTD and NTD42. We were kindly provided the series III
capsid inhibitor 11l, and the well-characterised capsid inhibitor PF74 for a control, in collaboration with
Dr Sun Lin and Dr Peng Zhan from the Laboratory of Chemical Biology, School of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Shandong University.
11l is a third generation antiviral capsid-targeting drug based on polyphenylalanine derivatives of PF74.
It targets both the early and late phases of viral infection, and is 5.8 times more potent at inhibiting
infection overall compared to PF74. 11l predominantly acts during the early stages of infection, before
reverse transcription, where it is 6.3 times more potent in early-phase restriction compared to PF7442.
Whereas the mechanism of PF74 is thought to involve stabilisation of the viral capsid, 11l appears to
accelerate the CA uncoating process. Furthermore, 11l does not affect reverse transcription. This gives
11l parallels to the function of TRIM5α, which also acts independently of reverse transcription during
the early stages of infection and binds to capsid.

Figure 43.
PF74 and 11l comparison
Chemical diagrams for capsid ligands PF74 and 11l, associated molecular ID’s, and molecular masses. The
polyphenyl core present in both structures is highlighted with bold lines. 11l is a benzenesulfonamide nitrile
derivative of PF74 with a piperazinone moiety. 11l also contains the phenyl derived anisole group, extending the
core polyphenyl scaffold with a methoxy group.

This project aimed to determine the atomic structure of 11l bound to HIV-1 capsid protein to show the
binding interactions, and to aide in future drug design based on the binding strategies of this series of
inhibitors. To achieve this, HIV-1 CA was expressed and purified, processed into mature hexamer units,
and subjected to crystallisation to replicate the structures present in the literature. Validated unliganded
crystals were then used in soaking experiments to probe the interaction between mature hexamer and the
drugs PF74 and 11l. PF74 was used as a positive control, to both validate the methods used to generate
a liganded capsid crystal structure and datasets, and to compare electron density.
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5.2: Unliganded Structure HIV-1 CA
Before investigating the binding modality of 11l compared to PF74, we first sought to replicate
HIV-CA hexamer crystallisation as previously published206. Growing reliable high-resolution HIV-CA
crystals is necessary for soaking experiments with the inhibitors PF74 and 11l and provides a control
structure to validate ligand electron density
A variant of the HIV-1 capsid protein containing A14C, E45C, W184A, and M185A mutations was used
for these experiments206. The cysteine mutations (residues 14 and 45) form disulphide bonds at helix1
and helix2, bridging between N-terminal domains within the hexamer. The alanine mutations reduce the
interactions between hexamers by up to 50%. Together, these mutations allow the purification of
covalently linked hexameric assemblies, which remain soluble due to the weakened interaction across
hexamer subunits. Furthermore, as 11l acts primarily in the early stages of infection, it is expected to
bind the capsid in its mature hexameric form. A covalently stabilised capsid hexamer would ensure the
crystals will form preferentially in a biologically relevant mature state with affinity for 11l. The A14C,
E45C, W184A, M185A mutant is structurally comparable to the non-mutant mature hexamer
conformation, based on comparable biochemical comparison to cryoEM, and non-crosslinked crystal
structures.
HIV-1 CA was purified following recombinant expression. Protein was separated from the remaining
soluble cellular fraction using immobilised metal affinity chromatography, utilising a C-terminal 6x Histag, followed by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). To form soluble disulphide linked hexamers, the
purified monomers are processed through several rounds of dialysis. The first dialysis includes βME to
ensure no non-specific disulphide formation and increases the salt concentration to encourage hexamer
and macro-assembly tube formation. A second dialysis step removes βME to allow disulphide bridge
formation whilst in the hexameric tube assembled state. A final dialysis procedure returns the protein to
a low salt buffer with non-reducing conditions to disassemble the tube macro-assemblies while
maintaining disulphide bridges between monomers within hexamers. Soluble hexamers are then
processed with Carboxy-peptidase A to remove the C-terminal His-tag, the reaction is quenched with
EDTA and soluble hexamers finally purified using SEC.
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Figure 44.
Purification of HIV-CA Soluble Hexamer
A, Example trace from IMAC; elution occurs over a gradient of increasing imidazole (30-300 mM) in the elution
buffer, EB. B, SEC of HIV-1 CA hexamer after disulphide formation, C, some non-hexamer dimers may still be
present as seen by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. D, Final purity of concentrated HIV-CA hexamer compared to
reduced monomer.
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Crystallisation of the soluble HIV-1 CA hexamer was undertaken utilising a fine-screen developed to
mimic conditions from the literature206. The first screen covered 8, 10, 12, and 14% PEG 8000, 100 mM
TRIS/HCl at pH 7, 8, and 8.5, and 0, 100 and 500 mM sodium malonate. HIV-1-CA at a concentration
of 10 or 15 mg/mL, was mixed with reservoir solution in a sitting drop experiment with 0.2 : 0.2 µL and
0.3 : 0.15 µL volumes of protein : screen respectively. These screens were also carried out with and
without 1 mM IP6 (inositol hexakisphosphate), a small molecule known to stabilise hexameric capsid223.
One condition (100 mM TRIS/HCl pH 8.5, 100 mM sodium malonate, 10% PEG 8000 and 10 mg/mL
HIV-CA, 0.2:0.2 µL ratio) grew crystals which diffracted. Crystals were transferred for 30 s into a cryoprotectant consisting of the crystallisation condition supplemented with 20% glycerol before plunging
into liquid nitrogen. These were sent to the Australian Synchrotron and a dataset was collected on the
MX1 beamline. Crystals diffracted to 2.0 Å resolution using a CC1/2 cut-off of 0.3. Full dataset statistics
can be found in Table 6.
The HIV-1 CA unliganded dataset belongs to hexagonal space group P 6, with the unit cell dimensions
of 90.3 Å, 90.3 Å, 56.5 Å, 90°, 90°, 120°(a, b, c, α, β, γ). A calculated Matthews coefficient of 2.75,
with 55% solvent, confirmed the presence of a single HIV-1 CA monomer (24 kDa) in the asymmetric
unit. The structure was determined by molecular replacement with PHASER using an HIV-1 CA
monomer (PDB accession: 3H47) as a search model, with a solution translation function Z-score of
TFZ = 58.6. Model 3H47 is an identical construct to ours that shares the four-mutant profile for disulfide
bond stabilisation hexamers. The molecular placement solution was confirmed with manual inspection
and subsequent rounds of refinement.
A single capsid monomer is present in the asymmetric unit with the hexamer generated by
crystallographic symmetry about the 6-fold axis. Our model for HIV-1 CA is essentially identical to that
of 3H47, consisting of the expected 1-2 hairpin loop at the N-terminus, followed by the 7 α-helices
which form the NTD, and a short flexible region extending to the 4 α-helix bundle of the CTD.
Comparison of the two structures show some minor differences are present. A single back-bone peptide
flip occurs at residue Ala31. The model is not contiguous, and there are three regions of disorder; the
residues 4-7 are not modelled from the N-terminal β-hairpin, residues 88 and 89 were not visible for the
CypA binding loop, and the CTD loop between helices 8 and 9 consisting of residues 176-187 (the
C-loop) are also not observed. These regions of disorder could not be meaningfully modelled. As these
regions are similarly disordered in other high-resolution structures, this likely represents multiple
conformations and disorder across the crystal.
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Figure 45.
Structure Overview, Unliganded HIV-CA
Cartoon representations of unliganded HIV-CA at A, 0 and B, 90° angles. Secondary structure elements are
labelled and the cartoon coloured with a gradient ( to from N- to C-terminus). HIV-CA comprises an Nterminal β-turn and 11 helices across two domains, an N-terminal domain (NTD) and a C-terminal domain (CTD),
connected with a flexible linker (between helices 7 and 8).
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Figure 46.
Unliganded electron density at ligand binding site
A 2Fo-Fc map contoured at 1.0 sigma (Blue), showing the density for the region between Asn56 and Lys70.
Typically, a mixture of ordered and disordered water molecules occupies this region.

The binding site for PF74, and the putative binding site for 11l is located between helix 3 and helix 4,
most specifically between residues Lys70 and Asn56. The unliganded structure contain a series of
ordered and disordered waters in this region, Figure 46. Binding of PF74 results in no major
conformational changes of the peptide backbone and thus interpretation of unbiased density is the only
evidence for a ligand bound structure.
In addition to the binding feature described above, the C-loop region comprising residues 175-188 and
spanning the gap between helix 8 and 9, is of critical importance to ligand binding. Arg172 is positioned
at the C-terminus of helix 8 and forms hydrogen bond network with the mainchain carboxyl’s of Asn57,
and Ala59 of the NTD, and is a key determinant of the binding pocket. The conformation of this loop
supports binding interactions with the drug whilst also mediating hexamer lattice formation at the dimer
interface of C-terminal domains224,225. Whilst unable to be modelled, we can still compare the
presence/shape or absence of density in this region to future liganded datasets containing PF74 or 11l,
Figure 47.
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Figure 47.
Unliganded Density, C-loop
2Fo-Fc electron density map contoured at 1.0 sigma (Blue) and Fo-Fc map (orange) contoured at 3.0 sigma in
the region between helix 8 and 9 (dotted line). Residues Ala174, Glu175; and Thr188, Leu189 are represented
with ball and stick forms. The density between these residues suggests multiple loop conformations and cannot be
modelled in a conclusive manner.

Crystallisation of HIV-1 CA was further optimised with 1% increments of PEG 8000, ranging from 812%. Crystals from the successfully diffracting condition of the unliganded dataset were harvested and
used for seeding. Purified HIV-1 hexamers were mixed 3:1 with the seed stock mix, to a final
concentration of 9 mg/mL stock protein, and 25% v/v of seedstock solution. This combined solution was
then used with 10% PEG 8000, 100 mM TRIS/HCl pH 8.5, and 36 mM sodium malonate to generate
many HIV-1 hexamer-containing crystals for subsequent soaking experiments. These crystals appear as
hexameric plates, with a plate thickness roughly equal to half the width of the hexagon plate. These
optimised crystals were more consistently well-diffracting and showed less visible crazing on the crystal
surface compared to previous iterations. 30% ethylene glycol was also used as a cryo-protectant, instead
of 20-25% glycerol.
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Data Collection & Refinement Statistics
Space Group
P6
a, b, c (Å)
90.3, 90.3, 56.5
α, β, γ (°)
90, 90, 120
Beamline
Australian Synchrotron MX1
Wavelength (Å)
0.9537
Resolution Range (Å)
45.79 - 2.0 (2.07 - 2.0)
Total Reflections
35754 (3516)
Unique Reflections
17879 (1758)
Multiplicity
2.0 (2.0)
Completeness (%)
100.0 (99.8)
Rmerge
0.064 (0.86)
Rmeas
0.091 (1.22)
Rpim
0.064 (0.86)
Mean I/σ(I)
8.34 (0.94)
CC1/2
1.00 (0.30)
CC*
1.00 (0.68)
Refinement Statistics
No. Reflections Rcryst
17874 (1755)
No. Reflections Rfree
828 (86)
Final Rcryst
0.29
Final Rfree
0.34
Model statistics
Number of non-H atoms
1671
protein
1550
ligands
0
solvent
121
Protein residues
201
RMS deviation (bonds, Å)
0.01
RMS deviation (angles, °)
1.23
Ramachandran favoured (%)
99.5
Ramachandran allowed (%)
0.52
Ramachandran outliers (%)
0
Rotamer outliers (%)
0.6
Clash score
9.42
Average B-factor
37.7
protein
37.6
solvent
38.9
Table 6. Crystallographic Statistics for HIV-1 Capsid
Statistics applicable to the resolution outer-shell shown within parentheses.
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5.3: Soaking compounds into Unliganded Crystals
We next sought to establish a method for the incorporation of drug-like compounds in our
unliganded crystals. A common method to capturing a drug and protein interaction is to soak drug
molecules for a length of time with unliganded-crystals, before determining the structure by X-ray
crystallography. The known structures of HIV-1 capsid including our own unliganded structure, show
that there is access to the region of PF74 binding via solute channels permeating the crystal lattice. The
small sizes of the PF74 and 11l molecules also facilitates plausible ligand access to these regions.
Furthermore, previous PF74 crystal structures (PDB accession: 4QNB) were achieved with crystal
soaking methods39. Due to this, we aimed to both replicate the PF74 structure in the PDB and obtain the
novel 11l bound structure using similar crystal soaking methods.
PF74 and 11l are soluble in DMSO. To perform crystal compound soaks, we created cryoprotected solution to match the crystallisation condition consisting of 36 mM sodium malonate, 10%
PEG 8000, 100 mM TRIS/HCl pH 8.5, and 30% ethylene glycol supplemented with ~500 µM of PF74
or 11l respectively. PF74 or 11l were diluted from 50 mM stocks to minimise the DMSO concentration
in the soaking condition. Unliganded-crystals were harvested using nylon loops and transferred to 1 µL
droplets of soaking solution for time lengths ranging from one second to 60 minutes before being plunged
into liquid nitrogen. Crystals were prepared for data collection either at the Australian Synchrotron or
using our in-house X-ray source.

Figure 48.
Unliganded Crystals used for soaking experiments
Two example images of unliganded HIV-1 CA crystals grown for use in soaking experiments, shown as seen using
a microscope in bright field mode (left), and with a polarising filter (right). Crystals exhibit a hexagonal face.
Some crystals appear as ‘half hexagons’ and often grow off a surface such as the base of the droplet, or droplet
membrane.

Crystal diffraction was commonly observed from 6 to 2 Å resolution with the power of diffraction
correlated with the thickness of the hexagon; thinner crystals show poor or mosaic diffraction. Hexagons
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that were thicker than radially wide (across the hexagon plane) performed best. Some crystals manifested
trapezoidal, that is half hexagon shapes, which did not affect diffraction relative to full hexagonal
crystals. Some crystals show an equatorial seam, which did not appear to correlate with any data
pathology, including twinning.
PF74 soaks behaved differently compared to 11l. PF74 soaks did not abolish diffraction over time,
although some diffracted poorly, datasets were collected, and showed an unusual ‘suggestion’ of density
where the ligand is expected to bind. The PF74 soak suggestive density were very weak and indicated
either poor occupancy or density bias and were therefore unconvincing. This was especially the case
when considering that the pocket is usually occupied by a variety of water molecules as seen in the
unliganded structure, and when we compare the densities we observed compared to density of the data
taken from PF74 bound from the PDB.
Soaking HIV-1 CA crystals with 11l leads to a consistent loss of diffraction. Where diffraction is not
abolished, there is no evidence of ligand density. It should be noted that the unliganded crystals could be
soaked indefinitely in an identical soaking solution lacking the 11l drug or with PF74 without losing
diffraction. Therefore, it is unlikely to be the DMSO or the cryoprotectant affecting the crystal stability,
but the presence of the 11l molecule itself. Whilst it is not unexpected to see crystal stability and
diffraction being affected by 11l (11l is hypothesised to reduce HIV-1 capsid stability), these results
highlighted that crystal soaking the 11l molecule may not be a viable strategy to visualise ligand-protein
interactions despite this approach being successful for other capsid inhibitors such as PF74. Table 7
summarises the observations from these soaking experiments for the 11l molecule.
Soak Time
1 second
1 minute
10 minutes
15 minutes
20 minutes
30 minutes
40 minutes
1 hour

Diffraction
Yes
Yes
No
Yes, poor >3A
Yes
No
No
No

Ligand Density
No
No
n/a
No
No
n/a
n/a
n/a

Table 7. Summary of crystal soaking experiments with 11l molecule.
No soaking timing showed any evidence of ligand density, in general longer soaks lead to poorer or completely
ablated diffraction. No crystals survived longer in the soaking solution than 1 hour. Interestingly, crystals soaked
for ~10 minutes would not diffract, however regained diffraction for a short window between 15 and 25 minutes.
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5.4: Co-crystallisation Experiments
After crystal-soaking experiments failed to yield significant results, and due to the destructive
nature that 11l soaks had on diffraction, we opted to change strategy to co-crystallisation.
Co-crystallisation was first attempted using the same condition used for the unliganded crystal.
Unliganded crystals were reproduced alongside control conditions with added mother-liquor, DMSO,
and the experimental additives PF74, and 11l. This crystal growing process was repeated iteratively using
the best crystals, determined by visual inspection, using each round as the next crystal seed-stock. The
addition of DMSO did not abrogate crystal formation as much as the addition of experimental additives
PF74 or 11l. Crystals that did form in liganded conditions did not diffract. After three rounds of iterative
seeding with liganded crystals, we observed crystals in both the PF74 and 11l conditions. Due to the
variability of seeding, many conditions were in replicate, yet only a few experiments yielded crystals.
Those crystals were harvested and cryo-protected using 30% ethylene glycol and diffracted using our inhouse X-ray source; none of these crystals showed any diffraction better than 8-10 angstroms. The fourth
seed stock iteration had 96 replicate wells of PF74 and 11l in the unliganded-crystal condition. These
were complemented by further replication across commercially available JSCG+, PACT Premier, and
Morpheus screens. Collectively these produced many crystals, many of which were large and well
formed. However, these crystals showed either no diffraction, or in the best case, were twinned with
alpha values >0.4 (determined by L-Test) and at ~3.5 angstroms resolution.
Interestingly these 11l co-crystal twinned datasets had cell dimensions reminiscent of hexameric
assemblies: a and b cell dimensions remained at ~90 angstroms similar to unliganded structures. The c
cell dimension was more difficult to determine and tended towards 54n Å where n is an integer greater
than 1, thus dimensions around ~110, ~220, and even as high as ~480 were observed for some co-crystals.
By observation of the unliganded structure, which has layers of hexameric sheets, this could be indicative
of sheets sliding across each other (graphene sheets being an apt metaphor) creating an offset in the
crystal lattice in some way. Understandably, this was also reflected in the space group, which would lose
P6 symmetry and revert to space groups with lower symmetry such as P1 or C2. We hypothesised that
the covalent hexameric structure forced in our crystallisation trials was not conducive to 11l cocrystallisation, and attempted co-crystal trials with monomeric CA, however these failed to form any 11l
liganded co-crystals.
After three months of incubation, several crystals formed in two of the 3rd generation seed-stock wells
for PF74. One such crystal diffracted past 2 Å and a dataset was collected in-house. This data is presented
in the next section 5.5: Liganded Structure PF74
A single crystal was observed in a condition from the commercially available JSCG+ screen, well D10,
also containing 11l with 4th generation crystal seeding. A dataset was collected in-house and diffracted
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to 2.5 Å. This crystal was then harvested and used for subsequent crystal seeding and fine-screening
iterations; however, the original crystal could not be replicated. The results of this dataset of HIV-1 CA
in complex with compound 11l are discussed in section 5.6: Structure of Compound 11l bound to HIV1 CA Hexamer.

5.5: Liganded Structure PF74
Obtaining a structure of HIV-1 capsid with the PF74 ligand serves as an important control in
validating any 11l ligand data. The interaction of PF74 with HIV-1 capsid is well characterised with an
existing structure. Replication of this result validates the efficacy of our methods to form crystals with
ligand bound and would aid in the identification of unbiased density for 11l that can be distinguished
from density in the unliganded or PF74 cases.
Crystals of HIV-1 in complex with PF74 were grown in a 40 µL sitting drop experiment containing 9
mg/mL HIV-1-CA covalently linked hexamers with 500 µM PF74 and 10% v/v crystal seed mixed at a
ratio 1:1 with the crystallisation condition: 36 mM sodium malonate, 100 mM TRIS/HCl pH 8.5, and
10% PEG 6000. Crystals formed after a three-month growth period were harvested and flash-frozen in
liquid nitrogen, and a dataset collected in-house on the Rigaku XtaLAB Synergy-S X-ray source and
Dectris Pilatus 200k-A detector. Crystals belonged to the P6 space-group with cell dimensions 91.2 Å,
91.2 Å, 117.3 Å, 90°, 90° ,120°. A dataset was collected to a resolution of 1.8 Å, with a CC1/2 of 0.7 in
the outer shell. Initial screening images suggested diffraction extended to 2.0 Å, after further processing
of the dataset useful diffraction extended beyond the edge of the detector, limiting our dataset resolution
to 1.8 Å. The Matthews coefficient was calculated at 2.75, with 55% solvent, for a single HIV-1 CA
monomer (24 kDa) present in the asymmetric unit. A model of unliganded HIV-1 CA monomer (PDBid:
3H47) was used for molecular replacement to obtain phases to determine the structure to unliganded
minimise any potential bias to the ligand density. One monomer was located in the asymmetric unit and
the capsid hexamer formed by symmetry mates about the 6-fold axis. The structure was refined using a
maximum likelihood method and anisotropic B-factor calculations were considered for refinement due
to the >12 unique observations per atom ratio, however six TLS parameters were found to yield better
refinement statistics and was implemented instead. Refinement settled at an Rfact/Rfree of 0.20/0.24. The
liganded structure of HIV-1 CA contains no Ramachandran or rotamer outliers, and RMS deviations in
bond lengths and bond angles are 0.007/0.96 respectively. Table 8 provides full data collection and
refinement statistics.
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Figure 49.
Structure for compound PF74 bound to HIV-1 CA
A, 0 and B, 90° cartoon representation of the asymmetric unit for HIV-1 CA in complex with PF74 (highlighted
yellow). Secondary structures labelled and cartoon coloured with gradient ( to from N to C terminus). HIVCA comprises of an N-terminal β-turn and 11 helices. The protein contains two domains, NTD and CTD, connected
with a flexible linker (between helices 7 and 8). Ligands shown as enlarged balls with the drug PF74, and three
Ethylene Glycol (EG) molecules. Regions of high disorder, i.e., the CypA binding loop, and the C-loop (between
helices 8 and 9) are shown with connected dashed indicators.

Our liganded structure for HIV-CA in complex with PF74 shares similarities with our unliganded
structure. A single monomer occupies the asymmetric unit, and with the generation of symmetry mates
forms the hexameric repeating lattice reminiscent of HIV-1 capsid lattice. The hexamers exhibit no
curvature, and form a lattice of hexamers that is trigonal, allowing tight hexamer packing reminiscent of
the mature capsid lattice, see Figure 4. The hexamer lattices are vertically stacked on top of each other
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with no offset. Alignment of the unliganded and liganded structures shows that binding of the PF74
molecule results in no major conformational changes to the HIV-1 CA protein.
There are three regions of disorder found in the unliganded structure, the N-terminal β-hairpin, the CypA
binding loop, and the C-loop. These three regions remain disordered in our structure with PF74. For our
HIV-1 CA in complex with PF74, much more of the N-terminal β-turn can be visualised, and we have
modelled two conformations for the residues within the turn to explain the electron density observed in
this region. The CypA binding loop is incomplete, the three missing residues His87, Ala88, and Gly89,
are not supported by density and are likely adopting multiple conformations across monomers in the
crystal. No reasonable model or alternate conformations could be refined to explain the density of the
CypA loop. Interestingly, the C-loop region, shortly after helix 8 (residues 176-188) is the primary point
of difference between the PF74 liganded structure and our unliganded structure. This loop is responsible
for forming the 2-fold quasi-symmetry interface in native capsid, Figure 4, and is near the binding pocket
for PF74. Whilst the unliganded structure had visible density giving an indication of where this loop was
located, the PF74 liganded structure exhibits no density between residues Val181 and Ala185. This
unmodelled sequence also contains the double alanine mutations at positions 184 and 185. Furthermore,
residues from Gln176 to Glu179 exhibit a different conformation when compared to the unliganded
structure. These changes may be relevant as the indole head group of PF74 interacts across a monomerNTD and neighbouring monomer-CTD interface and forms non-polar contacts along the new
conformation for the residues 176-179.
Our PF74 liganded structure aligns closely with the previously published PF74 complexes of disulphide
stabilised hexamer39 (PDB Accession 4QNB); alignment and visual inspection show that these structures
are essentially identical. Of note again is the C-loop region that interacts across the indole group of PF74.
Whilst being independently modelled, this loop takes on an identical conformation for 4QNB and our
PF74 liganded structure with the same regions disordered (residues 181-186).
The electron density clearly supports the presence of a ligand, and at this resolution the ligand PF74 can
be modelled unambiguously. A comparison of the electron density before and after refinement with the
PF74 ligand is in Figure 50.
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Q63

Figure 50.
Liganded HIV-1 CA PF74 Density Pre/Post Refinement
A, Unbiased density (Fo-Fc at 3.0 sigma shown as orange wireframe) without ligand refinement with proposed
position of PF74 represented as orange lines, and B, resulting refined density (2Fo-Fc density at 1.0 sigma shown
in blue wireframe) after PF74, shown as ball and stick, modelled into position. Hydrogen bonds shown with dashed
lines. Structure shown as cartoon with residues within 3 Å of ligand shown as ball and sticks. Cartoon coloured
to from N- to C-terminus. The C-terminus of a symmetry mate is shown overlapping the PF74 molecule here.

The PF74 ligand is located between residues Lys70 and Asn57 of the NTD. As previously reported, PF74
makes a network of polar contacts with the surrounding residues Asn65, Lys70 and Gln63. The R1 and
R2 phenyl groups are buried within the binding pocket, with non-polar residues Leu56, Leu69, Ile73,
and Ala105 forming a hydrophobic binding pocket. The R3 indole head-group is positioned planar and
at a distance of 3.7 Å to the Arg173 guanidino group of the adjacent monomer (symmetry mate)
producing Van der Waals interactions. Two co-ordinated water molecules are present, one forming
hydrogen bonds with the indole head-group nitrogen, and Gln63, and the other sitting in a small pocket
behind the PF74 molecule and the Arg173 residue.
Several ethylene glycol ligands are also present in our HIV-1 CA structure in complex with PF74. Two
molecules of ethylene glycol are observed near residue Thr110, but do not represent any biologically
relevant information; ethylene glycol was the major component of the cryo-protectant used and are
therefore not unexpected features of the structure.
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Data Collection & Refinement Statistics
Space Group
P6
a, b, c (Å)
90.2, 90.2, 56.3
α, β, γ (°)
90, 90, 120
Beamline
Rigaku Dectris Pilatus
Wavelength (Å)
1.54184
Resolution Range (Å)
16.1 - 1.80 (1.86 - 1.80)
Total Reflections
48552 (4808)
Unique Reflections
24284 (2404)
Multiplicity
2.0 (2.0)
Completeness (%)
99.0 (99.6)
Rmerge
0.05 (0.6)
Rmeas
0.07 (0.8)
Rpim
0.05 (0.57)
Mean I/σ(I)
12.21 (1.30)
CC1/2
1.00 (0.76)
CC*
1.00 (0.93)
Refinement Statistics
No. Reflections Rcryst
24081 (2394)
No. Reflections Rfree
1223 (130)
Final Rcryst
0.20
Final Rfree
0.24
Model statistics
Number of non-H atoms
1849
protein
1664
ligands
44
solvent
141
Protein residues
211
RMS deviation (bonds)
0.007
RMS deviation (angles)
0.96
Ramachandran favoured (%)
99.02
Ramachandran allowed (%)
0.98
Ramachandran outliers (%)
0
Rotamer outliers (%)
0
Clash score
3.25
Average B-factor
22.5
protein
22.1
ligands
22.5
solvent
27.0
Table 8. Crystallographic Statistics for HIV-CA PF74 co-crystal
Statistics applicable to the resolution outer-shell shown within parentheses.
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5.6: Structure of Compound 11l bound to HIV-1 CA Hexamer
After several rounds of iterative seeding, a co-crystal for the HIV-1 CA hexamer and compound
11l formed in the condition 0.2 M calcium acetate hydrate, 100 mM sodium cacodylate pH 6.5, and
40% w/v PEG 300. The crystal grew as a single “hexagonal pillar” (i.e., the depth of the crystal was
greater than the width of the hexagonal face). The crystal was harvested with a nylon loop and transferred
into a cryoprotectant consisting of the crystallisation condition supplemented with 30% ethylene glycol
before being frozen in liquid nitrogen. The crystal diffracted to a resolution of at least 3.0 Å and a dataset
was collected using our in-house X-Ray source. A dataset was collected with 0.25° scan width using
the Rigaku CrysAlis Pro software to perform several runs, utilising the four-circle kappa goniometer to
maximise completeness and multiplicity of the resulting dataset.

5.6.1: Data Collection and Indexing
During data processing, CrysAlis Pro XDS indexing was only successful for ~43% of
observations. This can be due to a poorly defined unit cell, or excessive observations due to ice rings,
however inspection of the diffraction images revealed that the data collected from non-merohedral twins
as evidenced by the presence of two distinctive lattices. Non-merohedral twinning is a crystal pathology
that can manifest when two crystals are present within the X-ray beam at once, or if a single crystal
contains multiple lattices within the crystal at the molecular scale 226. Unlike merohedral or
pseudo-merohedral twinning pathologies, non-merohedral twinning is diagnosed where the diffraction
pattern for each twin do not exhibit an exact overlap, instead of being offset by a rotation. Due to this,
non-merohedral twinning is not described by a twin law, which transforms the lattice based on symmetry
operation, but instead treated as multiple lattices during indexing and integration.
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Figure 51.
Diffraction Image for HIV-1 and 11l Co-crystal
Diffraction image taken during the data collection of HIV1 and 11l co-crystal. Note the two lattices, which are
forming cross-hatched patterns where lune rings overlap. Each lattice is superficially equally as intense as the
other. Image collected on a DECTRIS PILATUS3 R 200k-A.

Our crystal was singular when observed under a light-microscope, with no obvious discontinuities or
seams; however, it is clear from the diffraction that multiple crystal domains are present. This presents
as cross-hatched patterns, formed from two over-lapping lattices, and is most clearly demonstrated at low
resolution. As the twinning pathology is exhibited as non-merohedral, it is possible to determine the
structure of the protein by simply indexing and processing each lattice separately and then estimating
phases using traditional methods. We indexed two lattices, which contained ~43% (Twin 1) and ~42%
(Twin 2) of the observed reflections respectively. Approximately 20% of reflections remained
unindexed. Initial unit-cells for each lattice were as follows, (a, b, c, α, β, γ): 90.9 Å, 91.2 Å, 116.2 Å,
87.8°, 78.8°, 60.4°, and 91.1 Å, 91.2 Å, 116.4 Å, 87.3°, 79.0°, 60.3°. As the unit cells for each twin were
remarkably similar, we tested the hypothesis whether the non-merohedral twinning was two identical
crystals but at different orientations by forcing the unit cells to be identical whilst re-indexing a new
solution. Re-indexing with identical unit cells for each twin resulted in the Twin 2 dropping from 42%
to ~10% indexed reflections, whilst Twin 1 remained at 43%. This indicates that although each twin
appears identical and that the difference in unit cell is small (~1 Å), this difference is still significant, and
these twins could not be merged into a single dataset. Therefore, we processed each twin independently.
This results in two datasets for which only one may be used for future processing. In addition, each
individual dataset still contains ~9% of reflections which overlap with the other dataset during data
collection.
A major detriment of two lattices being present in the diffraction image, is that each reflection falls under
one of three categories: non-overlapping, partially overlapping, or fully overlapping. Non-overlapping
reflections require no treatment to measure, and fully overlapping reflections are simply flagged and
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treated as twinned during refinement. Partially overlapping reflections have an effect on the measured
intensities of each reflection, as the observed intensity is a convolution of the unique intensities from
each reflection as a function of the degree of overlap. Measurement of the observed intensity for either
partial reflection would in turn be detrimental to the dataset. We therefore ran a three-dimensional
deconvolution on all overlapped intensities of up to 80% overlap using CrysAlis Pro. Deconvolution
gives an estimate of the true intensities for each overlapping reflection. This has the benefit of 1)
increasing the completeness of our dataset, which would remain at ~60-70% if partially overlapped
intensities were instead discarded, and 2) improving the quality of our data if they were kept compared
to non-deconvoluted reflections. The deconvolution is less effective on reflections with a high
overlapping percentage, or with large differences in amplitude.

5.6.2: Comparing non-merohedral twins
Both twinned datasets were processed using AIMLESS to scale and merge the raw intensities.
Twinned crystals may not diffract equally for each twin, one may have stronger diffraction, or diffract to
a higher resolution. As the twins could not be validly merged due to differences in unit cell, we aimed to
compare the two datasets and ensure that the appropriate set was used for further processing. The
diffraction intensity from superficial observation for each lattice appears similar, and this is apparent in
the similar percentage of total indexed reflections (42% and 43% respectively) for each twin lattice.
CTRUNCATE from the aimless pipeline was used to calculate statistics to assess data quality for each
twin. The dataset from Twin 1 contained more observations, greater multiplicity, and larger CC1/2 values
across all resolution bins. The final dataset was therefore that of Twin 1, and included reflections up to
2.5 Å, with a CC1/2 of 0.18. Such a low CC1/2 is justified due to the inclusion of weak high-resolution
reflections leading to higher quality electron density maps than higher resolution cut-offs219,227.

5.6.3: Molecular Replacement and Refinement Strategy
Calculating the Matthews Coefficient for the 146 kDa hexamer within a unit cell (a, b, c, α, β, γ =
91 Å, 91 Å, 116 Å, 87°, 77°, 60°) gives an 80% likelihood for two hexamers within the asymmetric
unit. As the unit cell volume is double that of the unliganded HIV-1 CA structure from previous sections
(91 Å, 91 Å, 54 Å), and that hexamers are forced due to the disulfide cross-linking, it follows that 12
monomers must be present within the unit cell. Molecular replacement strategy searched for two
hexamers created by generating symmetry mates of the HIV-1 CA monomer (PDB accession 3H47) to
form a hexamer of capsid. Two hexamers were searched and placed one after the other using PHASER.
One hexamer was placed with far greater confidence than the other, TFZ=49 and TFZ=12.
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After molecular replacement, the model was refined using rigid body refinement with the N and
C-terminal domains of each capsid monomer defined as a rigid unit. Due to the large number of atoms
in the asymmetric unit, the absence of symmetry in P1, and low number of unique observations compared
to the number of atoms we employed several restraints to aid the refinement of the model.
Non-crystallographic symmetry (NCS) restraints were automatically generated using Phenix refine,
during the early stages of refinement. NCS were replaced by utilising a high-resolution reference
structure (PDB accession 3H47 at 1.9 Å) in later rounds of refinement. The reference structure was
interpreted not in real space, but via dihedral and torsion angles between residues when these angles are
within a comparable threshold, which is accommodating for any differences between the structures at a
large scale, but locally maintains relative residue angles, and secondary structure. Finally, grouped
isotropic B-factors were used, with a single B-factor for backbone, and another for the sidechain for each
amino acid, minimising the parameters per atom to less than 4. TLS parameters were generated using
TLSMD215 and 10 TLS parameters were chosen per chain for the final refinement. These aspects
prevented over-fitting of the data as determined by minimising the spread between Rfact/Rfree to be less
than 5%, or 0.05 of an R-Value. The final refinement resulted in Rfact/Rfree statistics of 0.30/0.34. No
Ramachandran outliers are present in the structure, however 2% of residues are at allowed values. RMS
bonds and angle values of 0.003 and 0.64 respectively, are relatively tight, which may reflect the overreliance of restraints used to reduce over-fitting of the deconvolved twin dataset.
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Data Collection & Refinement Statistics
Space Group
a, b, c (Å)
α, β, γ (°)
Beamline
Wavelength (Å)
Resolution Range (Å)
Total Reflections
Unique Reflections
Multiplicity
Completeness (%)
Rmerge
Rmeas
Rpim
Mean I/σ(I)
CC1/2
CC*
Refinement Statistics
No. Reflections Rcryst
No. Reflections Rfree
Final Rcryst
Final Rfree
Model statistics
Number of non-H atoms
protein
ligands
solvent
Protein residues
RMS(bonds)
RMS(angles)
Ramachandran favoured (%)
Ramachandran allowed (%)
Ramachandran outliers (%)
Rotamer outliers (%)
Clashscore
Average B-factor (Å2)
protein
Hexamer I CA atoms
Hexamer II CA atoms
ligands
solvent

P1
91.0, 91.2, 116.3
87.2, 78.8, 60.4
Rigaku Xtalab Synergy-S
1.542
15.9 - 2.5 (2.59 - 2.5)
941656
106374 (10896)
8.8 (7.5)
96.6 (99.0)
0.37 (0.61)
0.42 (0.70)
0.19 (0.35)
4.3 (2.3)
0.97 (0.18)
0.99 (0.55)
106368 (10896)
5353 (581)
0.31 (0.36)
0.35 (0.39)
17481
17216
246
19
2250
0.003
0.64
97.98
2.02
0
1.85
6.51
48.6
48.7
32.5
63.9
42.7
19.0

Table 9. Crystallisation statistics for HIV-CA 11l co-crystal.
Statistics applicable to the resolution outer-shell shown within parentheses.
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5.6.4: Validation of crystal packing
The final model for 11l bound to HIV-1 capsid consists of two HIV-1 hexamers, or 12 monomers
of the HIV-1 CA protein, in the asymmetric unit. Whilst each hexamer forms the expected lateral trigonal
lattice sheets in the a and b cell dimensions, they do not stack vertically consistently, instead showing an
offset between the two hexamers of 23 Å after each second hexamer. The resulting pattern of the crystal
lattice is visualised down the a and c axes in Figure 52. The offset observed acts a point of difference
between the unliganded and liganded PF74 lattices seen in our previous structures, and as such an
asymmetric unit was chosen to encompassed this. The two hexamers within the asymmetric unit are more
easily distinguished at a glance, and the impact of the offset on the structure better visualised. One of the
hexamers is poorly represented by the density in the model, and was more difficult to place during
molecular replacement. The resulting B-factors of this hexamer are significantly greater that the other.
The two hexamers are therefore referred to as hexamer I, consisting of chains A through to F, which also
contains the best fit to the observed density, and hexamer II, consisting of chains G through to L, which
exhibits poor fit to the observed density.
All 12 monomers are comparable to each other, to our unliganded dataset, to our PF74 dataset, and to
crystal structure of unliganded capsid (PDB 3H47). Regions of disorder, such as the CypA binding loop,
the C-loops (between helix 8 and 9), and regions between helix 10 and 11 are not clearly visible in the
electron density maps and are omitted from the model. These regions are also key mediators of the
trigonal hexamer lattice, making them a likely point of difference to facilitate the novel crystal packing.
A hexagonal lattice contains 6-fold (hexagonal tiling), 3-fold (on each vertex), and 2-fold (on each edge)
rotational symmetry. Taking measurements and averaging the CA locations of CYS 14 and 45 for each
monomer gives a good approximation for the centre of the hexamer, as these regions are well ordered in
both hexamer I and II. Using these coordinates and the symmetry generated from the unit cell, the nature
of the offset between hexamer I and II can be visualised, Figure 52, Panel D.
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Figure 52.
Crystal Packing for Liganded Structure 11l
The asymmetric unit (surface representation) and major symmetry mates of the unit cell (cartoon representation)
for structure HIV-1 CA in complex with 11l. Panels A, B, and C orient in the positive direction of unit cell vectors
a, b, and c. D, diagram exemplifying the offset of the trigonal grid for hexamer I and hexamer II respectively.
The centre of hexamer I and II is offset by a distance of 23.3 Å, the edge lengths of each triangle are 91 Å, 91.2 Å,
and 91.6 Å, the two former of which relate to the a and b unit cell dimensions. The offset is purely translational
and exhibits no rotation. The offset vector is not in line with any of the trigonal lattices.
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Whilst hexamer II exhibits larger B-factors and a poorer fit overall, the B-factors are uniformly inflated
when compared to hexamer I, Figure 53. Both hexamers show the predictable patterning of B-factors
expected of a correctly placed hexamer: that is that both hexamers show cores of stable and agreeable
density to the model whilst peripheral regions are poorly ordered. Such a pattern is expected, as the core
of a protein tends to exhibit greater stability in a crystal structure, furthermore, both hexamers share a
similar distribution of B-factors. This is an indication that hexamer II has been correctly positioned from
molecular replacement step and successfully refined, as the patterning of B-factor variation is the same
for both hexamers, that is, the same regions expected to be poorly ordered (edge loops, CypA loop, and
C-loop) are poorly ordered in both hexamers. We would expect that in the case of a mis-placed hexamer,
the B-factors would only be uniformly inflated, with random noise, post refinement. However, we
observe

a

correlation

in

the

distribution

of

B-factors

between

hexamers

(Pearsons correlation coefficient = 0.74), this indicates that although hexamer II has abnormally high
B-factors than hexamer I, it is still present in the structure. Placement of hexamer II improves refinement
statistics, and validates crystal packing in the observed structure, as hexamer I by itself would not form
any crystal contacts above and below the plane of the lateral trigonal lattice.
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Figure 53.
B-Factor Analysis for HIV-1 CA and 11l.
The asymmetric unit, shown as cartoon putty, scaled and coloured with a b-factor gradient. Above, α-Carbon
B-factors for each chain are plotted across residue number. Colours determined by hexamer I (chains A through
F: ●●●●●●) and hexamer II (chains G through L: ●●●●●●.) Average B-factors within each hexamer plotted with
line. The average B-factor for hexamer I and II is 32, and 64 respectively, α carbons only.
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5.6.5: Validation of the presence of 11l.
Despite the aforementioned pathologies, the primary aim for this crystal structure is to capture the binding
interaction between 11l and HIV-1 CA. In this sense, even a single monomer exhibiting appropriate
density would suffice. The central regions of hexamer I are the most well-ordered regions of this
structure, with the density for most individual amino acids and their sidechains clearly visible in this
region at 2.5 Å resolution. Intriguingly, each monomer also exhibits densities in the PF74 binding pockets
that are too large to be explained with coordinated waters. ELBOW, as part of the Phenix suite, was used
to generate optimised restraints for the 11l compound for use in refinement.
The structure and descriptive terms used in the following sections for the major moieties of 11l are
visualised below for the readers’ reference.

Figure 54.
11l Chemical descriptors
Ligand 11l is a series III derivative of PF74, sharing the same polyphenyl core, highlighted blue. This core consists
of two aromatic rings connected with an amino-acid-like backbone. An additional methoxy group derives an
anisole moiety from the outer phenyl of this core. The core scaffold is extended by a piperazin-2-one and a
benzenesulfonamide derivative as part of the series III class of derivatives for PF7442, here 11l exhibits an aniline
(with the amine modified benzene) as the benzenesulfonamide derivative.

5.6.5.1:

Ligand Density Validation

The space between Lys70 and Asn57 on the NTD of chain A showed electron density which was
too extensive to be explained by waters. We modelled 11l into this density with a topology that is
reminiscent of the PF74 binding mode. The most clearly defined parts include the polyphenyl core,
together this region is almost identical to the PF74 molecule that 11l is derived from. Favourable polar
interactions are formed between the Oδ1 and Nδ2 atoms of Asn57 and the amino acid-like backbone of
the polyphenyl core. The density pre and post refinement for each ligand are across Figure 55 to Figure
60.
The anisole moiety is positioned similarly to the equivalent phenyl structure in PF74. The methoxy group
from the anisole moiety adopt one of two orientations, the CH3 group either points towards Ile73 (chains
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C and E), is buried against helix 4 (chain A), or is too disordered to deduce a preferred orientation (chains
B, D, and F).
The piperazinone group shows the most potential for disorder, however its general location is strongly
suggested by the direction of electron density from the polyphenyl core and the large positive FO-FC peak
where the sulfonamide group has been modelled and is well supported by refined electron density. The
ketone of the chain A piperazinone is oriented away from the protein to interact with solvent. The best
fit for the chain B, D, and F piperazinone positions the ketone group between Nζ atom of Lys70, and the
Nε atom of Arg173, with contact distances >=3.0 Å. The best fit for this same groups with chain C
involves polar interactions between the ketone group and the Nε atom of Arg174. This interaction is
further co-ordinated by a water molecule deep in the pocket and bridging between the ligand and the
protein. The poor density for the piperazinone of chain E is improved through refinement, and the ketone
group also adopts a favourable position interacting with the Nε atom of Arg173 chain D and potentially
the buried water, similarly to chain C. Whilst these favourable interactions explain the preferred position
seen in the density, the poor density fit overall when compared to the rest of the molecule, and the
different positions observed between chains, suggests that the piperazinone may be a source of disorder
in the binding of 11l.
The aniline ring orients nearby to Asn67 and due to the disordered C-loop, it appears unlikely that the
C-loop is forming interactions with the aniline amide in any of the chains. The aniline density is
amorphous and the orientation/roll of the benzene functionality is likely disordered or mobile. However,
the aniline orientation is ordered for chains C and A, and chain D, the latter of which exhibits a unique
ring dihedral compared to the other chains.
The sulfonamide group for chain B refines well into the density but the aniline group is poorly ordered.
A large peak in the FO-FC map located between the aniline and piperazinone is unique to chain B. As the
piperazinone is not an aromatic ring and has no planar restraints, it is feasible for it to act as a hinge,
bringing the sulfonamide closer to Lys70, and occupy this peak in density. Whilst the density may simply
reflect disorder in the sulfonamide group for 11l, it cannot be confirmed to not be C-loop or disordered
solvent. As only chain B 1ll exhibited this density, we did not model an alternative conformation due to
the consistent topology of the other five 11l ligands.
Interestingly, chain C, D, and F all show the most extensive supporting density for the entire 11l ligand,
a trend that is also present in hexamer II, for the equivalent facing chains I, J, and L (being equivalent
facing in regards to position within the hexamer and unit-cell).
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Figure 55.
11l Ligand Chain A
2.5 Å dataset represented as contoured wireframe, 2FO-FC (Blue at 1.0 sigma) and FO-FC (orange at 3.0 sigma)
pre and post refinement (Panel A vs B) of 11l Ligand. Hexamer units shown as N- to C-terminal colour spectrum.
Chain A NTD coloured blue, chain F CTD in magenta. The 11l ligand for chain A shows polar contacts with N57,
and phenyl burying expectant of PF74-like compounds. The R3 head-group interacts with the disordered C-loop
of chain F.

Figure 56.
11l Ligand Chain B
2.5 Å dataset represented as contoured wireframe, 2FO-FC (Blue at 1.0 sigma) and FO-FC (orange at 3.0 sigma)
pre and post refinement (Panel A vs B) of 11l Ligand. Hexamer units shown as N- to C-terminal colour spectrum.
Chain B NTD coloured blue, chain A CTD in magenta. The 11l ligand for chain B shows polar contacts with N57,
and phenyl burying expectant of PF74-like compounds. The piperazinone may form interactions with Lys70 of
chain B. Due to the broadened and varied electron density defining the head group, alternative conformations of
the sulfonamide and aniline moieties may be present where sulfonamide acts as a hinge and instead interacts with
the Lys70 residue.
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Figure 57.
11l Ligand Chain C
2.5 Å dataset represented as contoured wireframe, 2FO-FC (Blue at 1.0 sigma) and FO-FC (orange at 3.0 sigma)
pre and post refinement (Panel A vs B) of 11l ligand. Hexamer units shown as N- to C-terminal colour spectrum.
Chain C NTD coloured blue, chain B CTD in magenta. Chain C exhibits clear and unambiguous density to the
overall positioning and orientation for the 11l molecule. The exact position of the piperazinone and methoxy tip
of anisole are possible regions of disorder in comparison to the rest of the molecule, which refines well into the
density.

Figure 58.
11l Ligand Chain D
2.5 Å dataset represented as contoured wireframe, 2FO-FC (Blue at 1.0 sigma) and FO-FC (orange at 3.0 sigma)
pre and post refinement (Panel A vs B) of 11l Ligand. Hexamer units shown as N- to C-terminal spectrum. Chain
D NTD coloured blue, chain C CTD in magenta. Strong contiguous density is present where the 11l molecule is
expected and allows unambiguous placement. The anisole methoxy tip is disordered, and the keto group present
in the piperazinone potentially interacts with Arg173. The aniline group is rotated to potentially form favourable
electrostatic π interactions with N67, or the disordered C-loop of chain C.
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Figure 59.
11l Ligand Chain E
2.5 Å dataset represented as contoured wireframe, 2FO-FC (Blue at 1.0 sigma) and FO-FC (orange at 3.0 sigma)
pre and post refinement (Panel A vs B) of 11l Ligand. Hexamer units shown as N- to C-terminal colour spectrum.
Chain E NTD coloured blue, chain D CTD in magenta. Chain E is notable for a very poorly ordered piperazinone
moiety, however the polyphenyl core, and sulfonamide group have strong signals for both 2FO-FC and FO-FC
density maps.

Figure 60.
11l Ligand Chain F
2.5 Å dataset represented as contoured wireframe, 2FO-FC (Blue at 1.0 sigma) and FO-FC (orange at 3.0 sigma)
pre and post refinement (Panel A vs B) of 11l Ligand. Hexamer units shown as N- to C-terminal colour spectrum.
Chain F NTD coloured blue, chain E CTD in magenta. The ligand present is mostly well supported by the electron
density, similar to ligands found for chain C and D. The Aniline and methoxy group of the anisole group remain
regions of disorder. The piperazinone ketone moiety forms favourable interactions with Lys70 of chain E.
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5.6.5.1:

Ligand B-factor Validation

Only ligands interacting with hexamer I were included in the final model for the HIV-11l structure
due to the poor order of hexamer II. The average B-factor for hexamer I, calculated across all α-carbons
is ~32 Å2, whereas the average ligand B-factor is ~43 Å2 (note average B-factor for hexamer II is ~64).
Disorder is associated with higher B-factors, a property which represents both the error of atomic
placement by adjusting fit to the electron density, and the expected real vibration of atoms present at an
ambient temperature of 110 K. As such, B-factors are both a representation of error, crystal
disorder/motility, and vibration, thus describing an atoms spatial disorder. Whilst B-factors are measured
as mean atom displacement (Å2), it is at essence a statistical measure of the probability that the atom is
at its described position228. The B-factor per atom for an alignment of all 11l ligands can be seen in Figure
61. Differences across all ligands are minor, and the general trend of a well ordered polyphenyl core, and
more mobile or disordered peripheral regions.

Figure 61.
B-factor comparison of 11l ligand alignment.
Atoms are coloured by B-factor, 20 to 60. Each of the six ligands from chains A through F are aligned with both
NTD of the chain, and CTD of the previous chain. 11l ligand atoms modelled with isotropic B-factors per atom.
Residues modelled with grouped B-factors, of for mainchain atoms, and another for sidechain atoms. The 11l
ligands collectively show lower B-factors within the polyphenyl core, and heightened B-factors near the
piperazinone, sulfonamide, and aniline groups.

Importantly, the collection of 11l ligands modelled into the HIV-CA 11l co-crystal structure reflect
B-factors similar to the nearest mainchain. Abnormally high B-factors may indicate over-fitting of biased
density, or low occupancy of bound ligand, which is not what we see with the 11l ligands here. The
sulfonamide and aniline group of the 11l ligand exhibit the highest B-factors, and this is reflected in the
higher average B-factors for the nearby CTD domain and disordered C-loop. The polyphenyl core of the
ligands – especially the polyphenyl groups themselves are of comparable B-factors to the surrounding
residues that they interact with from the NTD of each respective chain.
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5.6.5.2:

Ligand Real Space Validation

The following table contains the RSR and RSCC statistics for each ligand as calculated by the Protein
Data Bank validation server. RSCC, or Real Space Correlation Coefficient serves to validate the ligand
fit to the density observed. Values ranging from 0.9-1.0 indicate a good fit to the observed electron
density. Values of 0.8-0.9 are okay/dubious, and less than 0.8 are poor.
NTD chain
11l chain A
11l chain B
11l chain C
11l chain D
11l chain E
11l chain F

RSCC
0.86
0.86
0.90
0.92
0.89
0.86

RSR
0.17
0.21
0.14
0.17
0.19
0.23

Table 10. Ligand Validation Statistics
Real Space Correlation Coefficient statistic228 (0.9-1.0, good, 0.8-0.9, dubious, or okay229, ligand over-modelled
or may need more refinement, <0.8 bad) and Real Space R-Value (lower is better) statistic for the 11l ligand
modelled for each chain. As expected after manual observation of the density, 11l ligands from chains C and D
are also the best fit statistically.

Although it is accepted that the ligands in some chains have a less than ideal fit of the density, for
example, chains A, B, E, and F, we feel comfortable continuing analysis with the modelled ligands due
to the following accumulation of evidence: The B-factors for each ligand are not drastically higher than
the surrounding nearest regions of protein. The electron density support in some cases the whole ligand,
or at least, the polyphenyl core at the resolution of the structure. The statistics for real space fit to the
density are favourable in all cases, and particularly support chain C and D ligands. The binding modality
we observe is what may be expected from a PF74 compound analogue, agreeing with a Bayesian
interpretation for 11l: where regions of identity (the polyphenyl core) show conserved binding (to PF74).
It should be noted that the binding orientation for 11l in the co-crystal structure is more similar to the
PF74 co-crystal structure than when compared to a molecular dynamics docking simulation42.
5.6.5.3:

Characterisation of the 11l and HIV-1 CA Interaction

Whilst the orientation and position of the 11l compounds are similar, there remain some minor
differences. This section aims to collate all evidence of the 11l interaction with HIV-1 CA and describe
the interaction between compound and protein in detail.
Compound 11l occupies the same pocket on the HIV-1 capsid hexamer as PF74. This pocket is found
within the cleft formed between the NTD domains of tiling hexamers. The pocket itself is situated
between the NTD and CTD of adjacent monomers within the hexamer. The sidechain from the
neighbouring CTD monomer Arg173 residue mediates hydrogen bonds with the NTD monomer Asn57
and Val59 mainchain carboxyl groups and directly contributes to the wall of the pocket. The pocket is
adjacent to the C-loop (of the neighbouring monomer within the hexamer) which forms the 2-fold
interactions to nearby hexamers of the trigonal lattice. The 11l compound, similarly to PF74, occupies
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this pocket and forms interactions with both the NTD chain, and the CTD of the neighbouring monomer
within the hexamer.
The polyphenyl core of 1l1 consists of the central polyphenyl ring, the anisole group, and the connecting
backbone of these two structures, Figure 62: panel B. These three groups occupy an equivalent position
as observed with the PF74 compound. The anisole group occupies the space between Lys70, Thr107, and
terminates with the methoxy end orientated towards Asn74. The bridging backbone atoms between the
anisole and phenyl group consists of a methyl group, protruding from the nitrogen atom connecting the
anisole, and a carboxyl group before starting the phenylalanine-like central structure. This methyl and
carboxyl group are planar and orientated away from the binding pocket. The methyl group orients
towards the main chain carboxyl of Gly106, however it is too distant to contribute to any major
interactions with any of the mainchain backbone. The carboxyl orients and hydrogen bonds with the ND2
atom of Asn53. A second nitrogen atom in the backbone scaffold of 11l forms a second hydrogen bond
with the OD1 atom of Asn53. The phenyl moiety occupies a deep hydrophobic pocket driven by the
residues Leu56, Leu69, and Ile72. The sidechain of Lys70 sits above the phenyl group, resulting in the
phenyl being entirely buried. The polyphenyl core in this regard is identical in its binding modality
compared to the equivalent structure in PF74 suggesting it is a major driver of the binding pose.
The anisole moiety of the polyphenyl core contains a methoxy group at the 4th position of the aromatic
ring, Figure 62: panel B. This methoxy adopts one of two orientations, and potentially is dynamic when
bound. The most favourable orientation is pointed towards the space between Thr107 and Asn74. This
space is often occupied by a large unexplained density (PF74 HIV-1 CA co-crystal), or a smaller
disordered water-like density (Unliganded HIV-1 structure, and 3H47). There is no indication of density
for anything occupying the space between Thr107 and Asn74 in the 11l structures. This may be due to
the presence of the nearby methoxy group from the 11l compound, but also that at 2.5 Å resolution water
and solvent molecules are often not visible unless highly ordered. Only the compound present in chain
A supports the alternative orientation of the methoxy, where the group is instead flipped, and buried
against helix 4. Interestingly chain A also shows significant deviation from the other 11l orientations for
the piperazinone moiety. Whilst chain A is clearly in this secondary confirmation, chain D electron
density supports both arrangements, which given that chain A is locked into one position indicates either
motility within the crystal whilst bound, or that both states are averaged across all instances of chain D
in the total crystal. That chain D is the only 11l compound to show electron density to support both states,
that all other 11l compounds have a preferred state, and that chains A and D are on opposite sides of
hexamer I (parallel to the unit cell b-axis) is a curious observation.
The piperazinone moiety of 11l is located in the same position as the indole group of PF74, Figure 62:
panel C. Compared across chains it is perhaps the most disordered or mobile region of the molecule. As
the piperazinone ring is a saturated ring system and can display conformational flexibility this might
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explain the disorder seen. In addition, the whole moiety is able to rotate along its axis, positioning the
ketone group at position 2 of the piperazine ring into two predominant orientations: interacting with the
Nζ atom of Lys70, or the Nε atom of Arg173 from the CTD of the adjacent chain in the hexamer. In
chain C and E, a well-ordered water molecule is present co-ordinating the ketone, as well as favourable
polar interactions with the sidechains of Gln63, and Arg174 from the adjacent monomer. Chain A 1ll is
modelled with the piperazinone ketone group directed away from the binding site. All other chains show
evidence that the preferred orientation is with the ketone group oriented towards the CTD Arg173 Nε
atom from an adjacent chain, the Lys70 Nζ atom, or the nearby water molecule. All chains show a mixture
of orientations or disorder for the piperazinone moiety, indicative of dynamic behaviour for this region
of the 11l compound. The disorder of the piperazinone moiety is also reflected the chain A 11l polyphenyl
backbone region, where the carboxyl group is flipped towards Asn57. This is the only 11l model which
has this orientation and is unusual as it differs to the core structure configuration of PF74.
The piperazinone location for chain B is a unique case, as a large peak in the 2F O-FC map is present
between the aniline and end of the polyphenyl core moieties. This prominent density can be occupied by
the sulfonamide by using the piperazinone as a hinge – a possible orientation due to the lack of
aromaticity in the piperazine ring. This would reorientate the sulfonamide to form potential interactions
with Lys70 and would maintain the aniline group in a similar position, yet different orientation. A lack
of clear density for the chain B 11l restricted the modelling of an alternate conformer in this fashion, as
this density may be attributed to disordered C-loop residues, and the more conservation placement of 11l
piperazinone was chosen to reflect what is seen in the other 11l models. The unknown peak of density
remains un-modelled.
A co-ordinated water is located in a buried pocket between the 11l compound and the CTD and NTD
cleft of the protein. This water molecule interacts with the mainchain carboxyl groups of Leu56, Asn57,
and Val59, effectively terminating helix 3. This co-ordinated water is absent in chain C, and a second
water closer to the piperazinone is visible instead. Chain E has been modelled with two water molecules
in this region, one in the original helix 3 terminating position, and one closer to the piperazinone. 1ll
binding may displace this conserved co-ordinated water, which is consistently present in non-liganded
structures.
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Figure 62.
Comparison of 11l Compounds bound to HIV-1 CA
A, Overview of ligand location, bound between the helix 3 and 4 of the NTD of chain A-F (X), and the disordered
C-loop between helix 8 and 9 from the CTD of chain F-E (X-1). Chain pairs have been aligned and are shown as
cartoon coloured to from N to C terminus. 11l compounds shown in sticks with atomic colours, carbon in
orange. Residues within 3 Å of the ligand shown as white carbon sticks with atom colours. PF74 from co-crystal
structure with HIV-1 CA shown as black sticks. B, Close up of the alternate methoxy tip conformations of the
anisole group, and polyphenyl core. C, close up of the piperazinone ring and disorder, note the buried water
molecule near Arg173. D, Close up of sulfonamide and aniline group, as well as residues able to be modelled from
the disordered C-loop. Note Gln176 oriented towards the compound, a point of difference compared to unliganded
HIV-1 CA structures.

Despite disorder in the piperazinone moiety, the sulfonamide group is present in the same topology for
all 11l compounds, Figure 62: panel C and D. Putative interactions from the oxygen atoms in the
sulfoxide group may be made with the mainchain carboxyl of Leu172 and mainchain nitrogen of Arg173
from the CTD of the adjacent monomer in the hexamer, although these distances are overly large at
≥3.6 Å for most chains with the exception of chain A at 2.93 Å. This is the most consistent potential
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interaction captured between 11l and the CTD region of the adjacent chain, as the piperazinone and
aniline groups are either disordered or have no visible interactions in the structure. The sidechain of
Gln176 from the adjacent chain may also be contributing to the interaction with the sulfonamide group,
as exampled in chain F. The position of Gln176 is significant as it is different in the unliganded structure
of HIV-1 CA, where it orients to the opposite side of helix 8. The position of Gln176 in the 11l co-crystal
structure is similar to that of the PF74 structure. As Gln176 initiates the start of the disordered C-loop
which makes interactions to adjacent hexamers, its position here may correlate with changes in disorder
of the C-loop induced by compound binding.
The final moiety of 11l is the aniline group, which for all instances of 11l is positioned towards space
normally occupied by the C-loop, Figure 62: panel D. The aniline ring is often disordered, and the aniline
ring may be able to exhibit torsional angle rotation along the long axis between sulfonamide and amide
group. The dihedral angle dictating the planar roll of the aniline may exist in a range of positions, however
preference for a horizontal or vertical position is evident. Chains A, C, and E, all exhibit a horizontal
dihedral, whereas chains B, D, and F show angled or vertical angles when in a position to best fit the
electron density. Interestingly, chain C and D both exhibit the best fit for their respective electron density,
and the plane of the aniline and have vertical and horizontal dihedral angles.
The amide group of the aniline may form contacts with the density that the C-loop occupies. As the
C-loop density is too disordered to model the interaction, the exact details of what role the amide is
playing in the interaction with the C-loop remains unknown, however it is likely interacting in some way
with the 185-187th residues of the C-loop. The HIV-1 CA construct used to form this structure contains
the mutants W184A M185A, and Ala185 and Ala185 of chain A is visible nearby the aniline amide of
the 11l molecule from chain B. No specific interaction is apparent however, and the chain B 11l molecule
is of poor quality. Chain B CTD ends the C-loop with residue Thr186, which has no favourable rotamer
that could allow the carboxyl sidechain to hydrogen bond to the amide of the aniline of the 11l from chain
C. Regardless the aniline group is positioned so as to disrupt the latter half of the C-loop forming the
start of helix 9 (which is extended in the unliganded structure), and its position is certainly affecting the
disorder of the C-loop in a way that differs from the density seen in the unliganded and the PF74
structures in the previous sections.
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5.6.5.4:

Ligand for Chains G-L

We did not model 11l ligands into any of the chains of the second hexamer. This does not reflect
the presence or absence of ligand for hexamer II but instead is a consequence of the poor density observed
for this second molecule. Hexamer II is characterised by larger B-factors and very poor and disordered
density even for regions of the mainchain that are not typically disordered in HIV-1 capsid protein. The
average B-factor for hexamer II is ~64, compared to ~32 for hexamer I (α carbons only, see Table 9).
Despite the shortcomings of the data for hexamer II, some chains show ligand-like density that is too
prominent and non-spherical to be explained by disordered waters, yet too poor resolution to model and
validate a ligand in the refinement. Figure 63 visualises the 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc density maps for the
expected binding site for each chain of hexamer II. Of interest is the larger density blobs for chains I and
J. These chains can be considered sister chains to the C and D chains of hexamer I, being only vertically
translationally offset and are equivalent subunits of the hexamer. This likely represents a local region of
order spread across the central regions of the unit cell. We include the density regions for putative ligand
binding with hexamer II for the readers interest and for completeness, however no further analysis is
necessary given the sufficient ligand binding information gained from interactions across hexamer I.
Figure 63.
Hexamer II ligand pocket electron density.
Figure on following page: 2FoFc contoured at 1.0 sigma and FoFc at 3.0 sigma for the regions of ligand binding
for all chains in hexamer II (panels labelled after chain ID; G, H, I, J, K, L). The evidence for the presence of a
ligand is mixed, with some chains e.g. I, J, showing large regions of unmodelled density, which cannot be explained
as water molecules. Other chains such as A, or K show very little evidence of a ligand.
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5.7: Chapter Summary
The HIV-1 capsid core is crucial to the viral life cycle, and mediates active transport through the
cytoplasm, translocation via the nuclear pore, and controlled disassembly before integration. Such an
important part of the viral life cycle has become an attractive drug target, which is independent of
developing drug resistance from other anti-retroviral compounds. The viral core is composed of over
1000 identical copies of p24, capsid protein, or HIV-1 CA, which self-assemble into hexamers, and
pentamers, which form a trigonal lattice in the shape of an icosahedral fullerene cone, termed the capsid
core. Host interactions are mediated at the surface of the capsid core to facilitate infection, and the
disassembly of the capsid core to release the infectious components after arriving to the nucleus is
stability and time dependant. Alterations to the stability of the capsid core, or to the interactions with
host proteins (such as the NUP153 nuclear import protein) restrict viral infection, and such phenotypes
are observed in the presence of capsid inhibitor molecules such as PF74.
Dr Sun Lin and Dr Peng Zhan, Shandong University have provided us with a third-generation derivative
of PF74 novel capsid inhibitor, 11l, to characterise its mode of binding to HIV-1 CA to inform future
work on structural optimisation of the compound. 11l exhibits potent antiviral activity, particularly during
the early stages of infection likely involving capsid core disassembly. A novel mechanism compared to
PF74 which inhibits nuclear import during the early stages of infection.
We present the crystal structure to a resolution of 2.5 Å of HIV-1 CA and 11l in complex. The capsid
de-stability phenotype of the compound provided significant challenges crystallisation. Soaking the 11l
compound into unliganded crystals destroyed the crystals. Co-crystallisation experiments succeeded only
after several iterations of crystal seeding and have not been reproducible. The single diffracting crystal
obtained was pathologically twinned non-merohedrally at the microscopic scale. Twelve monomers of
HIV-1 CA are present in the asymmetric unit of the crystal, and six instances of the compound 11l could
be modelled in a binding site reminiscent of the PF74 binding modality. The crystal provides atomic
information on the binding mode and disorder of the 11l compound when in complex with the HIV-1
hexamer. The polyphenyl core of 11l, shared by PF74, drives the interaction, whereas the substituent
benzenesulfonamide derivative does not mediate any strong interactions, and instead sterically clashes
with the location of a C-terminal domain loop of an adjacent HIV-1 neighbour in the hexamer.
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DISCUSSION
6.1: TRIM5α LIR
6.1.1: Overview
TRIM protein family members are characterised by a shared N-terminal RBCC motif consisting
of a RING, up to two B-box domains, and a coiled-coil domain90. The human genome contains over 80
TRIM proteins82, that collectively have a wide variety of roles within the cell including proliferation,
development, differentiation, apoptosis, oncogenesis, and notably innate immunity. One of the most well
studied TRIM proteins is TRIM5α for its role in innate immunity, and retroviral restriction197. The exact
mechanism by which TRIM5α restriction occurs remains elusive however, E3 mediated Ubiquitylation,
proteasomal degradation, capsid lattice disassembly, and autophagy mediated degradation mechanisms
have been proposed138,140,143,144,146. The role of autophagy in TRIM biology is under current debate.
Autophagy is a cytosolic lysosomal dependant degradation process used by cells to maintain homeostasis
and respond to cellular stressors149. Selective autophagy can localise specific targets for degradation via
receptor proteins160. Selective Autophagy Receptors (SARs) selectively bind targets and bind the
mATG8 proteins that decorate the phagophore membrane, effectively co-localising themselves and the
target to the concave face of the phagophore for degradation.
TRIM autophagy may be mediated via an LIR motif present in the coiled-coil region: such as that found
in TRIM5α. As many TRIM family proteins share the RBCC motif96, and many TRIM proteins have
been implicated in regulating autophagy, they may also contain α-helical coiled-coiled LIR motifs.
The mATG8 proteins contain LIR docking sites165,166, these are the location where LIR motifs bind to
the mATG8 protein, mediating a protein-protein interaction. Whilst yeast only contain a single ATG8
protein, humans contain six, and the reason for this genomic expansion is not known. The two mATG8
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families LC3 and GABARAP may have different roles during autophagosome formation162. TRIM5α
contains an α-helical LIR that binds to all six mATG8s with different affinities. LC3B and GABARAPL1
exhibit the strongest affinity of binding98. High resolution crystal structures of the interaction between
TRIM5α in complex with the mATG8s may elucidate why these differences in specificity exist, and
furthermore the molecular underpinnings of the α-helical LIR motif. LIR interactions can be explored by
a method of X-ray crystallisation when using a chimeric protein, this has been used to great success for
canonical LIR motifs199. We presented chimeric experiments to validate the chimeric method in the
application to visualise TRIM5α LIR’s, with the goal to determine the differences in specificity between
TRIM5α and the six mATG8s.

6.1.2: Some TRIM family proteins may contain putative LIR
We performed a bioinformatic search to find putative α-helical LIR sites in other human TRIM
proteins, utilising an α-helical LIR derived from TRIM5α. As the LIR is situated within the coiled-coil
domain of TRIM5α, structural data was used to inform the biological relevance of search hits. The
following TRIM family proteins were identified as having plausible putative LIR motifs: TRIM26
(Y187-Q194), TRIM34 (Y174-Q181), TRIM38 (W199-Q206), TRIM50 (W173-Q180), TRIM73
(W173-Q180), TRIM74 (W173-Q180).
As well as being identified as part of a TRIM knockout screen and its effects on autophagy146, some of
these TRIM proteins already have other plausible associations with autophagy: Autophagy is upregulated
during hepatic stellate cell activation associated with chronic liver injury230 and TRIM26 down-regulates
autophagy, but inhibits HSC activation via ferroptosis, any role of TRIM26 mediated autophagy in this
process is yet to been investigated231. TRIM33 targets β-catenin for degradation in a tumour suppressant
role, but the mode of degradation was assumed to be proteasomal due to the presence of K48 linked
ubiquitin chains232. However, K48 linked topologies of ubiquitin also accumulate in autophagy deficient
mice233, and a role for autophagy mediated degradation should not be ruled out. TRIM34 is implicated
as a binding partner to TRIM5α and may have roles in augmenting the specificity of TRIM5α
mechanisms to restricting HIV-1. TRIM50 promotes the initiation of autophagy and interacts with
Beclin-1234. It is important to note that the list of TRIM proteins identified to contain putative LIR’s is
not exhaustive, and refinement of the search motif of the α-helical LIR used here may provide more
reliable results in future research.
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6.1.3: The coiled-coil motif must be accommodated by the LIR
The heptad repeat present in the super coiled structure of TRIM proteins is a source of false
positives when predicting LIR’s within TRIM proteins. Two initial predictions of LIR motifs in TRIM5α
were made at the sites F187, x, x, L190 and W196, x, x, S199. These predictions were in fact based on
the canonical LIR motif search term [W, F, Y], x, x, [I, L, V], however this LIR includes both residues
that function as part of the hydrophobic zipper of the coiled-coil. This issue of hydrophobic residues such
as I, L, V, and F, present in the heptad coiled-coil motif also directly conflicts with the more correct
α-helical search term used in this thesis: [W, F, Y], x, x, x, x, x, x, [Q, I, L, V]. The heptad motif repeats
every seven residues, and the two hydrophobic residues of the LIR motif in a helical context are separated
by seven residues, leading to many false positives. For this reason, all predictions of LIR motifs within
the coiled-coil region of TRIM proteins must exclude the possibility that the proposed LIR motif would
overlap with crucial coiled-coil motif hydrophobic zipper residues. Whilst this is possible in theory with
careful alignment of the primary sequence, the best validation of a putative LIR is using direct structural
evidence present in a coiled-coil containing crystal structure to directly exclude the coiled-coil residues.
AlphaFold solution structures provided a second source of insight into identifying whether putative LIR
residues may be in a biologically plausible position. AlphaFold predicted the BCC motifs of TRIM family
proteins remarkably well, and in some cases the position of the C-terminal domains, which aided in our
ability to screen for the most plausible LIRs in a structural context. Whilst not direct experimental
evidence, AlphaFold has established itself as a highly valuable tool in forming structural predictions and
hypothesis generation.
That the coiled-coil motif must be maintained for the overall structure and function of TRIM biology
may explain the unusual inclusion of Gln206 in TRIM5α LIR. The canonical LIRs include a small
hydrophobic residue at the equivalent position to occupy the H2 pocket of mATG8, thus strengthening
the interaction. TRIM5α LIR interactions are weak, however inclusion of a small hydrophobic residue at
this position may compromise the structural integrity of the coiled-coil itself, leading to unviable protein.
It is by coincidence that all putative LIR sites identified in our bioinformatic search contain only
glutamine residues at the H2 position, as I, L, V hits were only removed if they were identified as part of
the coiled-coil motif. It is possible that this is indicating a necessary trait of TRIM family, or even coiledcoil α-helical LIR’s in general. The α-LIR may depend on charged interactions rather than the H2
hydrophobic pocket to maintain the structural integrity of the coiled-coil. It may therefore be useful to
consider other residues like glutamine that are similar in size and charge when looking for helical LIRs
in the future. This may be viable for TRIMs which have strongly demonstrated roles in autophagy but
are not included in the TRIMs identified with putative LIR’s in this thesis.
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6.1.4: Difficulties in α-helical LIR constructs.
A common method used to study LIR and mATG8 interactions is by designing a chimeric
construct, where the residues contributing the LIR motif from the protein of interest, are cloned onto a
terminus of mATG8 of interest, expressed, and purified for X-ray crystallography. mATG8 proteins are
small, around 16 kDa, and stable, both desirable characteristics for crystallisation. Such techniques have
been used with great success for many canonical LIR interacting motifs, such as P62/Sequestesome199.
A keyword search on the Protein Data Bank for ‘LIR LC3 GABARAP” yields 161 hits, of which the vast
majority are chimeric constructs. The technique also works for non-canonical LIR motifs such as,
FYCO1171,235, ULK-1236, or Ankyrins237.
We presented the outcomes of using chimeric techniques to investigate the mode of binding for α-helical
LIR, when structural information of the protein of interest (TRIM5α) is well known. Our chimeric crystal
structures failed to capture the desired biologically relevant interfaces between TRIM5α and the
mATG8s. TRIM5α is an obligate anti-parallel dimer, with minimal flexibility across its length, albeit
potential flexibility towards the B-box termini95. The coiled-coil of TRIM5α presents a distance
equivalent to what is necessary for TRIM5α to span the hexameric lattice of HIV-1 capsid, and the role
of self-assembly through dimerization, and multimerization are crucial to the functional biology of
TRIM5α. Priori structural knowledge of TRIM5α ensures the interpretation of the presented X-ray
crystallographic structures for chimeric constructs is valid. It is important to note that without the known
restraints of the coiled-coil domain, incorrect conclusions may well have been drawn, and this emphasises
the care that is required in interpreting bona fide LIR chimeric crystal structures, most importantly in
cases where the structure of LIR site is not known, or where the LIR is non-canonical in some way. Our
experimental results should be taken as a cautionary tale.
Our experience in generating biologically relevant TRIM5α LIR complexes sheds light on some of the
issues with non-canonical LIRs. Using chimeric structures to crystallise complexes of α-helical LIR
could be difficult for two major reasons, these relate to the size of the helix, and to the maintenance of
secondary structure. Canonical LIR bind across the LIR docking site, extending the β-sheet of the
mATG8 ubiquitin-like core by hydrogen bonding an intermolecular parallel β-strand to β-strand 3 of the
mATG8. This interaction is typically 1 residue in diametre, or 3 to 4 Å of displacement from the surface
of the ATG8. In contrast, an α-helix is 5 Å in diametre, not counting sidechains, which poses a much
larger potential to alter crystal packing and affect the stability of the secondary structure. Furthermore,
the secondary structure of a helical LIR must be maintained at least across the LIR docking site. This
proved particularly difficult for a helix derived from a coiled-coil motif. As the residues involved in the
heptad repeat, which form a hydrophobic zipper between coils, buried themselves across the surface of
the GABARAPL1 domain, effectively destabilising the α-helical secondary structure of the TRIM5α LIR
as evident in the extended linker GABARAPL1-GGGS-αLIR-TRIM5α construct. Attempts to further
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stabilise the coiled-coil interface resulted in crystallographic issues, such as difficulty in growing crystals,
twinned datasets, and disordered regions of interest. Future work may find value in altering the location
of the TRIM5α LIR to the N-terminus, mutating the coiled-coil hydrophobic zipper residues to
hydrophilic equivalents, or designing anti-parallel dimer mATG8 constructs, which utilise a single
extended coiled-coil (containing LIR) to form dimers, as opposed to a monomer construct with a GGDP
hairpin. However, it is likely that the method of characterising LIR interactions for α-helical LIR through
coiled-coil constructs is simply not suitable for the above reasons.
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6.2: Binding of novel inhibitor 11l to HIV-1 CA
6.2.1: Overview
HIV-1 is the primary causative agent of acquired immunodeficiency disorder or AIDS, affecting
38 million people worldwide, estimated at 3600 affected people in New Zealand as of 2019. Despite
there being no cure, the symptoms and infectivity of HIV/AIDS can be treated with combined
antiretroviral therapy, consisting of antiretroviral drugs which target aspects of the HIV-1 lifecycle.
Common examples include nucleoside, and non-nucleoside inhibitors that inhibit reverse transcriptase
and protease inhibitors that block maturation of the virus. Whilst antiretroviral therapy is used
successfully to both treat the symptoms of AIDS, and as a prophylaxis to prevent infection, daily
treatment regimens compromise patient compliance, and growing drug resistance remains a problem,
warranting further drug development.
The retroviral capsid core is a potential target for antiretroviral development. The capsid core is crucial
to the viral lifecycle, it mediates active transport through the cytoplasm, transport through the nuclear
pore complex, innate immune evasion, and the timely uncoating releasing the viral genome for
integration. Furthermore capsid can also affect maturation of newly formed virions. Interfering with any
of these functions has the potential to compromise infection and makes capsid a viable target for the
development of novel antiretrovirals that bind to HIV-1 CA protein. Consequently, effort has been made
in identifying compounds that bind to capsid and disrupt infection.
PF74 is the first capsid inhibitor that was developed with the binding side of the compound between helix
3 and 4 of HIV-1 CA protein. This binding site is shared by nuclear import proteins such as the FG repeat
containing NUP153, and CPSF6, which have roles in transporting the HIV-1 core across the nuclear pore
complex. Furthermore, the site is located between the interface of two adjacent monomers within a
hexamer subunit. The exact mechanism by which PF74 achieves its inhibitory activity is bimodal and
concentration dependant, and current understanding hypothesises either competitive binding to inhibit
nuclear import, or stabilisation/destabilisation of the capsid core itself.
Derivatives of PF74 are in active development, and a recent compound, GS-6207 was designed from
X-ray crystallographic data to strengthen the interaction between adjacent monomers within a hexamer
subunit, thus tightly binding the same conserved interface utilised by nuclear import proteins.
Furthermore, the pharmacology of GS-6207 is highly insoluble, allowing for a long-acting profile with
a single sub-cutaneous injection lasting several months at concentrations high enough to inhibit infectious
particles. GS-6207 validates the potential of investigating capsid binding compounds and further PF74
derivatives as a new class of antivirals, which are independent of current drug resistances, and may
improve patient adherence by removing daily oral regimes.
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In a collaboration with Dr Peng and Dr Sun at Shandong University, we present the X-ray crystal
structure of HIV-1 CA hexamer in complex with 11l, a third generation PF74 derivative with promising
capsid binding and antiviral properties. A structure of 11l in complex with HIV-1 CA will aide in
continued structure optimisation and design for the novel 11l inhibitor.

6.2.2: 11l binds similarly to its homologues, PF74 and GS-6207
We have used a disulfide bonded version of the HIV-1 capsid hexamer to determine the structure
bound to 11l. The structure contains useful data up to 2.5 Å resolution and the mode of binding of 11l
can be unambiguously resolved. Furthermore, the structure contains 6 individual 11l compounds which
bind with comparable topology to each other, and to PF74. Comparisons between the six 11l compounds
allows modelling several states of disorder for the piperazinone motif, the aniline group, and the methoxy
moiety within the anisole group.
11l is derived from PF74 and contains a benzenesulfonamide and piperazinone motif in place of the
indole group of PF74. However, both compounds share a polyphenyl core, which in the case of PF74
mimics the binding of the FG repeats present in the nuclear import protein NUP153, Figure 5. Molecular
dynamics simulation predicted the phenyl group of 11l to occupy a similar hydrophobic pocket to PF74,
however the anisole group (which contains the other phenyl from the core) would not occupy the same
hydrophobic pocket as the equivalent structure of PF74. Instead, the anisole interacts across Lys70 and
Asn74. Furthermore, the piperazinone and benzenesulfonamide interact across helix 3. Importantly, the
molecular dynamics was run with a single CA monomer, thus not capturing the full complexity present
at the hexamer monomer-monomer interface.
In contrast to the molecular dynamics simulation, the core scaffold of 11l binds identically to its
derivative PF74, Figure 64, and Figure 65. The phenyl and anisole groups occupy the same hydrophobic
pockets mediated in part by Leucine (Leu56, Leu69) and Isoleucine (Ile73) residues, whilst the phenyl
group is effectively buried by the long sidechain of Lysine (Lys70). The only major difference between
the phenyl core of 11l and PF74 is the methoxy group within the anisole moiety present only on 11l,
which is in one of two preferred orientations. The consistent binding of the polyphenyl core to the FG
pocket demonstrates its key importance in PF74-like compounds affinity to the HIV-1 CA. The
substituent groups of 11l are the point of difference between PF74, as the piperazinone, sulfonamide, and
aniline moieties are larger than the indole group of PF74, and this likely directly contributes to the
disorder of helix 9 within the CTD.
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Figure 64.
Binding mode of 11l
The typical binding mode we propose for compound 11l, as exampled by chain C. Hydrogen bonds are formed
between the polyphenyl core backbone and Asn57, and from the ketone group of the piperazine moiety to the Nε
atom of Arg173, and a co-ordinated water molecule. The Anisole and phenyl which form the core occupy NTD
hydrophobic pockets identically to PF74. The methoxy group from the anisole orients towards the space between
Asn74, and Thr107. The sulfonamide and aniline group form no interactions with the CTD of the adjacent
monomer.

GS-6207 is another PF74 derivative compound that contains the polyphenyl core but with several
modifications, Figure 65. The phenyl group near the L56 pocket is decorated with two fluorine atoms,
and the equivalent to the anisole of 11l is a modified with a five-membered ring containing two nitrogen
atoms, with sulfonamide and carbon-trifluoride modifications. The core scaffold between these two
moieties is also incorporated into a benzene ring, and a carbon triple-bond is terminated with sulfide
group. Despite these significant deviations from the core, the binding topology of GS-6207, PF74, and
11l all share the same core binding mode, with the two core phenyl or phenyl derivatives occupying the
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hydrophobic pockets between Lys70 and Leu56, and Lys70 and Thr107. To note, GS-6207 contains an
indole-like moiety, similar to PF74, which occupies the equivalent position of the indole of PF74. In this
way, 11l is unique when compared to GS-6207 and PF74 for the extended reach of the aniline moiety.
Superposition of the GS-6207 structure and the 1ll compound suggests that the aniline group would clash
with the position of helix 9.

Figure 65.
PF74 and GS-6207 binding to HIV-1 capsid
Reference binding of A, PF74, PDB accession 4QNB, and B, GS-6207, PDB accession 6V2F, each in complex
with HIV-1 CA.

The importance of the binding site of 11l is three-fold, Figure 66: Firstly, the site contains interactions
between two adjacent monomers within the hexamer. The NTD of one monomer forms the pocket within
which the hydrophobic phenyl core is situated. The CTD of another monomer is positioned nearby to the
substituent groups. Secondly, the pocket within the NTD of the first monomer, which binds the
polyphenyl core, is also situated adjacent to the CypA binding loop. Thirdly, the region of the CTD of
the second monomer nearest to the bound compound consist of the disordered region consisting of helices
8 and 9. A region is responsible for the two-fold symmetry axis of the mature hexamer. Due to these
three properties the binding of a ligand at this side has the potential to: alter allosterically CypA loop
conformation via helix 4, affect inter-hexamer formation and stability via C-loop interactions, and affect
intra-hexamer affinity via Arg173.
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Figure 66.
Context of 11l Binding site
Left, the trigonal lattice formed from hexamer subunits with associated quasi-symmetry and the location of the six
binding sites per hexamer. Right, the binding site of 11l and local structures, helix 4 and CypA binding loop,
Arg173 mediating intra-hexamer interaction, and the 2-fold binding interface mediated by the (disordered)
C-loop.

6.2.3: 11l binding affects the C-loop.
When comparing structures of 11l to PF74, GS-6207 and our unliganded structure, the region
with the largest changes are residues 175-190, i.e., the region starting from the terminus of helix 8,
through to helix 9, which we term the C-loop. This loop is poorly ordered in the structures of HIV-1 CA,
with poorly defined electron density that is generally not modelled reflecting an area that is in multiple
conformations. Binding of PF74 increases the order of residues 176-180, making them visible in the
crystal structure. Binding of GS-6207 orders the entire loop, and helix 9 is visible as a α-helix over
residues 176-192. In the structure of 11l, the residues 175-178, and the residues 184-190 are visible.
Whilst the core scaffold is identical across the compounds PF74, GS-6207, and 11l, the key difference
between the binding of 11l is the position of the benzenesulfonamide substituent, i.e., the piperazinone,
sulfonamide and aniline groups. These groups extend to the C-loop which is directly responsible for
mediating the 2-fold interaction of hexameric lattice assembly. The six ligand binding sites of the 11l
structure all exhibit similar C-loop topologies, where the region near the aniline of the 11l compound is
disordered i.e., between residues 178-185. Of interest is that the residues from Glu175-176 are more
ordered than in the unliganded structure. Similarly, to PF74, the sidechain Gln176 is oriented towards
the sulfonamide moiety, a pattern not seen in unliganded structure, and the opposite direction is also in
GS-6207. The sidechain of Gln176 appears to dictate whether the mainchain coil from helix 8 makes an
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immediate turn towards helix 9, or continues in the direction of helix 8, extending the disorder of the
region, and reducing the α-helical length of helix 9. The 11l bound structure also provides visibility of
helix 9 from residue 185.
Furthermore, when comparing between unliganded, PF74 bound, 11l bound, and GS-6207 bound
HIV-1 CA, the C-loop adopts unique conformations, which given the identical HIV-CA construct are
most likely due to the influence of inhibitor binding, rather than being explained by variations in crystal
packing. This is particularly true when comparing the PF74 structure presented in this thesis, compared
to that previously published, PDB accession 4QNB. In which the exact regions of the C loop are modelled
independently, yet identically.
Interestingly, the C-loop is completely visible in the GS-6207 structure and forms favourable interactions
with the compound. The molecular mechanism for this is clear for GS-6207, where 7 hydrogen bonds,
two cation-π interactions, and >2000 Å2 of buried surface area holds two adjacent monomers within the
hexamer tightly together. These include the stabilisation of helix 9, which forms interactions with the
GS-6207 compound. However, this contrasts with the other HIV-1 CA structures (Unliganded, PF74,
11l) which exhibit unique disorder of the C-loop. The complete order of the C-loop, and additional
favourable interactions made between adjacent hexamer monomers is the purported reason behind
increased rate of capsid assembly and pico-molar affinity binding by GS-6207. Complicating the analysis
is

that

despite

being

that

same

construct

used

(HIV-1

CA

disulfide

stabilised,

A14C/E45C/W184A/M185A), GS-6207 co-crystals form in a non-hexamer lattice packing formation,
i.e., no hexamer sheet is formed throughout the crystal. This raises the possibility that the packing
interface of the C-loop is not biologically representative as it is seen in the crystal. It is also possible that
this unique packing may have influenced C-loop visibility, however the extent of this artifact is not
known. It is also possible that the C-loop is ordered as a direct effect from GS-6207 binding. Unliganded,
PF74, and 11l constructs all share identical hexameric lattices, of 90-91 Å from hexamer centre to
hexamer centre, and are thus directly and unambiguously comparable in terms of C-loop order/disorder.
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Figure 67.
C-loop change on ligand binding
Comparison between four states of HIV-1 (disulfide stabilised hexamer) depending on ligand binding to 11l, PF74,
GS-6207, or no binding. Top left, 11l, no visibility of residues ~177-184, shown is chain C, note aniline group
would clash with position of a formed helix 9. Top right, PF72, residues from 176-180 clearly visible, and interact
the indole substituent. Bottom left, GS-6207, contiguous C-loop is visible, helix 9 is fully formed and ordered.
Bottom Right, Unliganded structure, no ordered model available for residues 176-187. However, density is clearly
visible, see Figure 47, page 112.

6.2.4: 11l proposed mechanism of action
PF74 and GS-6207 both have hypothesised stabilisation mechanisms of action, in that both
compounds increase the rate of capsid assembly in vivo40,42. This affects capsid core maturation in the
late phases of infection. In addition to late stage and maturation, both PF74 and GS-6207 also affect the
early stages of infection. The hypothesised mechanism of early phase restriction is competition between
the compounds and nuclear import and integration factors such as NUP153 and CPSF6. These import
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proteins compete for a shared binding site with the compound. High concentrations of PF74 are thought
to catastrophically affect mature capsid core structures, where PF74 binding may restrict the quasiequivalence of HIV-1 CA, forcing it to adopt homogenous structures such a hexameric tubes. However,
this is only seen at concentrations much higher than restriction is demonstrated, indicating that
early-phase restriction is still likely due to binding site competition with nuclear import factors.
In contrast to PF74, 11l deaccelerates assembly of capsid protein in capsid assembly assays. This is
further supported by the destructive nature 11l had on unliganded crystals during soaking experiments
when compared to PF74. This would indicate that 11l is affecting capsid self-assembly, and potentially
mediating disassembly, at a level that is not congruent with tubes, planar lattices, or mature capsid
icosahedra. This could be achieved via two mechanisms, destabilising hexamer formation into monomers
(intra-hexamer), or destabilising hexamer lattice formation into hexamers (inter-hexamer), or both. Like
PF74 and GS-6207, 11l binds preferentially to the mature form i.e., hexamer of HIV-1 CA, but with a
lower ratio of binding at 5.17, compared to 30.11 for PF74 for example:
Compound

KD Monomer CA

KD Hexamer CA

PF74

2.80 µM

0.093 µM

GS-6207

0.00250 µM

0.00022 µM

11l

13.6 µM

2.63 µM

Table 11. Comparison of dissociation constants between HIV-1 CA and inhibitors.

It could be hypothesised that the mechanism of action applies to the mature hexamer, rather than by
virtue of binding to a monomer. This is further supported by the binding site of 11l being positioned
between the NTD and CTD of adjacent monomers within the hexamer. However, 11l interactions with
the CTD of the adjacent monomer are not consistent, and the piperazinone moiety forms a hydrogen bond
with the Nε atom of Arg173 in only 2/6 ligands modelled in our structure, chain C and E. In contrast,
chains B and F orient the piperazinone motif to interact with the Nζ atom of Lys70, which is on the NTD
side of the monomer-monomer interaction. Arg173 is the only favourable interaction visible between the
adjacent monomers mediated by 11l. Whilst the sulfonamide moiety may be positioned in proximity to
helix 9, the oxygen atoms are too far from the nearest potential interaction with the mainchain nitrogen
from Arg173, which is already hydrogen bonded with the carboxyl of Tyr169 to form helix 9. Any other
potential interactions with 11l and the CTD of the adjacent monomer are not visible due to the disorder
of the C-loop, which may be interpreted as a lack of strong interaction. In conclusion, the crystal structure
shows little evidence of consistent interactions between the adjacent monomer of the helix that are
mediated by the binding of 11l. Furthermore, 11l appears to affect the disorder of the C-loop. Taken
together these observations support both possibilities of intra- and inter-hexamer de-stability. Although
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11l preferentially binds hexameric capsid, it may disrupt the hexameric unit itself leaving monomers, and
may disrupt lattice formation via sterically disordering the C-loop. It should be noted that as the hexamer
within the crystal is covalently bound with disulfide bonds, the observation of a hexamer present in the
crystal whilst simultaneously bound to 11l is not evidence against an intra-hexamer de-stability
mechanism. That the hexameric lattice formed within our crystal at all suggests that intra-hexamer
destability may even be the primary or only mechanism. An 11l co-crystal with monomeric CA may
provide more information regarding the mode of de-stability.
We conclude that the molecular mechanism for 11l likely functions in a “lock and lever” type mechanism:
which functions by anchoring in the tightly binding FG pocket of the hexamer, and then sterically
disrupting helix 9 and 2-fold hexamer formation, or disrupting monomer-monomer intra-hexamer
association, thus destabilising the capsid core lattice. This is the reason for the more potent early phase
restriction profile of 11l compared to PF74. This would also imply that disrupting capsid itself is more
potent of a restriction strategy than out-competing nuclear import factors or other host-viral interactions
of CA, as 11l is in fact a weaker binder than the PF74 compound. Structural optimisation of the 11l
compound may therefore benefit from strengthening the phenyl core interaction with the NTD, whilst
also providing steric hindrance and unfavourable interactions to the adjacent monomer CTD.

6.2.5: Structural optimisation of 11l
Insights derived by the binding mechanism present in the co-crystal structure of HIV-1 CA and
11l can be used to propose structural optimisations to increase the effectiveness of the compound in
restricting HIV-1 infection. We proposed a “lock and lever” mechanism for 11l, to explain the differences
in restriction phenotype seen by the capsid destabilising 11l, when compared to the capsid stabilising,
and nuclear import inhibiting restriction of PF74 and GS-6207. We believe part of what makes the early
phase of restriction from 11l so much more potent than PF74, is the lack of NTD monomer to adjacent
CTD monomer interactions mediated by the drug, and even the disruption of normal CTD helix 9
structure and function.
These insights lead to the recommendation to focus on improving the affinity of the capsid NTD binding
region to the 11l compound. 11l already exhibits weaker binding affinities than PF74, however, to
maintain the capsid de-stability phenotype, tighter binding must be achieved whilst not increasing
adjacent monomer contacts. Increasing adjacent monomer contacts may risk the loss of the capsid
de-stability phenotype. The compound GS-6207 does this, achieving tighter binding by harnessing
contacts to the adjacent monomer, promoting capsid assembly, similarly to PF74. Development of
GS-6207 focused on capsid stabilising mutants as the destabilising compounds did not improve antiviral
restriction with optimisation and were rejected. This is attributed to be the high concentration of
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HIV-1 CA within the capsid core, and difficulty in breaking mass action of the assembly40. It may be that
the quasi-equivalence required by HIV-1 CA to form the variable hexamer lattice present in the mature
capsid core, is simply incompatible with tight binding of a highly stabilising compounds such as
GS-6207, and PF74. This is the explanation used to explain late phase restriction, during the maturation
step, but does not necessarily explain the drugs effect on an already formed capsid core, during the early
stages. Whilst in this sense 11l departs from the other compounds strategy to directly face the problem
of mass action, the potential to further design the novel mechanism associated with the 11l phenotype,
which may destabilise intra and inter-hexamer interactions of HIV-1 CA is warranted.
To enhance the binding affinity of 11l to the NTD, whilst specifically retaining the de-stability
phenotype, we look to the phenyl core of GS-6207 for inspiration. The changes to the core of GS-6207
compared to PF74 and 11l fall into one of three categories, they mediate binding between NTD and CTD
adjacent monomers, they mediate binding to the NTD monomer alone, or they do not appear to make
significant interactions, we want to adopt changes that mediate binding to the NTD alone:
The sulfonamide moiety for example forms an extensive hydrogen bond network and is described as the
“linchpin” that holds Asn74, Lys70 from the NTD, and Asn183 from the CTD, such an interaction would
be unfavourable in a lock and lever context. However, the triple bond extension, and dimethyl sulfur
dioxide group that extends across helix 3 of the NTD forms no meaningful contacts with the CTD
monomer, the closest being a potential 3.5 Å electrostatic interaction with Ser41 of the CTD. More
importantly a 2.7 Å interaction is being made to the sidechain of Asn57.
GS-6207 also has two fluoride atoms decorating the central phenyl core moiety, equivalent to the phenyl
group in 11l. The increased hydrophobicity of this modification likely improves binding of the core to
the NTD pocket, and surround hydrophobic residues Ley56, Leu69, and Ile73.
The pentacyclic motif on the second phenyl core (equivalent to the anisole phenyl in 11l) contains two
nitrogen atoms and coordinates the Lys70 residue, whilst giving additional distance from the core to
bring the sulfonamide closer to stabilise the C-loop. This is unlikely to have a useful role, as Lys70 when
11l is bound hydrogen bound to the benzenesulfonamide derivative groups of 11l, and hydrophobic
burying of the central phenyl.
The methoxy tip of the anisole is in contrast to the chloride atom para-substituted onto benzene present
in GS-6207. The methoxy tip of the anisole in 11l was included early in the 1st generation of PF74
derivation due to a common effect of increasing the potency of viral restriction. It is unclear by what
mechanism this may be as the methoxy tip occupies multiple conformations in the 11l co-crystal. The
ideal motif here would be that which best improves binding affinity, however in all structures, significant
electron density is often observed between helix 4 and 5, between Thr107, and Asn74. This is likely
occupied by a disordered water molecule or otherwise attributed to solvent. Extending the methoxy tip
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into this space may both further increase the affinity of binding by displacing the solvent and coordinating
local residues, and may confer changes to the CypA loop, which present between helix 4 and 5.
Regarding the substituent groups (piperazinone, benzenesulfonamide, and aniline) any changes to
improve the destabilisation of the CTD may not confer that improvement to restriction potency. Steps
towards destabilising the C-loop likely present a penalty of 11l affinity to the hexamer, evidenced by the
lower affinity of 11l when compared to PF74, despite a more potent restriction profile at the early stages
of infection. Therefore, under a lock and lever hypothesis, further optimisation of the
benzenesulfonamide and aniline moieties should occur only after significant strengthening to the affinity
of the poly phenol core. There is one possible optimisation to be made on the ketone group of the
piperazinone moiety. The ketone group coordinates a water molecule present in a pocket between the
compound and NTD. Typically, this water molecule is highly co-ordinated between the mainchain
carboxyl’s of Leu56 and Val59, and the sidechain of Gln63, which form the turn between helix 3 and
helix 4 of HIV-1 CA (All NTD interactions). In chain C of the 11l co-crystal structure, this water has
moved within 2.9 Å of the piperazinone ketone. Finding a substituent that displaces this conserved water
molecule in favour of the compound may drastically increase the affinity of the compound to the NTD,
and also prevent the piperazinone ketone moiety from forming favourable hydrogen bonds with Arg173
of the adjacent CTD.
Our proposed structural optimisations to 11l are visualised in Figure 68.
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Figure 68.
Structural Optimisation of 11l
Proposed optimisations to enhance 11l binding to the NTD of HIV-1 CA. A) Extend the polyphenyl core backbone
similarly to GS-6207 utilising an extended alkene and sulfide moiety. B) Substituent R group replaces ketone from
piperazinone, to optimise displace of conserved water molecule bound between helix 3 and helix 4. C) Addition of
hydrophobic fluorine atoms to the 2’ and 4’ position of the phenyl core. D) Extend the anisole group, forcing the
methyl to orient in the helix-4 burying position, and allowing for a substituent R group to occupy the solvent
occupied space between residues Thr107, Asn74, and Ser102, i.e., between helix 4 and helix 5.
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6.3: Summary
In this thesis we presented two pieces of research exploring novel aspects of HIV-1 restriction:
Firstly, TRIM5α is an innate immune protein which potently restricts HIV-1 via unknown mechanisms
that involve recognition of HIV-1 capsid protein. Recent studies into the TRIM family of proteins have
implicated TRIM5α as a receptor and regulator of autophagy, and the role autophagy has on TRIM5α
mediated HIV-1 restriction is a current debate. TRIM5α’s role in autophagy, however, is in part mediated
by the presence of an LC3 Interacting Motif (LIR) present in the centre the coiled-coil domain of
TRIM5α. We worked into adapting previous chimeric methods to easily visualise potential TRIM5α LIR
binding modalities and performed a bioinformatic search to identify other putative TRIM family LIR
motifs, which identified TRIM26, TRIM34, TRIM38, TRIM50, TRIM73, and TRIM74 as potential LIR
candidates.
Secondly, HIV-1 capsid is crucial to navigating the host cell, and successful infection. This makes capsid
a potential target for the development of novel compounds that are independent of emerging drug
resistance to existing compounds and their mechanisms. The 11l compound is a novel capsid inhibitor
which exhibits a promising HIV-1 capsid destabilising phenotype. We presented the structure of 11l in
complex with HIV-1 hexamer and hypothesise a potential mechanism of action for 11l and subsequent
routes of optimisation.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
8.1: Technical Detail of Protein Constructs
Emboldened characters represent areas cleaved during purification from HRV-C protease or
Carboxy-peptidase-A. Underlined characters are GS linker and TRIM5α derived sequences.

8.1.1: HIV-1 CA Full length A14C, E45C, W184A, M185A.
1
10
20
30
40
50
|
|
|
|
|
|
PIVQNLQGQMVHQCISPRTLNAWVKVVEEKAFSPEVIPMFSALSCGATPQ
DLNTMLNTVGGHQAAMQMLKETINEEAAEWDRLHPVHAGPIAPGQMREPR
GSDIAGTTSTLQEQIGWMTHNPPIPVGEIYKRWIILGLNKIVRMYSPTSI
LDIRQGPKEPFRDYVDRFYKTLRAEQASQEVKNAATETLLVQNANPDCKT
ILKALGPGATLEEMMTACQGVGGPGHKARVLLEHHHHHH
Length: 239,
Molecular weight: 26.498 kDa,
Extinction Coefficient: 28,210 M-1 cm-1
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8.1.2: GR1-GS-αLIR
1
10
20
30
40
50
|
|
|
|
|
|
MAHHHHHHSAALEVLFQGPGMKFQYKEDHPFEYRKKEGEKIRKKYPDRVP
VIVEKAPKARVPDLDKRKYLVPSDLTVGQFYFLIRKRIHLRPEDALFFFV
NNTIPPTSATMGQLYEDNHEEDYFLYVAYSDESVYGKGSQLREILDWEES
NELQNLEKE
Length: 143,
Molecular weight: 17.025 kDa,
Extinction Coefficient: 20,400 M-1 cm-1

8.1.3: GR1-GGGGS-αLIR
1
10
20
30
40
50
|
|
|
|
|
|
MAHHHHHHSAALEVLFQGPGMKFQYKEDHPFEYRKKEGEKIRKKYPDRVP
VIVEKAPKARVPDLDKRKYLVPSDLTVGQFYFLIRKRIHLRPEDALFFFV
NNTIPPTSATMGQLYEDNHEEDYFLYVAYSDESVYGKGGGGSQLREILDW
EESNELQNLEKE
Length: 186,
Molecular weight: 21.745 kDa,
Extinction Coefficient: 21,890 M-1 cm-1

8.1.4: GR1-GGGGS-αLIR-RevCC
1
10
20
30
40
50
|
|
|
|
|
|
MAHHHHHHSAALEVLFQGPGMKFQYKEDHPFEYRKKEGEKIRKKYPDRVP
VIVEKAPKARVPDLDKRKYLVPSDLTVGQFYFLIRKRIHLRPEDALFFFV
NNTIPPTSATMGQLYEDNHEEDYFLYVAYSDESVYGKGGGGSQLREILDW
EESNELQNLEKEGGDPIDYDKTNVSADFEQLREILD
Length: 186,
Molecular weight: 21.745 kDa,
Extinction Coefficient: 21,890 M-1 cm-1
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8.1.5: Primers used for ExSite cloning
GR1-GS-αLIR:
Forward:
GAAAGCAATGAACTGCAGAATCTGGAAAAAGAATAACGCTCTGGTGCCACGCGGTAG
Reverse:
AGTGATGAGAGTGTCTATGGGAAAGGTAGCCAGCTGCGCGAAATTCTGGATTGGGAA
GR1-GGGGS-αLIR:
Forward:
GGCGGAGGCGGTAGCCAGCTGCGCGAAATT
Reverse:
TTTCCCATAGACACTCTCATCACTGTAGGC
GR1-GGGGS-αLIR-RevCC:
Forward:
AGCGCAGATTTTGAACAGCTGCGCGAAATTCTGGATTAACGCTCTGGTGCCACGCGGTAG
Reverse:
CACATTGGTTTTATCATAATCAATGGGATCTCCGCCTTCTTTTTCCAGATTCTGCAGTTC
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